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Introduction 

 

 This Kittatinny Regional Social Studies Curriculum was developed during the 2011-2012 school 

year by a committee of teachers from the four sending districts, Fredon, McKeown, Sandyston-

Walpack, and Stillwater, as well as representatives from the Junior High School Department (grades 7-

8) of KRHS. 

 

 The curriculum includes a number of sections dealing with different elements of the program.  

These include: 

 

Narratives – a set of descriptions concerning philosophy, goals, objectives and instructional strategies 

that offer direction as to how this social studies program may be taught. 

 

 

Bibliography – included is a list of books that should be used by teachers and/or read by students in 

conjunction with the implementation of this curriculum. 

 

 

 The narrative component of this curriculum includes two important sections that go beyond those 

responsible for teaching social studies.  Administrators and board members should carefully review the 

sections dealing with staff development and technology. 

 

 Finding time for social studies instruction (including a continued focus on Geography and the 

Tolerance component) will continue to be a challenge.  It requires everyone’s attention and its success 

may rely on finding creative solutions. 

 

 Concerns about staff development and the availability of current technology are primarily 

administrative and should continue to be addressed once the curriculum is adopted. 

 

 Curriculum should never be static, but should change and grow throughout the period of time of 

its implementation.  For this reason, efforts should be made to obtain feedback from those 

implementing the program and have that feedback reviewed by the administration and the curriculum 

committee. 
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 Those professionals who worked on the Kittatinny Regional Social Studies curriculum have 

devoted considerable time and thought to this project.  They believe they have produced a solid, 

workable program that will benefit all the children in the five districts.  The committee members are 

deservedly proud of their work. 

 

 As the curriculum consultant who coordinated this project, I would like to express my sincere 

thanks to the committee members for their fine work.  Many thanks and much respect to: 

 

Ashley Martin and Susan Vogt…………………………. Fredon Twp. School 

Ellen Kolonoski and Tara Jones…….............................Kittatinny Regional High School 

Ellen Grabowski and Christy Mastrelli………………..... McKeown School 

Drew Shelton………………………………………….......Sandyston-Walpack School 

Lynda Collier and Linda Estock……………………........Stillwater Twp. School 

 

I’d also like to thank the district administrators for all their support and guidance, both of which 

contributed to the final curriculum guide in a very positive manner. 
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Section I 

 

 

Narratives 
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Philosophy 

 

 Social Studies is a broad subject area that includes all the disciplines considered to be part of the 

social sciences.  It deals with all aspects of human endeavor including history, geography, economics, 

civics, sociology, and anthropology as they relate to people in the past, present and future.  A field as 

wide as social studies should receive great focus in terms of perceived importance and allocation of 

resources including funding, personnel, and time. 

 

 This curriculum is based upon the belief that Social Studies must be dedicated to the 

development of effective citizens.  Students should be equipped with the knowledge and skills 

necessary to become productive, contributing citizens within our democratic society. 

 

 Within the struggle for time and resources, the social studies curriculum must be given its proper 

place.  The future of our culture and our Republic depends upon a citizenry that can read and write.  It 

also depends on a citizenry that is prepared to lead itself through the struggles, conflicts and joys that 

result from being a productive member of society. 

 

 

Goals 

 

 The Kittatinny Region Social Studies curriculum concerns itself with developing students who 

are prepared for citizenship in a democratic society as well as in an increasingly interdependent global 

community.  It is the purpose of this curriculum to offer students courses of study as well as 

experiences that will provide them with the necessary skills, sense of social responsibility and 

geographical and historical perspective necessary for responsible citizenship.  For this reason, the 

major goals of this curriculum are 

 

1.  to develop citizens who are effective decision makers. 

2.  to develop citizens who have the life long ability to acquire and apply useful        

 information. 

3.  to develop citizens who possess a geographical and historical perspective of themselves and 

their society, and can apply this perspective to the events of the day. 

4.  to develop citizens who recognize that the world and its people are interdependent. 

5.  to develop citizens who appreciate the world’s diverse cultures. 

6.  to develop citizens who respect the rights of others. 

7.  to develop citizens who understand and demonstrate positive human traits such as 

 honesty, courage, and compassion. 

8.  to develop citizens who are prepared to self-govern. 
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Program Objectives 

 

 In order to provide an environment in which each student has the opportunity to mature as an 

active, thinking, well-informed citizen of our democratic society, this Social Studies curriculum is 

dedicated to creating an instructional atmosphere in which students strive to 

 

1.develop reading skills in the content area. 

2.develop listening skills through use of the content area. 

3.develop information-gathering skills, including library skills, visual media  interpretation skills, 

and technical skills. 

4.acquire knowledge of geography and map skills. 

5.demonstrate the use of a variety of resource materials. 

6.develop information-processing skills. 

7.develop critical thinking skills. 

8.develop decision-making skills. 

9.acquire knowledge in the content area and demonstrate that knowledge in a variety of ways. 

10. utilize the skills necessary to write reports in a logical and comprehensive manner. 

11. acquire public speaking and debating skills through the use of the content area. 

12. develop memory, studying, and test-taking skills. 

13. develop creativity through projects related to the content area. 

14. develop creativity through mental processes that encourage creative thinking. 

15. demonstrate the responsibilities of good citizenship in the classroom. 

16. develop the ability to constructively interact with other people. 

17. acquire knowledge of concepts and generalizations in the content area. 

18. recognize theories, trends, and philosophies in the content areas. 

19. recognize and identify various forms of propaganda. 

20. demonstrate the importance of individual participation in society. 

21. acquire knowledge of the role of individualism in society. 

22. acquire knowledge of the duties and responsibilities of a citizen in relationship to 

 government. 

23. acquire knowledge of the purpose and operation of government. 

24. acquire knowledge about the inter-relationship between mankind and the physical 

 environment. 

25. explain how quality of life is influenced by political, social, and economic factors. 

26. acquire knowledge of how values and beliefs affect political, social and economic 

 systems. 

27. acquire knowledge about the fundamental beliefs of the world’s religions. 

28. acquire knowledge about mankind’s universal concern for the meaning of its existence. 

29. recognize and identify the basic motivations of mankind. 

30. acquire an understanding of how the humanities affect and are affected by political, 

 social, and economic factors. 

31. demonstrate knowledge about the humanities. 

32. understand that material and nonmaterial culture influence the character of a society. 
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Program Objectives (cont’d) 

 

33. analyze and compare cultures. 

34. recognize the causes that make cultures evolve. 

35. recognize the necessity to thoughtfully adapt to change. 

36. acquire knowledge of how masculine and feminine roles are affected by political, 

 social, and economic factors. 

37. acquire knowledge of how economic systems function. 

38. acquire knowledge of good consumer practices. 

39. analyze the present as a result of a continuation and evolution of historical 

 developments. 

40. demonstrate cause and effect relationships. 

41. acquire knowledge of the accomplishments of people. 

42. identify examples of art or aesthetic expression depicting history and/or social progress. 

43. evaluate the accomplishments of people. 

44. acquire knowledge of current issues and events related to politics, society, and economics. 

45. recognize the consequences of prejudice and unfounded hatred as evidenced by  acts that 

have denied certain people their basic civil rights and lead to unjustified imprisonment and 

genocide. 

46. acquire knowledge of the Holocaust, those involved, and how future generations and 

 societies can prevent its recurrence. 

47. recognize those among us, past and present, who have achieved greatness through their 

demonstration of honesty, courage, compassion, persistence and charity. 

 

 The program objectives relate to the total program, grades K-8, and reflect the overall focus and 

intent of Social Studies instruction throughout the Kittatinny Region. 
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Staff Development 

  

 The implementation of this curriculum should be supported through ongoing staff training.  Staff 

members need to be provided with training in terms of the curriculum and with training to maintain the 

background and skills required to make the curriculum effective for students.  Social Studies should be 

considered when scheduling annual in-service days, after-school courses, seminars, and conferences. 

 

 

Technology 

 

 Each of the schools within the Kittatinny Region has a wide range of media and technology 

available for staff and student use.  Each district has made significant strides toward training their staff 

in terms of integrating technology into all curriculum areas.  In addition, each of the districts has plans 

to continue to expand the technology they have and to extend the training offerings available to staff. 

 

 Technology plays an important role in the implementation of the Social Studies curriculum. 

 

 Within the limits of available equipment and materials, teachers in the various districts should 

make regular, appropriate use of the available media, including: 

 

 Videotapes 

 Videodisks 

 CD-ROMs 

 Audiotapes 

 Audio equipment 

 Video production equipment 

 Computer software 

 The Internet 

 Interactive Whiteboard Technology 

 

 Students should be encouraged to use this equipment and materials for research, for retrieving 

data, for organizing data, for presenting data, for creating and presenting reports, and for multi-media 

presentations.  Likewise, teachers are encouraged to make use of the technology available to them, and 

to develop student projects that require the use of technology. 
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Content Sequence 

  

 The Social Studies Curriculum follows the “expanding universe” concept of Social Studies 

curriculum construction.  The expanding universe concept begins with the child and expands to family, 

neighborhood, community, state, nation and world.  This construction plan manifests itself as follows: 

 

 Kindergarten – self and family 

 

 Grade 1 – family and families in other settings 

 

 Grade 2 – community and communities in other areas 

 

 Grade 3 – communities past and present 

 

 Grade 4 – New Jersey 

 

 Grade 5 – United States 

 

 Grade 6 – Ancient Civilizations 

 

 Grade 7 – World Geography 

 

 Grade 8 – American History / Civics 

 

Standards, Learning Targets, and Enduring Understandings 

 

 The bulk of this curriculum focuses on several basic components: Unit Summary, 

Interdisciplinary Connections, Standards, Essential Questions, Enduring Understandings, Learning 

Targets, Vocabulary, Assessment, and Resources.    These components are outlined for each grade 

level as unit plans for teachers, and determine what they are expected to teach their students, the skills 

they are asked to develop in the children, and what the students should know and be able to do as a 

result of experiencing this curriculum.  In this document the following terms are defined as follows: 

 

 Standards - What the teacher is expected to teach the students.  Example: The causes of the civil 

war, ways all communities are alike and different, names of the rivers in the 

United States, longitude and latitude. 

 

 Learning Targets - Basic abilities the teacher will try to develop in the students.  Example:  

Writing a research paper, locating a place on the map in terms of its 

longitude and latitude, obtaining information from a newspaper. 

 

 Enduring Understandings - What the student will know and be able to do as a result of 

experiencing the Social Studies Curriculum. 

 

 The reader should note that much of the content and many of the skills are built upon each year 

as the student moves through the curriculum.  Not all the content and not all the learning targets are 

specifically noted in student enduring understandings.  However, the teacher should make a real effort 

to have all students meet these expected outcomes as stated in the curriculum guide. 
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Core Curriculum State Standards 

 

 The New Jersey Core Curriculum State Standards organize a topical scope and sequence of the 

Social Studies program.  This represents content that the teacher is responsible to teach.  It does not 

necessarily indicate the depth to which any topic is covered and it does not stress how it should be 

taught.  Because this document constitutes the Social Studies curriculum for five distinctly individual 

school populations, it cannot be expected that every teacher at a given grade level in all the districts 

will approach the program in exactly the same way.  It is, however, expected that every child will be 

exposed to the same content as outlined in this section.  The content outlined here could be taught with 

or without a textbook (especially at the primary grades) and/or with the newest of publications or texts 

approved by the local districts. 

 

 The Standards-based content expands as the student moves through the grades. Students are 

exposed to more and more specific content, especially in grades 4-8.  It is anticipated that students are 

better prepared developmentally to deal with increased content and it is further anticipated that 

increased instructional time will be scheduled for Social Studies instruction as students move through 

the grades. 

 

 

Learning Targets 

 

 Social Studies is not just the development of a specific content base or an understanding of broad 

concepts and generalizations.  Social Studies education develops specific skills and provides numerous 

opportunities for students to apply skills learned in other primary interdisciplinary connections such as 

reading, writing, and mathematics.  Teachers should constantly look for opportunities to have their 

students apply these connections within the Social Studies program. 

 

 Most of the skills listed develop over time, and in many instances the skills listed at a grade level 

are not meant to be mastered, but to be brought to the highest level possible for each child at that time 

in his/her life. 

 

 It is assumed that skills learned at a previous grade level may still need to be taught; however, 

once a specific skill has been listed for several years, it may be dropped from the list of skills, if it is 

reasonable to assume that most students will have mastered it. 
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The Primary Grade Program – K-3:  A Flexible Approach 

 

 In the primary grades (K-3) the program focuses on concepts and skills related to the 

understanding of self, family, neighborhood and community.  These concepts develop in a variety of 

ways, using a variety of topics, materials, and activities.  Primary grade teachers need to have the 

educational latitude to approach the development of these concepts in ways they believe are best for 

their students at the specific time they study the topic.  The decisions may be based on the time 

available, the available pool of community resources, the interests of the children, and other topics of 

study in other disciplines being pursued at the same time. 

 

 Teachers can utilize the following areas of study to address specific learning concepts. 

 

Examples: The concept of family studied through families of Native Americans, families in Colonial 

America, students’ own families, or a family in a foreign country. 

                  

                   Develop concepts such as family or neighborhood through the study of famous Americans, 

ethnic groups, and well-known sections of important cities (e.g. Lincoln’s childhood, 

Hispanic Americans, and Chinatown).   

 

                   Students could readily develop the concept of community through the study of their 

township or county, a community during colonial times, or how a community may have 

assisted with the Revolutionary War by tracing the basic concepts of transportation 

through a variety of communities in several locations, or by comparing several Native 

American communities past, present, or both. 

 

 These represent a few examples; the possibilities are limitless.  This flexibility will strengthen the 

program, enhance student interest and heighten historical and geographic awareness beyond the scope 

of content matter outlined in this document. 
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The Social Studies Program in Grades Four – Eight 

 

 The Social Studies Program changes somewhat as students move from grade three to grade four.  

During the primary grades, the major focus is on broad concepts such as family, neighborhood, and 

community.  Beginning in grades four, five, and six, the program has a greater content focus and the 

student begins a study of specific geographical and political areas such as: New Jersey, the United 

States, the Middle East, and Europe.  A specific focus is placed on time.  Students begin to study 

specific periods and social phenomena such as the American Colonial period, the “ancient” world, 

Medieval Times, the Renaissance, the Industrial Revolution, etc.  Students are expected to do more 

reading of primary and secondary sources.  They are expected to expand upon their reading, writing, 

research and presentation skills.  Map skills reach a sophisticated level in which students can read road 

maps and plan trips identifying the most direct routes.  Students will write research reports and present 

data in a variety of ways, making maximum use of the technology available for both the research and 

the presentation. 

 

 Class time is supplemented through in-depth reading assignments in literature classes, through 

the integration of other content areas, the greater use of technology and research (example – Internet), 

and far greater reliance on students working outside of class in terms of long-term projects and 

homework assignments. 

 

 These changes are readily evident as the units in grades 4-8 are examined.  They are far more 

detailed and require much more effort on the part of individual students. 
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Unit Overview 

Content Area: Social Studies 

Unit Number and Title: I. All about me 

Grade Level: Grade K 

 

Unit Summary:  

 Feelings 

 Changes in our lives 

 Likenesses and differences of people 

 My specialness 

 My family 

 

Primary Interdisciplinary Connections: Language Arts 

 

21
st
 Century Interdisciplinary Themes:          

 _X_ Global Awareness     _X_ Financial, economic, business, and entrepreneurial literacy 

 _X_ Civic Literacy      _X_ Health Literacy 

 _X_ Environmental Literacy 

 

Learning Targets 

Standard(s): 

 6.1 – U.S. History: America in the World 

 

Era (where appropriate):  

 

Strand(s):  
D.  History, Culture, and Perspectives 

 

CPI #  Cumulative Progress Indicator (CPI) 

6.1.K.D.1 Describe characteristics of oneself, one’s family, and others. 

6.1.K.D.2 Demonstrate an understanding of family roles and tradition. 

6.1.K.D.3 Express individuality and cultural diversity (e.g., through dramatic play). 

6.1.K.D.4 Learn about and respect other cultures within the classroom and community. 

6.1.4..A.1 Explain how rules and laws created by community, state, and national governments 

protect the rights of people, help resolve conflicts, and promote the common good. 

 

 

Unit Essential Questions: 

 What is a family? 

 What are the characteristics that make you 

unique? Your family? 

 What rules are necessary to show respect and 

responsibility for yourself and everyone? 

 How are people alike and different? 

 

 

Unit Enduring Understandings: 

 There are different kinds of families, each with 

unique characteristics. 

 Our differences make us unique and make our 

families unique. 

 Groups require rules that lead to respect and 

responsibility for yourself and everyone. 

 People are alike and different 
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Unit Learning Targets: 

 

Students will: 

 Understand that families care for each other in many ways. 

 Understand and appreciate that children and their families have special ways of doing things. 

 Understand that families and friends celebrate together. 

 Learn the importance of following rules, cooperating, and sharing. 

 

Unit Vocabulary:  
family   celebrate   friends    

 

rules   cooperate   share 

 

Evidence of Learning 

Suggested Formative Assessment Activities: 

 Individual work 

 Partner work 

 Group work 

 Worksheets 

 Teacher Observation 

 Discussion 

 Questions and answers 

 Quiz 

 

Suggested Teacher Resources: 

Books, Worksheets, Teacher’s Manuals, Displays, Class Trips, DVDs, Internet, Guest Speakers 

  

Suggested Summative Assessment Activities: 

 Teacher Observation 

 Student Participation/effort 

 Oral responses 
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Unit Overview 

Content Area: Social Studies 

Unit Number and Title: II. Community Helpers 

Grade Level: Grade K 

 

Unit Summary:  

 Types of helpers 

 Transportation 

 Communication 

 

Primary Interdisciplinary Connections: Language Arts, Art, Music 

 

21
st
 Century Interdisciplinary Themes:          

 _X_ Global Awareness     _X_ Financial, economic, business, and entrepreneurial literacy 

 _X_ Civic Literacy      _X_ Health Literacy 

 _X_ Environmental Literacy 

 

Learning Targets 

Standard(s):  

6.1 – U.S. History: America in the World 

 

Era (where appropriate):  
 

Strand(s) 
B. Geography, People, and the Environment 

 

CPI #  Cumulative Progress Indicator (CPI) 

6.1.4.B.1 Develop an awareness of the physical features of the neighborhood/community. 

6.1.4.B.2 Identify, discuss, and role-play the duties of range of community workers. 

 

 

Unit Essential Questions: 

 What jobs are important to our community? 

 How do people get what they need? 

 What types of vehicles have you experienced? 

 

 

 

Unit Enduring Understandings: 

 There are people who do jobs that are important 

for our community. 

 People do many kinds of work, making goods or 

providing services. 

 People move from one place to another. 

 

Unit Learning Targets: 

 

Students will: 

 Understand why people have jobs. 

 Identify the variety of jobs people do in their homes, schools, and communities. 

 Understand that goods are things that people make or grow. 

 Understand that services are actions provided by people such as doctors, teachers, and cab drivers. 
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Unit Vocabulary:  
jobs   workers  tools   communities 

 

services  helpers   transportation 

 

Evidence of Learning 

Suggested Formative Assessment Activities: 

 Individual work 

 Group work 

 Partner work 

 Discussion 

 Questions and answers 

 Worksheets 

 Projects 

 Teacher observation 

 Quiz 

 

Suggested Teacher Resources: 

Books, DVDs, Internet, Worksheets, Teacher’s manuals, Displays, Class Trips, Guest Speaker  

  

Suggested Summative Assessment Activities: 

 Teacher Observation 

 Student Participation/effort 

 Oral Responses 

 Selection Assessments 

 Unit Assessments 
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Unit Overview 

Content Area: Social Studies 

Unit Number and Title: III. Geography 

Grade Level: Grade K 

 

Unit Summary:  

 Map skills 

 Effects of weather 

 Environmental concerns 

 

Primary Interdisciplinary Connections: Science, math 

 

21
st
 Century Interdisciplinary Themes:          

 _X_ Global Awareness     _X_ Financial, economic, business, and entrepreneurial literacy 

 _X_ Civic Literacy      _X_ Health Literacy 

 _X_ Environmental Literacy 

 

Learning Targets 

Standard(s): 

 6.1 – History: America in the World 

 

Era (where appropriate):  
 

Strand(s):  
B.  Geography, People, and the Environment 

 

CPI #  Cumulative Progress Indicator (CPI) 

6.K.4.B.1 Compare and contrast information that can be found on different types of maps, and 

determine when the information may be useful. 

6.K.4.B.2 Use physical and political maps to explain how the location and spatial relationship of 

places in New Jersey, the United States, and other areas, worldwide, have contributed to 

cultural diffusion and economic interdependence. 

6.K.4.B.4 Describe how landforms, climate and weather, and availability of resources have 

impacted where and how people live and work in different regions of New Jersey and 

the United States. 
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Unit Learning Targets: 

 

Students will: 

 Explain that maps are simple, pictorial representations of large and small places on Earth. 

 Explain that maps help to locate different places. 

 Locate and distinguish between land and water on maps. 

 Identify cardinal directions (north, south, east, and west). 

 Identify basic bodies of water (oceans, river, and lakes). 

 Identify the four seasons. 

 Describe how seasonal changes affect people. 

 Explain daily weather and its effects on people and places. 

 

Unit Vocabulary:  
Map      globe      equator     North/South Pole 

 

Earth      lake      river      ocean 

 

environment     seasons     climate 

 

Evidence of Learning 

Suggested Formative Assessment Activities: 

 Individual work 

 Partner work 

 Group work 

 Projects 

 Worksheets 

 Discussion 

 Questions and answers 

 Teacher observation 

 Quiz 

 

Suggested Teacher Resources: 

Books, DVDs, Internet, Worksheets, Teacher’s Manuals, Displays, Class Trips, Guest Speakers 

 

Suggested Summative Assessment Activities: 

 Teacher Observation 

 Student Participation/effort 

 Oral Responses 

 Selection Assessments 

 Unit Assessments 
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Unit Overview 

Content Area: Social Studies 

Unit Number and Title: IV. Native Americans 

Grade Level: Grade K 

 

Unit Summary:  

 Environment 

 Shelter 

 Clothing 

 Food 

 Art and Music 

 

Primary Interdisciplinary Connections: Science, Art, Language Arts 

 

21
st
 Century Interdisciplinary Themes:          

 _X_ Global Awareness     _X_ Financial, economic, business, and entrepreneurial literacy 

 _X_ Civic Literacy      _X_ Health Literacy 

 _X_ Environmental Literacy 

 

Learning Targets 

Standard(s):  

6.1– U.S. History: America in the World 

 

Era (where appropriate):  

 

Strand(s):  
 B.  Geography, People, and the Environment 

 D.  History, Culture, and Perspectives 

 

CPI #  Cumulative Progress Indicator (CPI) 

6.1.4.B.7 Explain why some locations in New Jersey and the United States are more suited for 

settlement than others. 

6.1.4.B.8 Compare ways people choose to use and divide natural resources. 

6.1.4.D.10 Describe how the influence of Native American groups, including the Lenni Lenape 

culture, is manifested in different regions of New Jersey. 

6.1.4.D.13 Describe how culture is expressed through and influenced by the behavior of people. 

6.1.4.D.18 Explain how an individual’s beliefs, values, and traditions may reflect more than one 

culture. 

6.1.4.D.20 Describe why it is important to understand the perspectives of other cultures in an 

interconnected world. 

 

 

Unit Essential Questions: 

 How did Native Americans live before explorers 

found a new land? 

 

 

Unit Enduring Understandings: 

 Exploration was a means of discovery and a way 

of changing & exchanging ideas, goods, 

and culture. 
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 What are the similarities and differences 

between the Native American culture and 

our own? 

 

 Understand that there are similarities between 

our lives today and the lives of Native 

Americans long ago. 

 

Unit Learning Targets: 

 

Students will: 

 Identify types of food, clothing, and shelter the Native Americans used. 

 Explain how Native Americans lived, worked, and played. 

 

Unit Vocabulary:  
Native Americans  Pilgrims  settler   culture 

 

Food    clothing  shelter   community  

 

environment 

 

Evidence of Learning 

Suggested Formative Assessment Activities: 

 Individual work 

 Group work 

 Partner work 

 Projects 

 Worksheets 

 Discussion 

 Questions and answers 

 Teacher observation 

 Quiz 

 

Suggested Teacher Resources: 

Books, DVDs, Internet, Worksheets, Teacher manuals, Displays, Class Trips, Guest Speakers, Music

     

Suggested Summative Assessment Activities: 

 Teacher Observation 

 Student Participation/effort 

 Oral Responses 

 Selection Assessments 

 Unit Assessments 
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Unit Overview 

Content Area: Social Studies 

Unit Number and Title: V. Our nation 

Grade Level: Grade K 

 

Unit Summary:  

 Citizenship 

 Patriotic songs 

 Holidays 

 Famous people 

 

Primary Interdisciplinary Connections: Language Arts, Art, Music 

 

21
st
 Century Interdisciplinary Themes:          

 _X_ Global Awareness     _X_ Financial, economic, business, and entrepreneurial literacy 

 _X_ Civic Literacy      _X_ Health Literacy 

 _X_ Environmental Literacy 

 

Learning Targets 

Standard(s):  

6.1 – U.S. History: America in the World 

 

Era (where appropriate):  
 

Strand(s):  
A.  Civics, Government, and Human Rights 

D.  History, Culture, and Perspectives 
 

CPI #  Cumulative Progress Indicator (CPI) 

6.1.4.A.10 Describe how the actions of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. and other civil rights leaders 

served as catalysts for social change and inspired social activism in subsequent 

generations. 

6.1.4.A.11 Explain how the fundamental rights of the individual and the common good of the 

country depend upon all citizens exercising their civic responsibilities at the community, 

state, national, and global levels. 

6.1.4.D.2 Summarize reasons why various groups, voluntarily and involuntarily, immigrated to 

New Jersey and America, and describe the challenges they encountered. 

6.1.4.D.6 Describe the civic leadership qualities and historical contributions of George 

Washington, Thomas Jefferson, and Benjamin Franklin toward the development of the 

United States government. 

6.1.4.D.12 Explain how folklore and the actions of famous historical and fictional characters from 

New Jersey and other regions of the United States contributed to the American national 

heritage. 

6.1.4.D.17 Explain the role of historical symbols, monuments, and holidays and how they affect the 

American identity. 
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Unit Essential Questions: 

 What United States Symbols can you name? 

 How are people different? 

 What are characteristics of a good citizen? 

 What are the reasons people celebrate holidays? 

 

 

 

Unit Enduring Understandings: 

  There are symbols that are unique to the United 

States. 

 Recognize the characteristics of a good citizen. 

 Name at least two holidays and give reasons for 

their celebrations. 

 

Unit Learning Targets: 

 

Students will: 

 Identify important symbols that stand for our country. 

 Describe why we have symbols. 

 Identify that good citizenship includes individual responsibility and patriotism. 

 Demonstrate that a good citizen takes turns, cooperates, respects others, and shares. 

 Explain the meaning and importance of U.S. symbols. 

 Identify where the president of the United States lives and works. 

 

Unit Vocabulary:  
holiday     celebrate      citizen      

 

vote       law       symbols 

 

Evidence of Learning 

Suggested Formative Assessment Activities: 

 Individual work 

 Partner work 

 Group work 

 Worksheets 

 Projects 

 Discussion 

 Questions and answers 

 Teacher observation 

 Quiz 

 

Suggested Teacher Resources: 

Books, DVDs, Internet, Worksheets, Teacher’s Manuals, Displays, Class Trips, Guest Speaker, Music 

 

Suggested Summative Assessment Activities: 

 Teacher observation 

 Student participation effort 

 Oral responses 

 Selection Assessments 

 Unit Assessments 
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Unit Overview 

Content Area: Social Studies 

Unit Number and Title: I. History of my family 

Grade Level: Grade 1 

 

Unit Summary:  

 Compare and contrast past and present 

 Traditions (3 generations) 

 

Primary Interdisciplinary Connections:  Language Arts 

 

21
st
 Century Interdisciplinary Themes:          

 _X_ Global Awareness     __ Financial, economic, business, and entrepreneurial literacy 

 _X_ Civic Literacy      _   Health Literacy 

 _X_ Environmental Literacy 

 

Learning Targets 

Standard(s): 

6.1 – U.S. History: America in the World 

 

Era (where appropriate):  
 

Strand(s):  
    D.  History, Culture, and Perspectives 
 

CPI #  Cumulative Progress Indicator (CPI) 

6.1.4.D.14 Trace how the American identity evolved over time. 

6.1.4.D.15 Explain how various cultural groups have dealt with the conflict between maintaining 

traditional beliefs and practices and adopting new beliefs and practices. 

6.1.4.D.18 Explain how an individual’s beliefs, values, and traditions may reflect more than one 

culture. 

6.1.4.D.19 Explain how an individual’s beliefs, values, and traditions may reflect more than one 

culture. 

6.1.4.D.20 Describe why it is important to understand the perspectives of other cultures in an 

interconnected world. 

 

 

Unit Essential Questions: 

 How are families alike and different? 

 How do Families change over time? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Unit Enduring Understandings: 

 Families are alike and different. 

 Families change over time 
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Unit Learning Targets: 

 

Students will: 

 Understand that each person has a role within his and her family. 

 Recognize that families have different customs and traditions. 

 Recognize that families contribute to the culture in the community. 

 

Unit Vocabulary:  
family   custom   shelter   tradition 

 

Evidence of Learning 

Suggested Formative Assessment Activities: 

 Group work 

 Individual work 

 Partner work 

 Worksheets 

 Projects 

 Discussion 

 Teacher observation 

 

Suggested Teacher Resources: 

Books, DVD’s, Internet, worksheets, displays, class trips, guest speakers, teacher’s manuals  

  

Suggested Summative Assessment Activities: 

 Teacher observation   

 Oral responses 

 Student participation 
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Unit Overview 

Content Area: Social Studies 

Unit Number and Title: II. Family Life Around the World 

Grade Level: Grade 1 

 

Unit Summary:  

 Compare and contrast different locations 

 Traditions 

 

Primary Interdisciplinary Connections: Language Arts 

 

21
st
 Century Interdisciplinary Themes:          

 _X_ Global Awareness     __ Financial, economic, business, and entrepreneurial literacy 

 _X_ Civic Literacy      __ Health Literacy 

 _X_ Environmental Literacy 

 

Learning Targets 

Standard(s):  

6.1 – U.S. History: America in the World 

9.3 – Career Awareness, Exploration, and Preparation 

 

Era (where appropriate):  
 

Strand(s):  
    D.  History, Culture, and Perspectives 
 

CPI #  Cumulative Progress Indicator (CPI) 

6.1.4.D.14 Trace how the American identity evolved over time. 

6.1.4.D.15 Explain how various cultural groups have dealt with the conflict between maintaining 

traditional beliefs and practices and adopting new beliefs and practices. 

6.1.4.D.18 Explain how an individual’s beliefs, values, and traditions may reflect more than one 

culture. 

6.1.4.D.19 Explain how experiences and events may be interpreted differently by people with 

different cultural or individual perspectives. 

6.1.4.D.20 Describe why it is important to understand the perspectives of other cultures in an 

interconnected world. 

9.3.4.A.1 Identify reasons why people work and discuss how work can help a person achieve 

personal goals. 

9.3.4.A.2 Identify various life roles and civic and work-related activities in the school, home, and 

community. 

9.3.4.A.6 Explain why knowledge and skills acquired in the elementary grades lay the foundation 

for the future academic and career success. 
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Unit Essential Questions: 

 How does where people live affect their shelter, 

food, clothes, occupations, and traditions? 

 

 How are the communities we belong to similar 

and different? 

 

 

Unit Enduring Understandings: 

 Where people live affects their types of food, 

clothing, shelter, occupations, and 

traditions. 

 Understand how communities are similar and 

different. 

Unit Learning Targets: 

 

Students will: 

 Identify elements that make up culture, such as food, clothing, housing, language, art and music. 

 Recognize that culture is influenced by environment and customs. 

 Compare daily life of families around the world. 

 

Unit Vocabulary:  
family   custom   tradition  celebrate   

 

shelter   culture   language 

 

Evidence of Learning 

Suggested Formative Assessment Activities: 

 Group work 

 Individual work 

 Partner work 

 worksheets 

 projects 

 teacher observation 

 

Suggested Teacher Resources: 

Books, DVDs, Internet, worksheets, displays, Teacher’s manuals, class trips, guest speakers 

 

Suggested Summative Assessment Activities: 

 Teacher observation 

 Oral responses 

 Student participation 
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Unit Overview 

Content Area: Social Studies 

Unit Number and Title: III. The Neighborhood Store (Economics) 

Grade Level: Grade 1 

 

Unit Summary:  

 Prices 

 Supply and demand 

 Producers and consumers 

 Goods and services 

 Market 

 Money 

 

Primary Interdisciplinary Connections: Math, Language Arts 

 

21
st
 Century Interdisciplinary Themes:          

 _X_ Global Awareness     _X_ Financial, economic, business, and entrepreneurial literacy 

 ____Civic Literacy      __    Health Literacy 

 _X_ Environmental Literacy 

 

Learning Targets 

Standard(s):  

6.1 – U.S. History: America in the World 

9.3 – Career Awareness, Exploration, and Preparation 

 

Era (where appropriate):  

 

Strand(s):  
    C.  Economics, Innovation, and Technology 
 

CPI #  Cumulative Progress Indicator (CPI) 

6.1.4.C.2 Distinguish between needs and wants and explain how scarcity and choice influence 

decisions made by individuals, communities, and nations. 

6.1.4.C.3 Explain why incentives vary between and among producers and consumers. 

6.1.4.C.5 Explain the role of specialization in the production and exchange of goods and services. 

6.1.4.C.9 Compare and contrast how access to and use of resources affects people across the world 

differently. 

6.1.4.C.10 Explain the role of money, savings, debt, and investment in individuals’ lives. 

9.3.4.A.1 Identify reasons why people work and discuss how work can help a person achieve 

personal goals. 

9.3.4.A.2 Identify various life roles and civic and work-related activities in the school, home, and 

community 

9.3.4.A.6 Explain why knowledge and skills acquired in the elementary grades lay the foundation 

for the future academic and career success. 
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Unit Essential Questions: 

 What is the difference between a want and a 

need? 

 What is the difference between a good and a 

service? 

 Who are consumers and buyers? 

 What is price? 

 What is a market? 

 

 

 

Unit Enduring Understandings: 

 Recognize the difference between needs and 

wants. 

 Understand the difference between goods and 

services. 

 Understand consumers and buyers. 

 Price is the amount of money paid for goods and 

services. 

 A market is a place where goods are sold. 

 

Unit Learning Targets: 

 

Students will: 

 Define needs and understand that each individual has basic human needs (food, clothing, shelter) 

 Define wants and understand that each individual has different wants. 

 Explain how people can trade to obtain goods and services. 

 Explain that people can be both producers and consumers of goods and services. 

 Identify markets as places where people buy and sell goods. 

 

Unit Vocabulary:  
needs   wants   shelter   

 

money   goods   services 

 

Evidence of Learning 

Suggested Formative Assessment Activities: 

 Group work 

 Individual work 

 Partner work 

 Worksheets  

 Projects 

 Teacher observation 

 

Suggested Teacher Resources: 

Books, DVDs, Internet, workshops, displays, Teacher’s manuals, class trips, guest speakers 

 

Suggested Summative Assessment Activities: 

 Teacher observation 

 Oral responses 

 Student participation 
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Unit Overview 

Content Area: Social Studies 

Unit Number and Title: IV. Our Nation 

Grade Level: Grade 1 

 

Unit Summary:  

 Citizenship 

 Voting Process 

 National Symbols 

 Holidays 

 

Primary Interdisciplinary Connections: Language Arts, Music 

 

21
st
 Century Interdisciplinary Themes:          

 _X_ Global Awareness     __ Financial, economic, business, and entrepreneurial literacy 

 _X_ Civic Literacy      __ Health Literacy 

 _X_ Environmental Literacy 

 

Learning Targets 

Standard(s): 

 6.1 – U.S. History: America in the World 

 6.3 – Active Citizenship in the 21
st
 Century 

 

Era (where appropriate):  
 

Strand(s):  
    A.  Civics, Government, and Human Rights 

    D.  History, Culture, and Perspectives 
 

CPI #  Cumulative Progress Indicator (CPI) 

6.1.4.A.1 Explain how rules and laws created by community, state, and national governments 

protect the rights of people, help resolve conflicts, and promote the common good. 

6.1.4.A.10 Describe how the actions of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. and other civil rights leaders 

served as catalysts for social change and inspired social activism in subsequent 

generations. 

6.1.4.A.11 Explain how the fundamental rights of the individual and the common good of the 

country depend upon all citizens exercising their civic responsibilities at the community, 

state, national, and global levels. 

6.1.4.D.12 Explain how folklore and the actions of famous historical and fictional characters from 

New Jersey and other regions of the United States contributed to the American national 

heritage. 

6.1.4.D.17 Explain the role of historical symbols, monuments, and holidays and how they affect the 

American identity. 

6.3.4.A.1 Evaluate what makes a good rule. 
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Unit Essential Questions: 

 What are the characteristics of a good citizen? 

 How do citizens in a democracy participate in 

community and political life? 

 What is the significance of American symbols? 

 What are the reasons people celebrate holidays? 

 

 

 

Unit Enduring Understandings: 

 Recognize the characteristics of a good citizen. 

 Understand how citizens in a democracy      

participate in community and political life. 

 Recognize the history and significance of 

American symbols. 

 Name at least two holidays and give reasons for 

their celebrations. 

 

Unit Learning Targets: 

 

Students will: 

 Understand the importance of being a good citizen and the purpose of voting. 

 Understand some of the symbols that represent the United States and what they stand for. 

 Explain the origins of national holidays. 

 Identify people, past and present, who are associated with our national holidays. 

 

Unit Vocabulary:  
celebrate holiday citizen  vote  law 

 

Evidence of Learning 

Suggested Formative Assessment Activities: 

 Group work 

 Individual work 

 Partner work 

 Worksheets  

 Projects  

 Teacher observation 

 Discussions  

 

Suggested Teacher Resources: 

Books, DVDs, Internet, worksheets, displays, class trips, guest speakers, Teacher’s manuals 

     

Suggested Summative Assessment Activities: 

 Teacher observation 

 Oral responses 

 Student participation   
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Unit Overview 

Content Area: Social Studies 

Unit Number and Title: V. Geography 

Grade Level: Grade 1 

 

Unit Summary:  

 Globe 

 Oceans and Continents 

 North and South Poles 

 Equator 

 Landforms 

 Directions 

 

Primary Interdisciplinary Connections: Language Arts 

 

21
st
 Century Interdisciplinary Themes:          

 _X_ Global Awareness     __ Financial, economic, business, and entrepreneurial literacy 

 __    Civic Literacy      __ Health Literacy 

 _X_ Environmental Literacy 

 

Learning Targets 

Standard(s):  

6.1 – U.S. History: America in the World. 

 

Era (where appropriate):  

 

Strand(s):  
     B.  Geography, People, and the Environment 
 

CPI #  Cumulative Progress Indicator (CPI) 

6.1.4.B.1 Compare and contrast information that can be found on different types of maps, and 

determine when the information may be useful. 

6.1.4.B.3 Explain how and when it is important to use digital geographic tools, political maps, and 

globes to measure distances and to determine time zones and locations using latitude and 

longitude. 

6.1.4.B.4 Describe how landforms, climate and weather, and availability of resources have 

impacted where and how people live and work in different regions of New Jersey and 

the United States. 

 

 

Unit Essential Questions: 

 How are maps and globes representations of the 

earth? 

 What physical features makes up our world? 

 What are the four cardinal directions? 

 

 

Unit Enduring Understandings: 

 Maps are simple representations and globes are 

models of places on Earth. 

 The world is made up of different physical 

features such as landforms and bodies of 

water. 
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 The Earth has four cardinal directions; north, 

south, east, and west. 

 

Unit Learning Targets: 

 

Students will: 

 Explain that maps are simple representations and globes are models of places on Earth. 

 Identify physical and human features on maps and globes. 

 Identify key elements of a map including cardinal directions, map symbols, and map keys. 

 Describe and differentiate between landforms and bodies of water. 

 Locate and identify continents and oceans on maps and globes.  

 

Unit Vocabulary:  
direction map  globe  key  mountain   

 

ocean  hill  lake  desert  river   

 

Evidence of Learning 

Suggested Formative Assessment Activities: 

 Group work 

 Individual work 

 Partner work 

 Worksheets  

 Projects  

 Teacher observation 

 Discussions  

 

Suggested Teacher Resources: 

 Books, DVDs, Internet, worksheets,  displays, class trips, guest speakers, Teacher’s manuals                                                                 

   

Suggested Summative Assessment Activities: 

 Teacher observation 

 Student participation 

 Oral responses 
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Unit Overview 

Content Area: Social Studies 

Unit Number and Title:  I. Community 

Grade Level: Grade 2 

 

Unit Summary:  
A community is a place where people live, work, learn and play.  There are 3 kinds of 

communities:  urban, suburban, and rural. Citizens are members of a community, state, and 

country.  The citizens of a community vote on community laws that keep the people in the 

community safe.  The mayor is a government leader in a town or city.  A government is a group of 

people who work together to run a community, state, or country. 

 

Primary Interdisciplinary Connections: Art, Science, Language Arts, Math, Technology, Health 

 

21
st
 Century Interdisciplinary Themes:          

 _X_ Global Awareness     _X_ Financial, economic, business, and entrepreneurial literacy 

 _X_ Civic Literacy      _X_ Health Literacy 

 _X_ Environmental Literacy 

 

Learning Targets 

Standard(s):  

6.1 – U.S History:  America in the World  

6.3 – Active Citizenship in the 21
st
 Century 

9.3 – Career Awareness, Exploration, and Preparation 

 

Era (where appropriate):  

 

Strand(s):  
A. Civics, Government, and Human Rights 

B. Geography, People, and the Environment 

C. Economics, Innovation, and Technology 

D. History, Culture, and Perspectives 

 

CPI #  Cumulative Progress Indicator (CPI) 

6.1.4.A.1 Explain how rules and laws created by community, state, and national governments 

protect the rights of people, help resolve conflicts, and promote the common good. 

6.1.4.A.3 Determine how “fairness”, “equality”, and the “common good” have influenced change 

at the local and national levels of United States government. 

6.1.4.A.8 Compare and contrast how government functions at the community, county, state, and 

national levels, the services provided, and the impact of policy decisions made at each 

level. 

6.1.4.B.4 Describe how landforms, climate and weather, and availability of resources have 

impacted where and how people live and work in different regions of New Jersey and 

the United States. 

6.1.4.B.5 Describe how human interaction impacts the environment in New Jersey and the United 

States. 
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6.1.4.B.7 Explain why some locations in New Jersey and the United States are more suited for 

settlement than others. 

6.1.4.C.2 Distinguish between needs and wants and explain how scarcity and choice influence 

decisions made by individuals, communities, and nations. 

6.1.4.C.3 Explain why incentives vary between and among producers and consumers. 

6.1.4.D.11 Determine how local and state communities have changed over time, and explain the 

reasons for changes. 

6.1.4.D.13 Describe how culture is expressed through and influenced by the behavior of people. 

6.3.4.A.2 Contact local officials and community members to acquire information and/or discuss 

local issues. 

6.3.4.D.1 Identify actions that are unfair or discriminatory, such as bullying, and propose solutions 

to address such actions. 

9.3.4.A.1 Identify reasons why people work and discuss how work can help a person achieve 

personal goals. 

9.3.4.A.2 Identify various life roles and civic and work-related activities in the school, home, and 

community. 

9.3.4.A.6 Explain why knowledge and skills acquired in the elementary grades lay the foundation 

for the future academic and career success. 

 

 

Unit Essential Questions: 

 What is a community? 

 What are the 3 types of communities? 

 What type of community do you live in? 

 How has your community changed over time? 

 How have the people changed over time? 

 What are some services the government 

provides for the community? 

 Who are some important people in your 

community? 

 What are some of the important buildings or 

landmarks in your community? 

 

 

Unit Enduring Understandings: 

 We all belong to a community – the place where 

people live, work, learn, and have fun 

together. 

 Urban communities are cities, suburban 

communities are near cities, and rural 

communities can be far from cities and 

have lots of open land. 

 Sussex County is in a rural area.  The Lenni 

Lenape lived here before us. 

 People of the community vote on the laws. 

 Some community services (something helpful 

that is done for you) are schools, libraries, 

fire stations, police stations, parks, and 

roads. 

 Citizens pay taxes, or money, to the government 

to pay for services. 

 The government is a group of people who work 

together to run a community, state, or 

country. 

 The mayor, police, firefighters, and workers for 

the Department of Public Works help our 

community. 
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 Examples of important buildings or landmarks 

could be the Town Hall, the town park, 

twin bridges, old buildings, Dept. of 

Public Works, fire stations, Post Offices or 

libraries. 

 

Unit Learning Targets: 

 

Students will: 

 Define the 3 types of communities and identify the one in which they live. 

 Discuss how the community and its people have changed over time.  

 Identify important people, buildings, and landmarks found in their community. 

 List/discuss services available in their community. 

 Explain how taxes paid to the government help provide services to the community. 

 

Unit Vocabulary:  
community  citizen   law   government   

 

mayor   urban   suburban  rural  

 

taxes   services  landmarks 

 

Evidence of Learning 

Suggested Formative Assessment Activities: 

 Drawings, maps, and models 

 Teacher observation 

 Projects 

 Participation 

 Class work 

 Oral and Written responses 

 Worksheets 

 

Suggested Teacher Resources:   

teacher’s edition, online resources, DVDs/videos, literature books, worksheets, class trips, guest 

speakers 

    

Suggested Summative Assessment Activities: 

 Tests 

 Projects 

 Oral/Written Responses 
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Unit Overview 

Content Area: Social Studies 

Unit Number and Title: II. New Jersey Native Americans (Lenape) 

Grade Level: Grade 2 

 

Unit Summary:  

 The Lenni Lenape were the Native American inhabitants of New Jersey over 11,000 years ago. 

 

Primary Interdisciplinary Connections: Art, Social Studies, Science, Music, Language Arts, Health, 

Math 

 

21
st
 Century Interdisciplinary Themes:          

 _X_ Global Awareness     _   _ Financial, economic, business, and entrepreneurial literacy 

      _ Civic Literacy      _X_ Health Literacy 

 _X_ Environmental Literacy 

 

Learning Targets 

Standard(s):  

6.1 –U.S. History: America in the World  

 

Era (where appropriate):  

 

Strand(s):  
B.  Geography, People, and the Environment 

D.  History, Culture, and Perspectives 

 

CPI #  Cumulative Progress Indicator (CPI) 

6.1.4.B.7 Explain why some locations in New Jersey and the United States are more suited for 

settlement than others. 

6.1.4.B.8 Compare ways people choose to use and divide natural resources. 

6.1.4.D.1 Determine the impact of European colonization on Native American populations, 

including the Lenni Lenape of New Jersey. 

6.1.4.D.10 Describe how the influence of Native American groups, including the Lenni Lenape 

culture, is manifested in different regions of New Jersey. 

6.1.4.D.13 Describe how culture is expressed through and influenced by the behavior of people. 

6.1.4.D.18 Explain how an individual’s beliefs, values, and traditions may reflect more than one 

culture. 

6.1.4.D.20 Describe why it is important to understand the perspectives of other cultures in an 

interconnected world. 

 

 

Unit Essential Questions: 

 What are the similarities and differences 

between Lenape culture and our own? 

 What are the specific elements of Lenape 

culture? 

 

Unit Enduring Understandings: 

 The Lenape were hunters, gatherers, and 

farmers. 

 The Lenape built structures called longhouses 

and wigwams. 
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 The Lenape lived off of the land around them. 

 

Unit Learning Targets: 

 

Students will: 

 Compare and contrast the Lenape way of life to present day life. 

 Identify types of food, clothing, and shelter the Lenape used. 

 Explain how the Lenape worked, lived, and played. 

 

Unit Vocabulary:  
Lenni Lenape  longhouses  wigwams  shelter   food 

 

clothing  community  hunters   gatherers  farmers 

 

culture   animal hide 

 

Evidence of Learning 

Suggested Formative Assessment Activities: 

 Projects                                         

 Class work                

 Participation  

 Oral Responses  

 Written Responses 

 Teacher Checklist 

 Open-ended Questions 

 

Suggested Teacher Resources:  

teacher’s guide, DVDs/videos, online resources, literature books, guest speakers, enrichment activities-

including games they played to hone skills in order to carry out chores, class trips, displays, samples-

dream catchers, dolls, arrow heads 

  

Suggested Summative Assessment Activities: 

 Projects 

 Classwork 

 Tests 
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Unit Overview 

Content Area: Social Studies 

Unit Number and Title: III. The Factory (Economics) 

Grade Level: Grade 2 

 

Unit Summary:  

 In our economy, there are workers (human resources), raw materials (natural resources), and 

tools (capital resources).  Natural resources are things from nature that people use. 

 Consumers are buyers, producers and workers are sellers, goods are objects, and services are 

activities. 

 Prices are the money value of goods and services. 

 Transportation and communication are used to move goods, ideas, and people from place to 

place. 

 

Primary Interdisciplinary Connections: Language Arts, Math, Science, Art, Music, Health, 

Technology 

 

21
st
 Century Interdisciplinary Themes:          

 _X_ Global Awareness     _X_ Financial, economic, business, and entrepreneurial literacy 

 _X_ Civic Literacy      _X_ Health Literacy 

 _X_ Environmental Literacy 

 

Learning Targets 

Standard(s):  

6.1 – U.S. History:  America in the World  

9.3 – Career Awareness, Exploration, and Preparation 

 

Era (where appropriate):  
 

Strand(s):  
B. Geography, People, and the Environment 

C. Economics, Innovation, and Technology 

 

CPI #  Cumulative Progress Indicator (CPI) 

6.1.4.B.8 Compare ways people choose to use and divide natural resources. 

6.1.4.C.1 Apply opportunity cost to evaluate individuals’ decisions, including ones made in their 

communities. 

6.1.4.C.2 Distinguish between needs and wants and explain how scarcity and choice influence 

decisions made by individuals, communities, and nations. 

6.1.4.C.3 Explain why incentives vary between and among producers and consumers. 

6.1.4.C.4 Describe how supply and demand influence price and output of products. 

6.1.4.C.5 Explain the role of specialization in the production and exchange of goods and services. 

6.1.4.C.6 Describe the role and relationship among households, businesses, laborers, and 

governments within the economic system. 

6.1.4.C.7 Explain how the availability of private and public goods and services is influenced by 

the global market and government. 
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6.1.4.C.8 Illustrate how production, distribution, and consumption of goods and services are 

interrelated and are affected by the global market and events in the world community. 

6.1.4.C.9 Compare and contrast how access to and use of resources affects people across the world 

differently. 

6.1.4.C.10 Explain the role of money, savings, debt, and investment in individuals’ lives. 

9.3.4.A.1 

 

Identify reasons why people work and discuss how work can help a person achieve 

personal goals. 

 

 

Unit Essential Questions: 

 What are human resources, natural resources 

and capital resources? 

 How do producers and consumers depend on 

each other? 

 How do people get money to pay for goods and 

services? 

 What are the steps and materials needed to make 

a product? 

 

 

 

Unit Enduring Understandings: 

 Human resources are workers, natural resources 

are raw materials, and capital resources are 

the tools, equipment, and buildings used to 

produce goods or provide services. 

 People use the land and its resources to live. 

 Producers and consumers depend on each other 

for goods and services. 

 People work to earn money to pay for goods and 

services. 

 Raw materials become products at factories. 

 

Unit Learning Targets: 

 

Students will: 

 Trace the production of a good from a natural resource to a finished product in the market place 

available to consumers. 

 Explain why producers must gather natural resources, human resources, and capital resources 

(including technology such as computers or backhoes) to produce their goods. 

 Explain how producers decide what to produce based on the needs and wants of consumers and the 

benefits of what they produce to consumers. 

 Recognize and explain that producers make goods to earn income. 

 

Unit Vocabulary:  
Wages    producers  sellers   products   

 

goods    services  assembly line  economy 

 

supply & demand  savings 

 

human resources (workers)  

 

natural resources (raw materials) 

 

capital resources (tools, equipment, buildings) 
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Evidence of Learning 

Suggested Formative Assessment Activities: 

 Drawings and models 

 Teacher observation 

 Projects 

 Assembly line production 

 Participation 

 Class work 

 Oral and Written responses 

 Worksheets 

 

Suggested Teacher Resources:  

teacher’s edition, online resources, DVDs/videos, literature books (ex. The Goat in the Rug is a good 

tie-in for producers & resources), worksheets, class trips, virtual tours, guest speakers - local farmers, 

entrepreneurs (*ex. Treps students marketing own goods) 

     

Suggested Summative Assessment Activities: 

 Tests 

 Projects 

 Oral/Written Responses 
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Unit Overview 

Content Area: Social Studies 

Unit Number and Title: IV. Our Nation’s Capital 

Grade Level: Grade 2 

 

Unit Summary:  

 A government helps people meet their needs and get along peacefully.  Governments run the 

community, state, and country.  According to our Constitution, the people control the 

government.  People exercise this privilege by voting.   

 Washington D.C. is the capital of the United States.  The President lives in the White House.  

There are many monuments and memorials in Washington DC. 

 The American flag stands for freedom and justice (fairness) for all citizens.  Immigrants are 

people who come to America for these freedoms and for a better life. 

 

Primary Interdisciplinary Connections: Language Arts, Math, Science, Music, Art, Technology 

 

21
st
 Century Interdisciplinary Themes:          

 _X_ Global Awareness    _ X _Financial, economic, business, and entrepreneurial literacy 

 _X_ Civic Literacy      _ _ Health Literacy 

 _X_ Environmental Literacy 

 

Learning Targets 

Standard(s):  

6.1 – U.S History: America in the World  

 

Era (where appropriate):  
 

Strand(s):  
      A.  Civics, Government, and Human Rights 

D.  History, Culture, and Perspectives 

 

CPI #  Cumulative Progress Indicator (CPI) 

6.1.4.A.1 Explain how rules and laws created by community, state, and national governments 

protect the rights of people, help resolve conflicts, and promote the common good. 

6.1.4.A.2 Explain how fundamental rights guaranteed by the United States Constitution and the 

Bill of Rights (i.e., freedom of expression, freedom of religion, the right to vote, and the 

right to due process) contribute to the continuation and improvement of American 

democracy. 

6.1.4.A.12 Explain the process of creating change at the local, state, or national level. 

6.1.4.D.17 Explain the role of historical symbols, monuments, and holidays and how they affect the 

American identity. 

6.1.4.D.18 Explain how an individual’s beliefs, values, and traditions may reflect more than one 

culture. 
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Unit Learning Targets: 

 

Students will: 

 Become acquainted with our nation’s capital - Washington, D.C., where the president lives. 

 Define government as the people who run a community, state, or country, and describe its purpose. 

 Explain the responsibilities of citizens in a democracy, such as voting in elections. 

 Identify symbols and songs that reflect democracy and freedom. 

 Identify and explain the significance of national statues, monuments, and buildings. 

 Understand that America is a nation of immigrants. 

 

Unit Vocabulary: 

capital   citizens  democracy   symbols   

 

Constitution  government  elections   monuments  

   

Flag   Eagle   White House   Capitol Building 

 

Lincoln Memorial Statue of Liberty Jefferson Memorial  Washington Monument 

 

President  Congress   Judges    immigrants   

 

justice   timeline 

 

Evidence of Learning 

Suggested Formative Assessment Activities: 

 Projects 

 Class work 

 Participation 

 Oral/Written Responses 

 Teacher Checklist 

 Open-ended Questions 

 

Suggested Teacher Resources: teacher’s guide, DVDs/videos, online resources, literature books, 

class trips, posters, displays, samples, replicas, guest speakers, virtual field trips, currency - shows 

images, weekly student magazines/news articles 

   

Suggested Summative Assessment Activities: 

 Tests 

 Projects 

 Oral/Written Responses 
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Unit Overview 

Content Area: Social Studies 

Unit Number and Title: V. Geography (Map Skills) 

Grade Level: Grade 2 

 

Unit Summary:  

 Geography is a way of understanding the relationship between people and the world. 

 The world is made up of different physical features such as landforms and bodies of water.  

Maps and globes show geographical information in different ways.  Maps and globes can be 

used to locate places and features.   

 There are many types of landforms (a shape of land on Earth), including mountains, hills, 

valleys, and peninsulas.  Bodies of water include lakes, rivers, and oceans. 

 A map can be used to explain the impact of geography on historical and current events.  

Physical and human changes take place over time in different regions (ex. Physical: tornadoes, 

floods; Human: new shopping centers, highways, houses). 

 Communication and transportation connect people, products, and ideas throughout the world. 

 

Primary Interdisciplinary Connections: Language Arts, Science, Math, Technology, Music, Art, 

Health 

 

21
st
 Century Interdisciplinary Themes:          

 _X_ Global Awareness     _X_ Financial, economic, business, and entrepreneurial literacy 

 _X_ Civic Literacy      _X_ Health Literacy 

 _X_ Environmental Literacy 

 

Learning Targets 

Standard(s):  

6. 1 – U.S. History:  America in the World 

 

Era (where appropriate):  

 

Strand(s):  
B. Geography, People, and the Environment 

 

CPI #  Cumulative Progress Indicator (CPI) 

6.1.4.B.1 Compare and contrast information that can be found on different types of maps, and 

determine when the information may be useful. 

6.1.4.B.2 Use physical and political maps to explain how the location and spatial relationship of 

places in New Jersey, the United States, and other areas, worldwide, have contributed to 

cultural diffusion and economic interdependence. 

6.1.4.B.4 Describe how landforms, climate and weather, and availability of resources have 

impacted where and how people live and work in different regions of New Jersey and 

the United States. 

6.1.4.B.5 Describe how human interaction impacts the environment in New Jersey and the United 

States. 
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Unit Essential Questions: 

 What is the difference between a map and a 

globe? 

 What are the landforms and bodies of water 

found on maps and globes? 

 What are the spatial terms cardinal directions 

and left-right? 

 How have physical and human characteristics 

changed geographical regions over time? 

 

 

 

Unit Enduring Understandings: 

 The globe is a model of the earth and maps are 

representations of local and distant places. 

 Maps are a resource for identifying continents, 

countries, landforms, cities, and bodies of 

water. 

 The compass rose shows the cardinal directions 

of North, East, South, and West. 

 Geography impacts people, and people impact 

geography. 

 Physical maps show Earth’s land and water.  

The colors and symbols show landforms 

and bodies of water.  Political maps show 

imaginary lines called borders.  Towns, 

states, and countries have borders. 

 

Unit Learning Targets: 

 

Students will: 

 Identify the differences between landforms and different bodies of water. 

 Identify locations on maps and globes using cardinal directions. 

 Use maps and globes to identify landforms and bodies of water. 

 Identify physical and human characteristic changes that have taken place in specific regions. 

 

Unit Vocabulary:  
landforms  continents  mountains   hills    valleys 

   

lakes   rivers   oceans   plains   islands  

 

peninsulas  maps   globes   cardinal directions compass rose 

 

equator  physical maps  political maps      north   south 

 

east   west   map scale  map legend  map key 

 

North America Asia   Africa   South America Europe 

 

Australia  Antarctica  Atlantic Ocean Pacific Ocean  Arctic Ocean 

 

Indian Ocean  borders  boundaries  hemisphere  map grid 

 

location 

 

intermediate directions 
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Evidence of Learning 

Suggested Formative Assessment Activities: 

 Projects 

 Class work 

 Participation 

 Oral/Written Responses 

 Quizzes 

 Teacher checklist 

 

Suggested Teacher Resources:   

teacher’s guide, maps, globes, student weekly magazines/news articles, DVDs/videos, online 

resources, literature books, atlases, dictionaries - using resource sections, TV - assignments to find 

samples of geography (weather reports, current events, etc.) 

  

Suggested Summative Assessment Activities: 

 Tests 

 Projects 

 Oral/Written Responses 
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Unit Overview 

Content Area: Social Studies 

Unit Number and Title: VI. Major National Holidays 

Grade Level: Grade 2 

 

Unit Summary:  

 National holidays are holidays celebrated in all parts of the U.S.  They tell about the historic 

events and the contributions of Americans that are honored through these holidays.  Some 

holidays are celebrated by families because of their cultural heritage.  Holidays and famous 

people can be discussed on a seasonal basis in relation to historical significance, cultural value, 

relationships to other parts of the world, and current events.  These holidays will also teach 

simple concepts of diversity, tolerance, and respect for others. 

 

Primary Interdisciplinary Connections: Language Arts, Math, Art, Science, Music, Technology 

 

21
st
 Century Interdisciplinary Themes:          

 _X_ Global Awareness     _ _ Financial, economic, business, and entrepreneurial literacy 

 _X_ Civic Literacy      _ _ Health Literacy 

 _X_ Environmental Literacy 

 

Learning Targets 

Standard(s):  

6.1 – U.S. History:  America in the World  

6.3 – Active Citizenship in the 21
st
 Century 

 

Era (where appropriate):  

 

Strand(s):  
A.  Civics, Government, and Human Rights 

D.  History, Culture, and Perspectives 

 

CPI #  Cumulative Progress Indicator (CPI) 

6.1.4.A.3 Determine how “fairness,” “equality,” and the “common good” have influenced change 

at the local and national levels of United States government. 

6.1.4.A.9 Compare and contrast responses of individuals and groups, past and present, to 

violations of fundamental rights. 

6.1.4.A.10 Describe how the actions of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., and other civil rights leaders 

served as catalysts for social change and inspired social activism in subsequent 

generations. 

6.1.4.D.2 Summarize reasons why various groups, voluntarily and involuntarily, immigrated to 

New Jersey and America, and describe the challenges they encountered. 

6.1.4.D.16 Describe how stereotyping and prejudice can lead to conflict, using examples from the 

past and present. 

6.1.4.D.17 Explain the role of historical symbols, monuments, and holidays and how they affect the 

American identity. 
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6.1.4.D.18 Explain how an individual’s beliefs, values, and traditions may reflect more than one 

culture. 

6.1.4.D.19 Explain how experiences and events may be interpreted differently by people with 

different cultural or individual perspectives. 

6.1.4.D.20 Describe why it is important to understand the perspectives of other cultures in an 

interconnected world. 

6.3.4.D.1 Identify actions that are unfair or discriminatory, such as bullying, and propose solutions 

to address such actions. 

 

 

Unit Essential Questions: 

 Why is the holiday celebrated? 

 What is the history of the holiday? 

 What special food, clothes, music, symbols, 

literature, and events may be associated 

with the various holidays? 

 What parts do heroes, historical monuments, 

documents, and holidays play in our 

country’s and state’s history? 

 

 

Unit Enduring Understandings: 

  People and events in our history are honored 

with holidays. 

 Certain foods, clothes, music, symbols, 

literature, and events are associated with 

various holidays. 

 

 

Unit Learning Targets: 

 

Students will: 

 Identify and describe national holidays that honor the achievements of Americans, past and present. 

 Explain that we celebrate American holidays to express values that are important to the nation. 

 

Unit Vocabulary:   
holiday   historical significance   famous   cultures 

  

tolerance  fairness    respect   nation  

 

diversity 

 

Evidence of Learning 

Suggested Formative Assessment Activities: 

 Projects 

 Participation 

 Written/Oral responses 

 Class work 

 Quizzes 

 Writing Journals 
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Suggested Teacher Resources:  

online resources, literature books, newspapers, teacher’s guide, weekly student magazines/news 

articles, currency (Presidents’ images)   

 

Suggested Summative Assessment Activities: 

 Tests 

 Projects 

 Oral/Written Responses   
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Unit Overview 

Content Area: Social Studies 

Unit Number and Title: VII. Current Events 

Grade Level: Grade 2 

 

Unit Summary:  

 Current events occur at local, state, national, and international levels on a continuing basis.  

Current events include discussions on holidays, cultures, and famous people.  Students will 

have ample opportunities for identifying facts and opinions, and even debating topics. 

 

Primary Interdisciplinary Connections: Health, Language Arts, Science, Math, Art, Music, 

Technology 

 

21
st
 Century Interdisciplinary Themes:          

 _X_ Global Awareness     _X_ Financial, economic, business, and entrepreneurial literacy 

 _X_ Civic Literacy      _X_ Health Literacy 

 _X_ Environmental Literacy 

 

Learning Targets 

Standard(s):  

6.1 – U.S. History: America in the World  

6.3 – Active Citizenship in the 21
st
 Century 

 

Era (where appropriate):  

 

Strand(s):  
     D.  History, Culture, and Perspectives 

 

CPI #  Cumulative Progress Indicator (CPI) 

6.1.4.D.1 Determine the impact of European colonization on Native American populations, 

including the Lenni Lenape of New Jersey. 

6.1.4.D.16 Describe how stereotyping and prejudice can lead to conflict, using examples from the 

past and present. 

6.1.4.D.19 Explain how experiences and events may be interpreted differently by people with 

different cultural or individual perspectives. 

6.1.4.D.20 Describe why it is important to understand the perspectives of other cultures in an 

interconnected world. 

6.3.4.D.1 Identify actions that are unfair or discriminatory, such as bullying, and propose solutions 

to address such actions. 

 

 

Unit Essential Questions: 

 Who or What makes an event important? 

 How do local, state, national, and international 

current events affect my life and the world 

around me? 

 

Unit Enduring Understandings: 

 Examining social and civic issues helps to 

expand one’s understanding of the world, 

its people, and themselves. 
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Unit Learning Targets: 

 

Students will: 

 Become informed citizens. 

 Understand the importance of people, events, and issues in the news. 

 Make connections between current events and their own daily lives, including how the events affect 

them personally and the lessons they can learn from current events. 

 

Unit Vocabulary:  
local   state  national  international  famous people 

  

current events  politics  economy  headlines  cultures 

 

Evidence of Learning 

Suggested Formative Assessment Activities: 

 worksheets 

 projects 

 participation 

 class discussion 

 oral/written responses 

 journals 

 

Suggested Teacher Resources:   

Student weekly resources, such as Time for Kids, Scholastic News, or Weekly Readers, websites, 

newspapers, television, radio, Internet, assemblies, guest speakers,  

field trips  

    

Suggested Summative Assessment Activities: 

 Tests 

 Projects 

 Oral/Written Responses 
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Unit Overview 

Content Area: Social Studies 

Unit Number and Title: I. Communities Around the World 

Grade Level: Grade 3 

 

Unit Summary:  

 Comparison of local community with other communities around the world:  

location/geography, government, currency, language, education, landmarks, customs, and 

methods of food production 

 Recognition of one’s own and others’ nationalities and citizenship 

 

Primary Interdisciplinary Connections: Technology, Science, Math, Art, Music, Language Arts 

 

21
st
 Century Interdisciplinary Themes:          

 _X_ Global Awareness     _X_ Financial, economic, business, and entrepreneurial literacy 

 _X_ Civic Literacy      __    Health Literacy 

 _X_ Environmental Literacy 

 

Learning Targets 

Standard(s): 
6.1 – U.S. History: America in the World 

6.3 – Active Citizenship in the 21st Century 

 

Era (where appropriate):   

 

Strand(s):  
A. Civics, Government, and Human Rights 

B. Geography, People, and the Environment 

C. Economics, Innovation, and Technology 

D. History, Culture, and Perspectives 

 

CPI #  Cumulative Progress Indicator (CPI) 

6.1.4.D.13  Describe how culture is expressed through and influenced by the behavior of people.  

6.1.4.D.14  Trace how the American identity evolved over time.  

6.1.4.D.15  

 

Explain how various cultural groups have dealt with the conflict between maintaining 

traditional beliefs and practices and adopting new beliefs and practices. 

6.1.4.D.16  Describe how stereotyping and prejudice can lead to conflict, using examples from the 

past and present. 

6.1.4.D.18  Explain how an individual’s beliefs, values, and traditions may reflect more than one 

culture. 

6.1.4.D.19  Explain how experiences and events may be interpreted differently by people with 

different cultural or individual perspectives.  

6.1.4.D.20  Describe why it is important to understand the perspectives of other cultures in an 

interconnected world. 

6.1.4.A.14 

 

Describe how the world is divided into many nations that have their own governments, 

languages, customs, and laws.  
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6.1.4.A.15  

 

Explain how and why it is important that people from diverse cultures collaborate to find 

solutions to community, state, national, and global challenges. 

6.1.4.B.10  Identify the major cities in New Jersey, the United States, and major world regions, and 

explain how maps, globes, and demographic tools can be used to understand tangible 

and intangible cultural differences. 

6.1.4.B.2  Use physical and political maps to explain how the location and spatial relationship of 

places in New Jersey, the United States, and other areas, worldwide, have contributed to 

cultural diffusion and economic interdependence. 

6.3. 4.A.4  Communicate with students from various countries about common issues of public 

concern and possible solutions. 

9.1.4.D.1 Use effective written and oral communication in face-to-face and online interactions and 

when presenting to an audience. 

 

 

Unit Essential Questions: 

 Why should we study other cultures and what 

does it teach us? 

 What is culture? 

 How do the beliefs and values of a diverse 

culture affect individuals and society? 

 Why do people live together and form societies? 

 What are the roles and responsibilities of 

citizens in a society? 

 

 

 

Unit Enduring Understandings: 

 Global societies are diverse, creating varied 

perspectives, contributions, and 

challenges. 

 Culture is a way of life of a group of people who 

share similar beliefs and customs. 

 People are affected by environmental, economic, 

social, cultural, and civic concerns. 

 Culture is both a unifying and diverse force in 

human relations. 

 Societies must balance the rights and 

responsibilities of individuals with the 

common good. 

 

Unit Learning Targets: 

 

Students will: 

 Describe the relationship among people, places, and events 

 Compare and contrast people, events, and cultures in terms of similarities and differences 

 Locate features on a map and globe: continents, landforms 

 Compare elements of a local community life and culture to others around the world 

 

Unit Vocabulary:  
culture    customs   citizenship    diversity 

 

heritage   hero     myth     legend  

 

ancestor   diversity    festival 
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Evidence of Learning 

Suggested Formative Assessment Activities: 

 Role-Plays  

 Group/Individual Work 

 Projects 

 Worksheets 

 Written responses 

 Discussions 

 Student homework 

 

Suggested Teacher Resources:  

Text book, Internet, worksheets, DVDs, teacher’s manuals, displays, books 

 

Suggested Summative Assessment Activities: 

 Unit assessment 

 Student participation/effort 

 Teacher Observation 
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Unit Overview 

Content Area: Social Studies 

Unit Number and Title: II. Geography-Map Skills 

Grade Level: Grade 3  

 

Unit Summary:  

 Use of globes and maps to identify hemispheres (see unit vocabulary)  

 Identification and description of landforms (see unit vocabulary) 

 Identification of cardinal and intermediate directions on a map 

 Use of the key and symbols on a map 

 

Primary Interdisciplinary Connections: Technology, Science, Math, Art, Language Arts 

 

21
st
 Century Interdisciplinary Themes:          

 _X_ Global Awareness     ___ Financial, economic, business, and entrepreneurial literacy 

 ___ Civic Literacy      ___ Health Literacy 

 _X_ Environmental Literacy 

 

Learning Targets 

Standard(s):  

6.1 - U.S. History: America in the World  

  

Era (where appropriate):  
 

Strand(s):  
A. Civics, Government, and Human Rights 

B. Geography, People, and the Environment 

C. Economics, Innovation, and Technology 

D. History, Culture, and Perspectives 

 

CPI #  Cumulative Progress Indicator (CPI) 

6.1.4.B.1  Compare and contrast information that can be found on different types of maps, and 

determine when the information may be useful.  

6.1.4.B.2  Use physical and political maps to explain how the location and spatial relationship of 

places in New Jersey, the United States, and other areas, worldwide, have contributed to 

cultural diffusion and economic interdependence. 

6.1.4.B.3  Explain how and when it is important to use digital geographic tools, political maps, and 

globes to measure distances and to determine time zones and locations using latitude and 

longitude. 

6.1.4.B.4  Describe how landforms, climate and weather, and availability of resources have 

impacted where and how people live and work in different regions of New Jersey and 

the United States. 

  

Unit Essential Questions: 

 What are globes? 

 

Unit Enduring Understandings: 

●A globe is a model, or copy, of the Earth. 
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 Where are the north and south poles? 

 Where and what is the equator? 

 What are cardinal directions? 

 Why do maps use symbols? 

 

 The North Pole is the farthest place north on 

Earth.  The South Pole is the farthest place 

south on Earth. 

 The equator is an imaginary line circling Earth.  

It is halfway between the North and South 

Poles.  Above the equator is the northern 

half of Earth.  Below is the southern half. 

 There are four cardinal directions.  They are 

north, south, east, and west. 

 Map symbols are drawings that stand for real 

things.  Symbols can be lines, colors, 

pictures. 

 

Unit Learning Targets: 

 

Students will: 

 Determine locations of places and interpret information available on maps and globes. 

 Use thematic maps and other geographic representations to obtain, describe, and compare spatial 

patterns and information about people, places, regions, and environments. 

 Use a globe/map and identify: oceans, continents, equator, Arctic and Antarctic Circles, lines of 

longitude and latitude, prime meridian, North and South poles 

 Use a coordinate system to locate a place on a map 

 

Unit Vocabulary:  sphere   hemispheres   continents  oceans  

 

poles           equator   prime meridian  peninsula   plain   

 

coast           gulf    river    valley    island   

  

canal           beach   hill    mesa    lake    

 

port           bay   harbor    mountain   canyon  

 

plateau          cliff  landform map   grid map   locator 

 

Evidence of Learning 

Suggested Formative Assessment Activities: 

 Role-Plays  

 Group/Individual Work 

 Projects 

 Worksheets 

 Written responses 

 Discussions 

 Student homework 
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Suggested Teacher Resources:  textbook, Internet, worksheets, DVDs, teacher’s manuals, displays, 

books 

    

Suggested Summative Assessment Activities: 

 Unit assessment 

 Student participation/effort 

 Teacher Observation 
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Unit Overview 

Content Area: Social Studies 

Unit Number and Title:  III. Early Communities in America (Native Americans and early settlers)  

Grade Level: Grade 3 

 

Unit Summary:  

 Native Americans formed the first communities in America.   

 About 400 years ago new people came from other lands.  They too built communities in North 

America. 

 The environment influenced the development of such things as food, clothing, shelter, 

education, and trade. 

 

Primary Interdisciplinary Connections: Technology, Science, Math, Art, Music, Health, Language 

Arts 

 

21
st
 Century Interdisciplinary Themes:          

 _X_ Global Awareness     _X_ Financial, economic, business, and entrepreneurial literacy 

 _X_ Civic Literacy      _X_ Health Literacy 

 _X_ Environmental Literacy 

 

Learning Targets 

Standard(s):  

6.1 – U.S. History: America in the World 

 

Era (where appropriate):  
 

Strand(s):  
A. Civics, Government, and Human Rights 

B. Geography, People, and the Environment 

C. Economics, Innovation, and Technology 

D. History, Culture, and Perspectives 

 

CPI #  Cumulative Progress Indicator (CPI) 

6.1.4.B.5  Describe how human interaction impacts the environment in New Jersey and the United 

States.  

6.1.4.B.6  

 

Compare and contrast characteristics of regions in the United States based on culture, 

economics, politics, and physical environment to understand the concept of regionalism.  

6.1.4.B.7  

 

Explain why some locations in New Jersey and the United States are more suited for 

settlement than others.  

6.1.4.B.8 Compare ways people choose to use and divide natural resources. 

6.1.4.C.2   Distinguish between needs and wants and explain how scarcity and choice influence 

decisions made by individuals, communities, and nations. 

6.1.4.C.9  Compare and contrast how access to and use of resources affects people across the world 

differently.  

6.1.4.D.1  

 

Determine the impact of European colonization on Native American populations, 

including the Lenni Lenape of New Jersey.  
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6.1.4.D.2  

 

Summarize reasons why various groups, voluntarily and involuntarily, immigrated to 

New Jersey and America, and describe the challenges they encountered.  

6.1.4.D.3  

 

Evaluate the impact of voluntary and involuntary immigration on America’s growth as a 

nation, historically and today.  

6.1.4.D.12 Explain how folklore and the actions of famous historical and fictional characters from  

New Jersey and other regions of the United States contributed to the American national 

heritage. 

6.1.4.D.4  Explain how key events led to the creation of the United States and the state of New 

Jersey.  

6.1.4.D.6  Describe the civic leadership qualities and historical contributions of George 

Washington, Thomas Jefferson, and Benjamin Franklin toward the development of the 

United States government.  

 

 

Unit Essential Questions: 

 How did the environment influence Native 

American culture? 

 What was the first American colony, and its 

date? 

 What are some things that make up a people’s 

culture? 

 

 

 

Unit Enduring Understandings: 

 Native American culture used materials from the 

environment.  Natural resources were used 

for food, clothing, and shelter. 

 Jamestown was the first American colony 

located in Virginia in 1607. 

 Culture is the way of life of a group of people.  

Storytelling, environmental influences, 

and language are some things that make up 

a person’s culture. 

 

Unit Learning Targets: 

 

Students will: 

 Identify different types of natural resources. 

 Explain relationships of the community with the available natural resources. 

 Identify elements of Native American culture. 

 

Unit Vocabulary:  
 

Pocahontas  Powhatan  John Smith   colony    

 

colonist   Jamestown   cultures   ancient 
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Evidence of Learning 

Suggested Formative Assessment Activities: 

 Role-Plays  

 Group/Individual Work 

 Projects 

 Worksheets 

 Written responses 

 Discussions 

 Student homework 

 

Suggested Teacher Resources: 

Text book, Internet, worksheets, DVDs, teacher’s manuals, displays, books 

     

Suggested Summative Assessment Activities: 

 Unit assessment 

 Student participation/effort 

 Teacher Observation 
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Unit Overview 

Content Area: Social Studies 

Unit Number and Title: IV.  Development of a Nineteenth Century Community 

Grade Level: Grade 3 

 

Unit Summary:  

 Important historical figures 

 Transportation/inventions 

 Government 

 Responsibilities of a citizen 

 Comparison of life today with life long ago 

 Immigration 

 

Primary Interdisciplinary Connections: Technology, Science, Math, Art, Music, Health, Language 

Arts 

 

21
st
 Century Interdisciplinary Themes:          

 _X_ Global Awareness     _X_ Financial, economic, business, and entrepreneurial literacy 

 _X_ Civic Literacy      _X_ Health Literacy 

 _X_ Environmental Literacy 

 

Learning Targets 

Standard(s):  

6.1 – U.S. History: America in the World 

 

Era (where appropriate):  

 

Strand(s):  
A. Civics, Government, and Human Rights 

B. Geography, People, and the Environment 

C. Economics, Innovation, and Technology 

D. History, Culture, and Perspectives 

 

CPI #  Cumulative Progress Indicator (CPI) 

6.1.4.A.9  Compare and contrast responses of individuals and groups, past and present, to 

violations of fundamental rights  

6.1.4.A.10  Describe how the actions of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., and other civil rights leaders  

served as catalysts for social change and inspired social activism in subsequent 

generations. 

6.1.4.A.13  Describe the process by which immigrants become United States citizens.  

6.1.4.B.9  Relate advances in science and technology to environmental concerns, and to actions 

taken to address them.  

6.1.4.C.16  Explain how creativity and innovation resulted in scientific achievement and inventions 

in many cultures during different historical periods.  

6.1.4.C.17  

 

Determine the role of science and technology in the transition from an agricultural 

society to an industrial society, and then to the information age.  
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6.1.4.C.18  

 

Explain how the development of communications systems has led to increased 

collaboration and the spread of ideas throughout the United States and the world. 

6.1.4.D.2  

 

Summarize reasons why various groups, voluntarily and involuntarily, immigrated to 

New Jersey and America, and describe the challenges they encountered.  

6.1.4.D.3  Evaluate the impact of voluntary and involuntary immigration on America’s growth as a 

nation, historically and today.  

6.1.4.D.14  Trace how the American identity evolved over time.  

6.1.4.D.15  Explain how various cultural groups have dealt with the conflict between maintaining 

traditional beliefs and practices and adopting new beliefs and practices.  

6.1.4.D.17  Explain the role of historical symbols, monuments, and holidays and how they affect the 

American identity. 

 

 

Unit Essential Questions: 

●What were some of the factors impacting the        

developing America? 

●How did the transcontinental railroad change the                                        

way people lived? 

●What were some of the developing 

transportation modes that influenced America? 

●How did immigrants help build our nation? 

●Who are some of the nineteenth century 

inventors and what were their community-shaping 

inventions? 

 

 

Unit Enduring Understandings: 

 In 1803 the United States bought land from 

France, known as the Louisiana Purchase.  

It doubled the size of the country and 

created new land to explore. 

 The transcontinental railroad connected the west 

and the east. 

 The Oregon Trail, Old Spanish Trail, California 

Trail, and Santa Fe Trail were all routes 

used by wagon trains during the nineteenth 

century. 

 Immigrants each brought different languages, 

religions, customs, and traditions to 

communities across our country. 

 Inventors, such as Thomas Edison, Henry 

Bessemer, Andrew Carnegie, and 

Alexander Graham Bell made innovative 

contributions to the American society. 

 

Unit Learning Targets: 

 

Students will: 

 Name two or more famous people from their country’s history, and cite the reasons for their fame. 

 Name two important inventors and their inventions. 

 Compare and contrast life today with communities of the nineteenth century. 

 

Unit Vocabulary:  
Century   frontier   pioneer   transcontinental 

 

George Washington  Meriwether Lewis  William Clark  Sacagawea   

 

Daniel Boone   immigrant  migration 
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Evidence of Learning 

Suggested Formative Assessment Activities: 

 Role-Plays  

 Group/Individual Work 

 Projects 

 Worksheets 

 Written responses 

 Discussions 

 Student Homework 

 

Suggested Teacher Resources: 

Text book, Internet, worksheets, DVDs, teacher’s manuals, displays, books 

     

Suggested Summative Assessment Activities: 

 Unit assessment 

 Student participation/effort 

 Teacher Observation 
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Unit Overview 

Content Area: Social Studies 

Unit Number and Title: V. Sussex County 

Grade Level: Grade 3 

 

Unit Summary:  

 Sussex County’s government, geography, history, and economics 

 

Primary Interdisciplinary Connections: Technology, Science, Math, Art, Language Arts 

 

21
st
 Century Interdisciplinary Themes:          

 _X_ Global Awareness     _X_ Financial, economic, business, and entrepreneurial literacy 

 _X_ Civic Literacy      ___ Health Literacy 

 _X_ Environmental Literacy 

 

Learning Targets 

Standard(s): 
6.1 – U.S. History: America in the World 

6.3 – Active Citizenship in the 21st Century  

 

Era (where appropriate):  

 

Strand(s):  
A. Civics, Government, and Human Rights 

B. Geography, People, and the Environment 

C. Economics, Innovation, and Technology 

D. History, Culture, and Perspectives 

 

CPI #  Cumulative Progress Indicator (CPI) 

6.1.4.A.1  Explain how rules and laws created by community, state, and national governments 

protect the rights of people, help resolve conflicts, and promote the common good  

6.1.4.A.3  Determine how “fairness,” “equality,” and the “common good” have influenced change 

at the local and national levels of United States government. 

6.1.4.A.4  Explain how the United States government is organized and how the United States 

Constitution defines and limits the power of government  

6.1.4.A.5  Distinguish the roles and responsibilities of the three branches of the national 

government  

6.1.4.A.6  Explain how national and state governments share power in the federal system of 

government  

6.1.4.A.7  

 

Explain how the United States functions as a representative democracy, and describe the 

roles of elected representatives and how they interact with citizens at local, state, and 

national levels.  

6.1.4.A.8  

 

 

 

Compare and contrast how government functions at the community, county, state, and 

national levels, the services provided, and the impact of policy decisions made at each 

level  
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6.1.4.A.11  

 

Explain how the fundamental rights of the individual and the common good of the 

country depend upon all citizens exercising their civic responsibilities at the community, 

state, national, and global levels  

6.1.4.A.12  Explain the process of creating change at the local, state, or national level. 

6.3.4.A.1  Evaluate what makes a good rule or law. 

6.3.4.A.2  Contact local officials and community members to acquire information and/or discuss 

local issues.  

6.3.4.A.3  

 

Select a local issue and develop a group action plan to inform school and/or community 

members about the issue.  

 

 

Unit Essential Questions: 

 Who are the head officials of Sussex County? 

 How does geography affect people’s lives in 

Sussex County? 

 Who are some of the historical figures that 

impacted the history of Sussex County? 

 What are some of the exports of Sussex County? 

 How has Sussex County changed over the years 

and what caused some of these changes? 

 What are some of the responsibilities of a 

citizen in Sussex County? 

 

 

Unit Enduring Understandings: 

 Citizens vote and elect officials to lead Sussex 

County. 

 The geography of Sussex County affects 

people’s daily lives. 

 Sussex County developed as a farming area. 

 Sussex County began as a rural community and 

has developed into a suburban community. 

 Citizens vote for their elected officials. 

 

Unit Learning Targets: 

 

Students will: 

 Locate Sussex County on a NJ map. 

 Know and find the township in which they live on a Sussex County map. 

 Cite four characteristics of Sussex County. 

 Demonstrate good citizenship in school. 

 

Unit Vocabulary: 
 

community  citizen   rural   urban   

 

election  vote   transportation  suburban 

 

mayor    tax   congress   
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Evidence of Learning 

Suggested Formative Assessment Activities: 

 Role-Plays  

 Group/Individual Work 

 Projects 

 Worksheets 

 Written responses 

 Discussions 

 Student Homework 

 

Suggested Teacher Resources: 

Text book, Internet, worksheets, DVDs, teacher’s manuals, displays, books 

     

Suggested Summative Assessment Activities: 

 Unit assessment 

 Student participation/effort 

 Teacher Observation   
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Unit Overview 

Content Area: Social Studies 

Unit Number and Title: VI. The World Market Place (Economics) 

Grade Level: Grade 3 

 

Unit Summary:  

 Supply and demand are influenced by the world marketplace. 

 A country’s natural resources and geography influence its imports/exports. 

 Transportation is developed and essential to a country’s economy.  

 

Primary Interdisciplinary Connections: Technology, Science, Math, Art, Music, Language Arts 

 

21
st
 Century Interdisciplinary Themes:          

 _X_ Global Awareness     _X_ Financial, economic, business, and entrepreneurial literacy 

 _X_ Civic Literacy      __ _ Health Literacy 

 _X_ Environmental Literacy 

 

Learning Targets 

Standard(s): 
6.1 – U.S. History: America in the World  

6.3 – Active Citizenship in the 21st Century 

 

Era (where appropriate):  
 

Strand(s):  
A. Civics, Government, and Human Rights 

B. Geography, People, and the Environment 

C. Economics, Innovation, and Technology 

D. History, Culture, and Perspectives 

 

CPI #  Cumulative Progress Indicator (CPI) 

6.1.4.B.2  

 

Use physical and political maps to explain how the location and spatial relationship of 

places in New Jersey, the United States, and other areas, worldwide, have contributed to 

cultural diffusion and economic interdependence.  

6.1.4.B.4  

 

Describe how landforms, climate and weather, and availability of resources have 

impacted where and how people live and work in different regions of New Jersey and 

the United States.  

6.1.4.B.6  

 

Compare and contrast characteristics of regions in the United States based on culture, 

economics, politics, and physical environment to understand the concept of regionalism.  

6.1.4.B.8 Compare ways in which people choose to use and divide natural resources. 

6.1.4.C.2  

 

Distinguish between needs and wants and explain how scarcity and chose influence 

decisions made my individuals, communities, and nations. 

6.1.4.C.3 Explain why incentives vary between and among producers and consumers.  

6.1.4.C.4  Describe how supply and demand influence price and output of products.  

6.1.4.C.5  Explain the role of specialization in the production and exchange of goods and services.  
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6.1.4.C.6  

 

Describe the role and relationship among households, businesses, laborers, and 

governments within the economic system. 

6.1.4.C.7  

 

Explain how the availability of private and public goods and services is influenced by 

the global market and government.  
 

6.1.4.C.8  

 

Illustrate how production, distribution, and consumption of goods and services are 

interrelated and are affected by the global market and events in the world community.  

6.1.4.C.9  

 

Compare and contrast how access to and use of resources affects people across the world 

differently.  

6.1.4.C.15  

 

Describe how the development of different transportation systems impacted the 

economies of New Jersey and the United States.  

6.1.4.C.17  

 

Determine the role of science and technology in the transition from an agricultural 

society to an industrial society, and then to the information age.  

6.3.4.A.4 Communicate with students from various countries about common issues of public 

concern and possible solutions. 

6.3. 4.C.1  

 

Develop and implement a group initiative that addresses an economic issue impacting 

children. 

 

 

Unit Essential Questions: 

 How do a country’s natural resources influence 

its imports/exports? 

 How did ideas, such as the moving assembly 

line, change manufacturing? 

 What is trade and why do people use it? 

 What happens when there is a scarcity of 

something? 

 What is the difference between a producer and 

consumer? 

 

 

Unit Enduring Understandings: 

 A natural resource is something from nature that 

people use. 

 An assembly line is a line of workers and 

machines all working together to make a 

final product. 

 Trade means buying and selling goods and 

services.  People use trade because each 

side has something the other side needs or 

wants. 

 If there is a scarcity of something, then there is 

not enough supply to meet the demand.  

This results in a increase for the consumer. 

 A producer is a person, company, or thing that 

makes or creates something.  A consumer 

is a person who buys goods and services. 

 

Unit Learning Targets: 

 

Students will: 

 Differentiate between goods and services. 

 Differentiate between imports and exports. 

 Identify the relationship between supply and demand. 

 Locate countries on a map/globe and identify how geography influences imports and exports 

 Explain the relationship between the community and the available natural resources. 
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Unit Vocabulary: 
goods   services  expenses  profit 

 

employee  producer  consumer  economy 

 

budget   income   interest   supply 

 

demand  scarcity  manufacturing  assembly line 

 

import   export   trade   marketplace   

 

Evidence of Learning 

Suggested Formative Assessment Activities: 

 Role-Plays  

 Group/Individual Work 

 Projects 

 Worksheets 

 Written responses 

 Discussions 

 Student homework 

 

Suggested Teacher Resources: 

Text book, Internet, worksheets, DVDs, teacher’s manuals, displays, books 

   

Suggested Summative Assessment Activities: 

 Unit assessment 

 Student participation/effort 

 Teacher Observation 
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Unit Overview 

Content Area: Social Studies 

Unit Number and Title: I. NJ Geography 

Grade Level: Grade 4 

 

Unit Summary:  

 Regions 

 Resources 

 Climate 

 Cities 

 Environmental Concerns 

 

Primary Interdisciplinary Connections: Language Arts, Technology, Science, Art 

 

21
st
 Century Interdisciplinary Themes:          

 _X_ Global Awareness     _X_ Financial, economic, business, and entrepreneurial literacy 

 ___  Civic Literacy      ___  Health Literacy 

 _X_ Environmental Literacy 

 

Learning Targets 

Standard(s):  

6.1 – U.S. History: America in the World 

6.3 – Active Citizenship in the 21
st
 Century 

 

Era (where appropriate):  

 

Strand(s):  
     B.  Geography, People, and the Environment 

     C.  Economics, Innovation, and Technology 

 

CPI #  Cumulative Progress Indicator (CPI) 

6.1.4.B.1 Compare and contrast information that can be found on different types of maps, and 

determine when the information may be useful. 

6.1.4.B.2 Use physical and political maps to explain how the location and spatial relationship of 

places in New Jersey, the United States, and other areas, worldwide, have contributed to 

cultural diffusion and economic interdependence. 

6.1.4.B.3 Explain how and when it is important to use digital geographic tools, political maps, and 

globes to measure distances and to determine time zones and locations using latitude and 

longitude. 

6.1.4.B.4 Describe how landforms, climate and weather, and availability of resources have 

impacted where and how people live and work in different regions of New Jersey and 

the United States. 

6.1.4.B.5 Describe how human interaction impacts the environment in New Jersey and the United 

States. 

6.1.4.B.6 Compare and contrast characteristics of regions in the United States based on culture, 

economics, politics, and physical environment to understand the concept of regionalism. 
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6.1.4.B.8 Compare ways people choose to use and divide natural resources. 

6.1.4.B.10 Identify the major cities in New Jersey, the United States, and major world regions, and 

explain how maps, globes, and demographic tools can be used to understand tangible 

and intangible cultural differences.  

6.1.4.C.14 Compare different regions of New Jersey to determine the role that geography, natural 

resources, climate, transportation, technology, and/or the labor force have played in 

economic opportunities. 

6.3.4.B.1 Plan and participate in an advocacy project to inform others about environmental issues 

at the local or state level and propose possible solutions. 

 

 

Unit Essential Questions: 

 How are the regions of New Jersey interrelated? 

 How does the physical environment impact how  

   and where people live and work? 

 How does where you live affect how you live? 

 How do geography, climate, and natural 

   resources affect the way people live and work? 

 

 

Unit Enduring Understandings: 

  Geography influences needs, culture,  

    opportunities, choices, interests, and skills. 

  There is a relationship between the consumption  

    and conservation of natural resources. 

 

 

Unit Learning Targets: 

 

Students will: 

 Use thematic maps and other geographic representations to obtain, describe, and compare spatial  

   patterns and information about people, places, regions, and environments. 

 Explain how New Jersey’s shoreline connects our state to the rest of the world.  

 Describe how people use New Jersey’s waterways. 

 Explain how New Jersey’s location affects its climate. 

 Compare the landforms and features of each region. 

 Explain how the people who live in a region affect its land. 

 Distinguish between urban and rural. 

 Identify and recognize the importance of New Jersey’s renewable and nonrenewable resources.  

 

Unit Vocabulary:  
landform   geography   border   coast   wetland      waterway  

 

transportation   source    tributary  mouth   recreation       aquifer 

 

precipitation  elevation   weather  climate  temperature       blizzard 

 

hurricane   region    swamp  marsh   culture                  urban 

  

population   rural    fall line  commute  glacier        reservoir 

  

environment  natural resource  economy  port  agriculture       mineral 

 

pollution   conservation   recycle        renewable/nonrenewable resources 
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Evidence of Learning 

Suggested Formative Assessment Activities: 

 comprehension questions/answers 

 writing activities  

 practice using maps 

 discussions 

 group work 

 teacher observation 

 homework 

 projects 

 worksheets 

 

Suggested Teacher Resources:  

maps, globes, textbook, worksheets, Smartboard, video clips, Internet 

  

Suggested Summative Assessment Activities: 

 chapter and unit test 

 oral responses 

 quizzes 

 writing activities   

 teacher observation 
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Unit Overview 

Content Area: Social Studies 

Unit Number and Title: II.  NJ History (This unit is designed to be subdivided into smaller units.) 

Grade Level: Grade 4 

 

Unit Summary:  

 Famous New Jerseyans 

 Exploration of East Coast 

 Colonization 

 Revolution 

 Early Immigration/Industrialization 

 Civil War 

 Immigration/Urbanization 

 

Primary Interdisciplinary Connections: Language Arts, Science, Art, and Music 

 

21
st
 Century Interdisciplinary Themes:          

 _X_ Global Awareness     _X_ Financial, economic, business, and entrepreneurial literacy 

 _X_ Civic Literacy      _X _Health Literacy 

 _X_ Environmental Literacy 

 

Learning Targets 

Standard(s):  

6.1 – U.S. History: America in the World 

6.3 – Active Citizenship in the 21
st
 Century 

9.3 – Career Awareness Exploration and Preparation 

  

Era (where appropriate):  
Colonization and Settlement (1585-1763) 

Revolution and the New Nation (1754-1820s) 

Expansion and Reform (1801-1861) 

Civil War and Reconstruction (1850-1877) 

The Development of the Industrial United States (1870-1900)  

 

Strand(s):  
A. Civics, Government, and Human Rights 

B. Geography, People, and the Environment 

C. Economics, Innovation, and Technology 

D. History, Culture, and Perspectives 

 

CPI #  Cumulative Progress Indicator (CPI) 

6.1.4.A.13 Describe the process by which immigrants become United States citizens. 

6.1.4.B.7 Explain why some locations in New Jersey and the United States are more suited for 

settlement than others. 

6.1.4.B.8 Compare ways people choose to use and divide natural resources. 
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6.1.4.B.9 Relate advances in science and technology to environmental concerns, and to actions 

taken to address them.  

6.1.4.C.12 Evaluate the impact of ideas, inventions, and other contributions of prominent figures 

who lived in New Jersey. 

6.1.4.C.15 Describe how the development of different transportation systems impacted the 

economics of New Jersey and the United States. 

6.1.4.C.16 Explain how creativity and innovation resulted in scientific achievement and inventions 

in many cultures during different historical periods. 

6.1.4.C.17 Determine the role of science and technology in the transition from an agricultural 

society to an industrial society, and then to the information age. 

6.1.4.D.1 Determine the impact of European colonization on Native American populations, 

including the Lenni Lenape of New Jersey. 

6.1.4.D.2 Summarize reasons why various groups, voluntarily and involuntarily, immigrated to 

New Jersey and America, and describe the challenges they encountered. 

6.1.4.D.3 Evaluate the impact of voluntary and involuntary immigration on America’s growth as a 

nation, historically and today. 

6.1.4.D.4 Explain how key events led to the creation of the United States and the state of New 

Jersey.  

6.1.4.D.5 Relate key historical documents (i.e., the Mayflower Compact, the Declaration of 

Independence, the United States Constitution, and the Bill of Rights) to present day 

government and citizenship. 

6.1.4.D.6 Describe the civic leadership qualities and historical contributions of George 

Washington, Thomas Jefferson, and Benjamin Franklin toward the development of the 

United States government. 

6.1.4.D.7 Explain the role Governor William Livingston played in the development of New Jersey 

government. 

6.1.4.D.8 Determine the significance of New Jersey’s role in the American Revolution. 

6.1.4.D.9 Explain the impact of trans-Atlantic slavery on New Jersey, the nation, and individuals. 

6.1.4.D.10 Describe how the influence of Native American groups, including the Lenni Lenape 

culture, is manifested in different regions of New Jersey. 

6.1.4.D.11 Determine how local and state communities have changed over time, and explain the 

reasons for changes. 

6.1.4.D.12 Explain how folklore and the actions of famous historical and fictional characters from 

New Jersey and other regions of the United States contributed to the American national 

heritage. 

6.1.4.D.14 Trace how the American identity evolved over time. 

6.1.4.D.15 Explain how various cultural groups have dealt with the conflict between maintaining 

traditional beliefs and practices and adopting new beliefs and practices. 

6.1.4.D.18 Explain how an individual’s beliefs, values, and traditions may reflect more than one 

culture. 

6.3.4.D.1 Identify actions that are unfair or discriminatory, such as bullying, and propose solutions 

to address such actions.  (Use with slavery/Civil War unit.) 

9.3.4.A.4 Identify qualifications needed to pursue traditional and nontraditional careers and 

occupations. 
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Unit Learning Targets: 

 

Students will: 

 Place key historical events and people into historical eras using timelines.  

 Explain how the past is related to the present. 

 Identify and use a variety of primary and secondary sources for reconstructing the past  

   (i.e. documents, letters, diaries, maps, photos, etc.). 

 Describe the lives of Early New Jerseyans. 

 Identify the Lenape and summarize the roles of men and women. 

 Describe the Lenape life (meals, homes, tradition and recreation). 

 Identify the roles of Columbus, Cabot, Hudson, and Verrazano. 

 Explain the purpose for the first voyages of exploration in the New Jersey area. 

 Identify the Dutch West India Company and its role in forming New Netherland. 

 Examine the life of the colonists. 

 Describe how the English took over New Netherland and shaped the development of New Jersey. 

 Describe daily life in colonial New Jersey. 

 Summarize the French and Indian War. 

 Explain why colonists declared independence from Britain. 

 Explore the writing of the Declaration of Independence and New Jersey’s Constitution. 

 Explain the importance of New Jersey’s location to the Revolution. 

 Analyze the significance of the Battles of Trenton and Princeton. 

 Identify contributions of Molly Pitcher. 

 Explain why and how the Constitution was written. 

 Describe the New Jersey Plan and its role at the Constitutional Convention. 

 Describe new modes of transportation and the development of railroads. 

 Explain how Paterson became a manufacturing center and identify its major industrial products. 

 Explain how New Jerseyans fought for suffrage. 

 Explain how the issue of slavery divided New Jerseyans. 

 Explore the importance of the Underground Railroad. 

 Identify ways in which New Jersey supported the Union during the Civil War. 

 Cite the purpose of the Emancipation Proclamation. 

 Note the reasons for immigration and describe immigrant communities.   
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Unit Vocabulary:  
ancestor   Lenape   heritage  religion  manetu  

 

longhouse  wigwam   sakima   oral tradition  explore 

 

colony   governor  immigrant  patroon   slavery  

 

proprietor   constitution   assembly   delegate   industry 

 

ally    indentured servant  tax    Stamp Act   militia 

 

Patriot    Loyalist   Hessian   convention   compromise 

 

New Jersey Plan  ratify    Bill of Rights   charter   toll 

 

turnpike   canal    monopoly   Joint Companies  strike 

 

manufacturing  War of 1812   reform    suffrage   abolition  

 

Fugitive Slave Act  states’ rights   secede    Confederacy   Union   

 

Civil War   draft    discrimination  labor union   patent 

 

American Revolution     Declaration of Independence  

 

Underground Railroad   Emancipation Proclamation 

 

Evidence of Learning 

Suggested Formative Assessment Activities: 

 comprehension questions/answers 

 writing activities  

 practice using maps 

 discussions 

 group work 

 teacher observation 

 homework 

 projects 

 worksheets 

 

Suggested Teacher Resources:  
maps, globes, textbook, worksheets, Smartboard, video clips, Internet 
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Suggested Summative Assessment Activities: 

 chapter and unit test 

 oral responses 

 quizzes 

 writing activities  

 teacher observation   
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Unit Overview 

Content Area: Social Studies 

Unit Number and Title: III. Government 

Grade Level: Grade 4 

 

Unit Summary:  

 Local Government 

 County Government 

 State Government 

 Federal Government 

 

Primary Interdisciplinary Connections: Language Arts 

 

21
st
 Century Interdisciplinary Themes:          

 _X_ Global Awareness     ___ Financial, economic, business, and entrepreneurial literacy 

 _X_ Civic Literacy      ___ Health Literacy 

 ___  Environmental Literacy 

 

Learning Targets 

Standard(s):  

6.1 – U.S. History: America in the World 

9.3 – Career Awareness, Exploration, and Preparation 

 

Era (where appropriate): Revolution and the New Nation (1754-1820s) 

 

Strand(s):  
    A.  Civics, Government, and Human Rights 

    D.  History, Culture, and Perspectives 

 

CPI #  Cumulative Progress Indicator (CPI) 

6.1.4.A.1 Explain how rules and laws created by community, state, and national governments 

protect the rights of people, help resolve conflicts, and promote the common good. 

6.1.4.A.2 Explain how fundamental rights guaranteed by the United States Constitution and the 

Bill of Rights (i.e., freedom of expression, freedom of religion, the right to vote, and the 

right to due process) contribute to the continuation and improvement of American 

democracy. 

6.1.4.A.3 Determine how “fairness,” “equality,” and the “common good” have influenced change 

at the local and national levels of United States government. 

6.1.4.A.4 Explain how the United States government is organized and how the United States 

Constitution defines and limits the power of government. 

6.1.4.A.5 Distinguish the roles and responsibilities of the three branches of the national 

government. 

6.1.4.A.6 Explain how national and state governments share power in the federal system of 

government. 
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6.1.4.A.7 Explain how the United States functions as a representative democracy, and describe the 

roles of elected representatives and how they interact with citizens at local, state, and 

national levels. 

6.1.4.A.8 Compare and contrast how government functions at the community, county, state, and 

national levels, the services provided, and the impact of policy decisions made at each 

level. 

6.1.4.A.9 Compare and contrast responses of individuals and groups, past and present, to 

violations of fundamental rights. 

6.1.4.A.10 Describe how the actions of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., and other civil rights leaders 

served as catalysts for social change and inspired social activism in subsequent 

generations.   

6.1.4.A.11 Explain how the fundamental rights of the individual and the common good of the 

country depend upon all citizens exercising their civic responsibilities at the community, 

state, national, and global levels. 

6.1.4.A.12 Explain the process of creating change at the local, state, or national level. 

6.1.4.D.4 Explain how key events led to the creation of the United States and the state of New 

Jersey. 

6.1.4.D.5 Relate key historical documents (i.e., the Mayflower Compact, the Declaration of 

Independence, the United States Constitution, and the Bill of Rights) to present day 

government and citizenship. 

6.1.4.D.6 Describe the civic leadership qualities and historical contributions of George 

Washington, Thomas Jefferson, and Benjamin Franklin toward the development of the 

United States government. 

6.1.4.D.7 Explain the role Governor William Livingston played in the development of New Jersey 

government. 

6.1.4.D.8 Determine the significance of New Jersey’s role in the American Revolution. 

6.1.4.D.9 Explain the impact of trans-Atlantic slavery on New Jersey, the nation, and individuals. 

6.1.4.D.10 Describe how the influence of Native American groups, including the Lenni Lenape 

culture, is manifested in different regions of New Jersey. 

6.1.4.D.11 Determine how local and state communities have changed over time, and explain the 

reasons for changes. 

9.3.4.A.6 Explain why knowledge and skills acquired in the elementary grades lay the foundation 

for the future academic and career success. 

 

 

Unit Essential Questions: 

 What is power? 

 How is power gained, used, and justified? 

 How do competing interests influence how  

   power is distributed and exercised? 

 How are governments created, structured,  

   maintained and changed? 

 What happens in the absence of government? 

 Why do we have rules and laws, and what  

   would happen if we didn’t? 

 

 

 

Unit Enduring Understandings: 

  People develop systems to manage conflict and  

    create order. 

  Conflict resolution can involve aggression,   

    compromise, cooperation, and change. 

  Democratic societies must balance the rights  

    and responsibilities of individuals with the  

    common good. 
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 What are the roles and responsibilities of 

   citizens and governments in a democratic   

   society? 

 What effect does a democratic government have  

   on society? 

 

Unit Learning Targets: 

 

Students will: 

 Define local government and list some of the services local governments provide. 

 Identify five kinds of municipalities in New Jersey. 

 Explain how county government operates. 

 Explain why state government is important to the people of New Jersey. 

 Identify the three branches of government. 

 Describe the checks and balances system, and explain its importance. 

 Explain why voting is important. 

 Describe how the US government pays for services. 

 

Unit Vocabulary:  
elect      council    mayor    budget   

 

county seat     Bill of Rights   executive branch  bill   

 

veto     judicial branch   democratic republic  candidate  

 

United States Congress   United States Supreme Court     municipality

              

Declaration of Independence   Constitution         checks and balances   

 

Board of Chosen Freeholders  legislative branch  special district          

                                                                                                   

Evidence of Learning 

Suggested Formative Assessment Activities: 

 comprehension questions/answers 

 writing activities  

 practice using maps 

 discussions 

 group work 

 teacher observation 

 homework 

 projects 

 worksheets 
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Suggested Teacher Resources:  
maps, globes, textbook, worksheets, Smartboard, video clips, Internet 

    

Suggested Summative Assessment Activities: 

 chapter and unit test 

 oral responses 

 quizzes 

 writing activities  

 teacher observation 
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Unit Overview 

Content Area: Social Studies 

Unit Number and Title: IV. Economics 

Grade Level: Grade 4  

 

Unit Summary:  

 Economic Decision Making 

 Factors of Production 

 Supply and Demand 

 Function of Money 

 Economic System Characteristics 

 

Primary Interdisciplinary Connections: Mathematics, Language Arts 

 

21
st
 Century Interdisciplinary Themes:          

 _X_ Global Awareness     _X_ Financial, economic, business, and entrepreneurial literacy 

 _X_ Civic Literacy      ___  Health Literacy 

 ___  Environmental Literacy 

 

Learning Targets 

Standard(s):  

6.1 – U.S. History: America in the World 

 

Era (where appropriate):  

 

Strand(s):  
    C.  Economics, Innovation, and Technology 

 

CPI #  Cumulative Progress Indicator (CPI) 

6.1.4.C.1 Apply opportunity cost to evaluate individuals’ decisions, including ones made in their 

communities. 

6.1.4.C.2 Distinguish between needs and wants and explain how scarcity and choice influence 

decisions made by individuals, communities, and nations. 

6.1.4.C.3 Explain why incentives vary between and among producers and consumers. 

6.1.4.C.4 Describe how supply and demand influence price and output of products. 

6.1.4.C.5 Explain the role of specialization in the production and exchange of goods and services. 

6.1.4.C.6 Describe the role and relationship among households, businesses, laborers, and 

governments within the economic system. 

6.1.4.C.7 Explain how the availability of private and public goods and services is influenced by 

the global market and government. 

6.1.4.C.8 Illustrate how production, distribution, and consumption of goods and services are 

interrelated and are affected by the global market and events in the world community. 

6.1.4.C.9 Compare and contrast how access to and use of resources affects people across the world 

differently. 

6.1.4.C.10 Explain the role of money, savings, debt, and investment in individuals’ lives. 
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6.1.4.C.11 Recognize the importance of setting long-term goals when making financial decisions 

within the community. 

6.1.4.C.13 Determine the qualities of entrepreneurs in a capitalistic society. 

 

 

Unit Essential Questions: 

 Why do we use money? 

 What does it mean to make a living? 

 How does something acquire a value? 

 What effect does the economy have on society? 

 How do economic systems affect your life and  

   the lives of others?  

 What impact does scarcity have on the  

   production, distribution, and consumption of   

   goods and services? 

 How does trade affect local, national, and  

   international relationships? 

 What impact does trade have on a society? 

 

 

Unit Enduring Understandings: 

  Decisions concerning the allocation and use of  

    economic resources impact individuals and   

    groups.  

   Local, national, and international relationships  

    are affected by economic transactions.  

    

 

Unit Learning Targets: 

 

Students will: 

 Describe how the free enterprise system works. 

 Explain why consumers have a choice of goods and services in a free enterprise economy. 

 Examine the roles of service industries such as tourism in New Jersey’s economy. 

 

Unit Vocabulary:  
entrepreneur   profit    consumer   free enterprise   

 

investor  competition   tourism 

 

Evidence of Learning 

Suggested Formative Assessment Activities: 

 comprehension questions/answers 

 writing activities  

 practice using maps 

 discussions 

 group work 

 teacher observation 

 homework 

 projects 

 worksheets 
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Suggested Teacher Resources:  
maps, globes, textbook, worksheets, Smartboard, video clips, Internet 

 

Suggested Summative Assessment Activities: 

 chapter and unit test 

 oral responses 

 quizzes 

 writing activities  

 teacher observation 
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Unit Overview 

Content Area: Social Studies 

Unit Number and Title: V. Technology 

Grade Level: Grade 4 

 

Unit Summary:  

 Inventions 

 Transportation 

 Communications 

 

Primary Interdisciplinary Connections: Science 

 

21
st
 Century Interdisciplinary Themes:          

 _X_ Global Awareness     _X_ Financial, economic, business, and entrepreneurial literacy 

 _X_ Civic Literacy      ___  Health Literacy 

 _X_ Environmental Literacy 

 

Learning Targets 

Standard(s):  

6.1 – U.S. History: America in the World 

 

Era (where appropriate):  
 

Strand(s):  
A.  Civics, Government, and Human Rights 

B.  Geography, People, and the Environment 

C.  Economics, Innovation, and Technology 

 

CPI #  Cumulative Progress Indicator (CPI) 

6.1.4.A.16 Explore how national and international leaders, businesses, and global organizations 

promote human rights and provide aid to individuals and nations in need. 

6.1.4.B.9 Relate advances in science and technology to environmental concerns, and to actions 

taken to address them. 

6.1.4.C.12 Evaluate the impact of ideas, inventions, and other contributions of prominent figures 

who lived New Jersey. 

6.1.4.C.15 Describe how the development of different transportation systems impacted the 

economies of New Jersey and the United States. 

6.1.4.C.16 Explain how creativity and innovation resulted in scientific achievement and inventions 

in many cultures during different historical periods. 

6.1.4.C.17 Determine the role of science and technology in the transition from an agricultural 

society to an industrial society, and then to the information age. 

6.1.4.C.18 Explain how the development of communications systems has led to increased 

collaboration and the spread of ideas throughout the United States and the world. 
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Unit Essential Questions: 

 Is new technology always better than that which  

   it will replace? 

 How do new technologies result in broader  

   social change? 

 How does “who you are” help determine your  

   perception of progress? 

 How do the various levels of technological  

   development affect different cultures? 

 

 

Unit Enduring Understandings: 

  Scientific and technological developments  

   affect people’s lives and the environment, and   

   transform societies.  

  Progress is defined by cultural interpretation. 

 

 

Unit Learning Targets: 

 

Students will: 

 Identify Edison’s innovations and list some of his inventions. 

 Describe the ways in which New Jersey leads in research and development in medicine and  

   technology. 

 Identify products created by New Jersey’s scientists. 

 Explain the Internet’s effect on business. 

 

Unit Vocabulary:  
telecommunications   research and development   biotechnology   fiber optics 

 

cyberspace    software     email 

 

Evidence of Learning 

Suggested Formative Assessment Activities: 

 comprehension questions/answers 

 writing activities  

 practice using maps 

 discussions 

 group work 

 teacher observation 

 homework 

 projects 

 worksheets 

 

Suggested Teacher Resources:  
maps, globes, textbook, worksheets, Smartboard, video clips, Internet 
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Suggested Summative Assessment Activities: 

 chapter and unit test 

 oral responses 

 quizzes 

 writing activities  

 teacher observation 
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Unit Overview 

Content Area: Social Studies 

Unit Number and Title: VI. Map Skills 

Grade Level: Grade 4 

 

Unit Summary:  

 Globes/Hemispheres 

 Types of Maps 

 Latitude/Longitude and Grids 

 Scale 

 Charts and Graphs 

 

Primary Interdisciplinary Connections: Art, Mathematics 

 

21
st
 Century Interdisciplinary Themes:          

 _X_ Global Awareness     ___ Financial, economic, business, and entrepreneurial literacy 

 ___  Civic Literacy      ___ Health Literacy 

 _X_ Environmental Literacy 

 

Learning Targets 

Standard(s):  

6.1 – U.S. History: America in the World 

 

Era (where appropriate):  

 

Strand(s):  
    B.  Geography, People, and the Environment 

 

CPI #  Cumulative Progress Indicator (CPI) 

6.1.4.B.1 Compare and contrast information that can be found on different types of maps, and 

determine when the information may be useful. 

6.1.4.B.2 Use physical and political maps to explain how the location and spatial relationship of 

places in New Jersey, the United States, and other areas, worldwide, have contributed to 

cultural diffusion and economic interdependence. 

6.1.4.B.3 Explain how and when it is important to use digital geographic tools, political maps, and 

globes to measure distances and to determine time zones and locations using latitude and 

longitude. 

6.1.4.B.10 Identify the major cities in New Jersey, the United States, and major world regions, and 

explain how maps, globes, and demographic tools can be used to understand tangible 

and intangible cultural differences. 
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Unit Essential Questions: 

 What makes places unique and different? 

 How does geography affect the way people live  

   and work? 

 What story do maps and globes tell? 

 How and why do maps and globes change? 

 How do globes and maps reflect history,  

   politics, environment, and economics? 

 How do maps help us understand a place? 

 

 

Unit Enduring Understandings: 

  Geography influences needs, culture,  

    opportunities, choices, interests, and skills. 

 

Unit Learning Targets: 

 

Students will: 

 Determine locations of places and interpret information available on maps and globes. 

 Use thematic maps and other geographic representations to obtain, describe, and compare spatial  

   patterns and information about people, places, regions, and environments. 

 Identify geographic landforms (see unit vocabulary for examples). 

 Use a compass rose to identify/locate places on a map. 

 Create a map and a legend appropriate for the map. 

 Interpret symbols on a map. 

 Use different types of maps (see unit vocabulary for examples). 

 Identify lines of latitude and longitude. 

 Use a coordinate system to find a location on a map. 

 Recognize hemispheres. 

 Use a map’s scale to determine distances. 

 Identify best travel routes. 

 Read and interpret pictographs, bar graphs, line graphs, and pie graphs. 

 Collect data and create line graphs and bar graphs. 

 Use a computer program to create a graph from collected data. 

 Create and interpret tables and charts.  

 

Unit Vocabulary:  
strait    peninsula   mountain range   delta   bay               

 

tributary   divide    inset     locator  picture map  

 

thematic map   physical map   political map    road map  latitude          

 

historical map   parallel   degree     longitude  meridian 

 

prime meridian global grid 
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Evidence of Learning 

Suggested Formative Assessment Activities: 

 comprehension questions/answers 

 writing activities  

 practice using maps 

 discussions 

 group work 

 teacher observation 

 homework 

 projects 

 worksheets 

 

Suggested Teacher Resources:  
maps, globes, textbook, worksheets, Smartboard, video clips, Internet 

 

Suggested Summative Assessment Activities: 

 chapter and unit test 

 oral responses 

 quizzes 

 writing activities  

 teacher observation 
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Unit Overview 

Content Area: Social Studies 

Unit Number and Title: I. Three Worlds Meet 

Grade Level: Grade 5 

 

Unit Summary: 

 Regions of the United States 

o        Northeast 

o        Southeast  

o        Middle West 

o        Mountain 

o        Southwest 

o        West 

 Map skills 

 Native American Migration Patterns 

 African, European, and Native interactions 

 Colombian Exchange 

 Technology Aiding European Exploration 

 Concept of “other” 

 

 

Primary Interdisciplinary Connections: Language Arts, Math, Economics, World Languages, 

Science, Art 

 

21
st
 Century Interdisciplinary Themes:          

 _X_ Global Awareness _X_ Financial, economic, business, and entrepreneurial literacy 

 _X_ Civic Literacy  _X_ Environmental Literacy 

 

Learning Targets 

Standard(s):  

6.1 – U.S. History: America in the World 

 

Era (where appropriate):  
Three Worlds Meet (Beginning to 1620) 

 

Strand(s):  
A. Civics, Government, and Human Rights 

B. Geography, People, and the Environment 

C. Economics, Innovation, and Technology 

D. History, Culture, and Perspectives 

 

CPI #  Cumulative Progress Indicator (CPI) 

6.1.8.B.1.a Describe migration and settlement patterns of Native American groups, and explain how 

these patterns affected interactions in different regions of the Western Hemisphere. 

6.1.8.B.1.b Analyze the world in spatial terms, using historical maps to determine what led to the 

exploration of new water and land routes. 
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6.1.8.C.1.a Evaluate the impact of science, religion, and technology innovations on European 

exploration. 

6.1.8.C.1.b Explain why individuals and societies trade, how trade functions, and the role of trade 

during this period.  

6.1.8.D.1.a Compare and contrast gender roles, religion, values, cultural practices, and political 

systems of Native American groups.  

6.1.8.D.1.b Explain how interactions among African, European, and Native American groups began 

a cultural transformation.  

6.1.8.D.1.c Evaluate the impact of the Colombian Exchange on ecology, agriculture, and culture 

from different perspectives. 

 

 

Unit Essential Questions: 

 How do different cultures express their own 

values and traditions? 

 How do challenges (e.g. bias, equity, justice) 

arise as a result of interaction among cultures?  

 How are geographic tools used to understand 

and navigate regions of the world? (e.g. maps, 

atlases, compass, global positioning systems)  

 How do social scientists and historians go 

about their work? 

 

 

Unit Enduring Understandings: 

 Throughout history conflict has arisen as a 

result of ignorance of, and lack of acceptance 

for other cultures.  

  Technological innovation has revolutionized 

life throughout the ages. 

  Social scientists and historians use hosts of 

primary documents to piece together the puzzle 

that is history. 

 

Unit Learning Targets 

 

Students will be able to:  

  Discuss and write about their knowledge of the Native American cultures and the lack of recognition 

they are typically given for being as advanced as they were, both societally and culturally. 

  Identify the major players (countries and people) in European Exploration. 

  Identify the cultural influences in the Early Colonies and Thirteen Colonies. 

  Graph the land and sea exploration routes of groups that influenced American culture. 

  Identify the extent of the inequity between cultures and groups when they come together. 

  Identify the importance of technological innovation on bridging the divide between countries and 

continents. 

 

Unit Vocabulary:  
compass    maps    astrolabe 

 

Age of Discovery   Thirteen Colonies  Europe 

 

Colombian Exchange   England   Spain 

 

Italy     Dutch    France  

 

Native American vs. Indian  culture    tolerance 
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Evidence of Learning 

Suggested Formative Assessment Activities: 

 Q&A 

 White Boards 

 Student Interaction 

 Projects 

 Power Points 

 Teacher Observation 

 Interviews 

 

Suggested Teacher Resources: 

Internet, Textbook, Books, DVD’s, Worksheets, PowerPoint Presentations,  

      SMART Board/Notebook (where applicable), ActivBoard, Wall Maps, Microsoft Word,  

      Microsoft Excel, Microsoft Publisher 

 

Suggested Summative Assessment Activities: 

 Unit Pretest 

 Mid-Unit Quizzes 

 End of Unit Test 
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Unit Overview 

Content Area: Social Studies 

Unit Number and Title: II. Colonization and Settlement 

Grade Level: Grade 5 

 

Unit Summary:  

 Explorer Influence 

 Influence of Natural Resources on Exploration 

 Early Forms of Government 

 New England 

o      Northeast 

o     Geography 

o     Reasons for settling 

o     Settlers—leaders and groups 

o     Relations with Native Americans 

 Middle Colonies   

o    Geography 

o    Reasons for settling 

o    Settlers—leaders and groups 

o    Relations with Native Americans (Lenape and Dutch/Swedes) 

 Southern colonies   

o    Geography 

o    Reasons for settling 

o    Settlers—leaders and groups 

 Relations with Native Americans 

 Conflict Among European Nations 

 

Primary Interdisciplinary Connections: Language Arts, Math, Economics, Science 

 

21
st
 Century Interdisciplinary Themes:          

 _X_ Global Awareness     _X_ Financial, economic, business, and entrepreneurial literacy 

 _X_ Civic Literacy      _X_ Environmental Literacy 

 

Learning Targets 

Standard(s):  

6.1 – U.S. History: America in the World 

 

Era (where appropriate):  
Colonization and Settlement (1585-1763) 

 

Strand(s):  
A. Civics, Government, and Human Rights 

B. Geography, People, and the Environment 

C. Economics, Innovation, and Technology 

D. History, Culture, and Perspectives 
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CPI #  Cumulative Progress Indicator (CPI) 

6.1.8.A.2.a Determine the roles of religious freedom and participatory government in various North 

American colonies. 

6.1.8.A.2.b Explain how and why early government structures developed, and determine the impact 

of these early structures on the evolution of American politics and institutions. 

6.1.8.A.2.c Explain how race, gender, and status affected social, economic, and political 

opportunities during Colonial times. 

6.1.8.B.2.a Determine factors that impacted emigration, settlement patterns, and regional identities 

of the colonies. 

6.1.8.B.2.b Compare and contrast how the search for natural resources resulted in conflict and 

cooperation among European colonists and Native American groups in the New World. 

6.1.8.C.2.a Relate slavery and indentured servitude to Colonial labor systems. 

6.1.8.C.2.b Explain the system of mercantilism and its impact on the economies of the colonies and 

European countries. 

6.1.8.C.2.c Analyze the impact of triangular trade on multiple nations and groups. 

6.1.8.D.2.a Analyze the power struggle among European countries, and determine its impact on 

people living in Europe and the Americas. 

6.1.8.D.2.b Compare and contrast the voluntary and involuntary migratory experiences of different 

groups of people, and explain why their experiences differed. 

 

 

Unit Essential Questions: 

 How do social scientists and historians go 

about their work? 

 Is history inevitably biased? 

 Is history the story told by the “winners”? 

 What is power? 

 How is power gained, used and justified? 

 

 

Unit Enduring Understandings: 

 The location of Europe and the understanding 

that the settlers came from Europe. 

 England is a country in Europe. 

 The Europeans removed the natives from their 

previously held lands. 

 In essence, all societies have some form of 

government. 

 

Unit Learning Targets 

 

Students will be able to: 

 Identify the influence of European culture on American life. 

 Identify, on a map, the colonies and the countries that colonized them. 

 List three reasons why Americans wanted their independence. 

 Map the triangular trade routes and identify the importance of the trade winds on exploration and 

trade. 

 Write a discussion on the difference between Europe and the countries located within it. 

 Identify, on a map, the major oceans of the world. 

 Identify the resources and exports that came from different countries and regions of the world. 
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Unit Vocabulary:  
New England    lumber & fur trade  English 

   

French     Dutch    Thirteen Colonies 

 

Settlers of Thirteen Colonies  French and Indian War Ohio Valley 

 

George Washington   debt    taxes 

 

tariffs     regional differences  St. Lawrence River 

 

import     export    port 

 

Evidence of Learning 

Suggested Formative Assessment Activities: 

 Q&A 

 White Boards 

 Student Interaction 

 Projects 

 Power Points 

 Teacher Observation 

 Interviews 

 

Suggested Teacher Resources: 

Internet, Textbook, Books, DVD’s, Worksheets, PowerPoint Presentations,  

      SMART Board/Notebook (where applicable), ActivBoard, Wall Maps, Microsoft Word,  

      Microsoft Excel, Microsoft Publisher 

 

Suggested Summative Assessment Activities: 

 Unit Pretest 

 Mid-Unit Quizzes 

 End of Unit Test 
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Unit Overview 

Content Area: Social Studies 

Unit Number and Title: III. Revolution and the New Nation 

Grade Level: Grade 5 

 

Unit Summary:  

 American Revolution 

 Causes and effects 

 Declaration of Independence 

 People of the Revolution: Paul Revere, Ben Franklin, John Hancock, Samuel Adams, Crispus 

Attucks, Thomas Jefferson, Thomas Paine, George Washington, Betsy Ross, Marquis de 

Lafayette, Baron Von Steuben 

 Events of the Revolution 

 Role of New Jersey 

 Major battles: Lexington and Concord, Bunker Hill, Trenton, Saratoga, Yorktown, Princeton 

 Articles of Confederation   

 Constitution 

 Bill of Rights 

 Founding Fathers 

 State Government 

 Federal Government 

 Branches of Government 

 Significant leaders: George Washington, John Adams, James Madison, Alexander Hamilton 

 Electoral College 

 Two Party System 

 Women’s Rights 

 

Primary Interdisciplinary Connections: Language Arts, Math, Economics 

 

21
st
 Century Interdisciplinary Themes:          

 _X_ Global Awareness     _X_ Financial, economic, business, and entrepreneurial literacy 

 _X_ Civic Literacy       

 

Learning Targets 

Standard(s):  

6.1 – U.S. History: America in the World. 

 

Era:  

Revolution and the New Nation (1754-1820s) 

 

Strand(s):  
A. Civics, Government, and Human Rights 

B. Geography, People, and the Environment 

C. Economics, Innovation, and Technology 

D. History, Culture, and Perspectives 
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CPI #  Cumulative Progress Indicator (CPI) 

6.1.8.A.3.a Examine the ideals found in the Declaration of Independence, and assess the extent to 

which they were fulfilled for women, African Americans, and Native Americans during 

this time period. 

6.1.8.A.3.b Evaluate the effectiveness of the fundamental principles of the Constitution (i.e., consent 

of the governed, rule of law, federalism, limited government, separation of powers, 

checks and balances, and individual rights) in establishing a federal government that 

allows for growth and change over time. 

6.1.8.A.3.c Determine the role that compromise played in the creation and adoption of the 

Constitution and Bill of Rights. 

6.1.8.A.3.d Compare and contrast the Articles of Confederation and the UNITED STATES 

Constitution in terms of the decision-making powers of national government. 

6.1.8.A.3.f Explain how political parties were formed and continue to be shaped by differing 

perspectives regarding the role and power of federal government. 

6.1.8.A.3.g Evaluate the impact of the Constitution and Bill of Rights on current day issues. 

6.1.8.B.3.a Assess how conflicts and alliances among European countries and Native American 

groups impacted the expansion of the American colonies. 

6.1.8.B.3.b Determine the extent to which the geography of the United States influenced the debate 

on representation in Congress and federalism by examining the New Jersey and Virginia 

plans. 

6.1.8.B.3.c Use maps and other geographic tools to evaluate the impact of geography on the 

execution and outcome of the American Revolutionary War. 

6.1.8.B.3.d Explain why New Jersey’s location played an integral role in the American Revolution. 

6.1.8.C.3.a Explain how taxes and government regulation can affect economic opportunities, and 

assess the impact of these on relations between Britain and its North American colonies. 

6.1.8.C.3.b Summarize the effect of inflation and debt on the American people and the response of 

state and national governments during this time. 

6.1.8.C.3.c Evaluate the impact of the cotton gin and other innovations on the institution of slavery 

and on the economic and political development of the country. 

6.1.8.D.3.b Explain why the Declaration of Independence was written and how its key principles 

evolved to become unifying ideas of American democracy. 

6.1.8.D.3.c Analyze the impact of George Washington as general of the American revolutionary 

forces and as the first president of the United States. 

6.1.8.D.3.d Analyze how prominent individuals and other nations contributed to the causes, 

execution, and outcomes of the American Revolution. 

6.1.8.D.3.e Examine the roles and perspectives of various socioeconomic groups (e.g., rural farmers, 

urban craftsmen, northern merchants, and southern planters), African Americans, Native 

Americans, and women during the American Revolution, and determine how these 

groups were impacted by the war. 

6.1.8.D.3.g Evaluate the extent to which the leadership and decisions of early administrations of the 

national government met the goals established in the Preamble of the Constitution. 
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Unit Essential Questions: 

 What are the rights and responsibilities in 

a democratic society, and how does the 

American democracy affect your daily 

life? 

 How do economic, historic, 

environmental, social, and technological 

forces cause change? 

 How do rules help our community? 

 How do human spatial patterns affect 

regions? (e.g. urban vs. rural places, gold 

rush, ghettos, migration) 

 

 

Unit Enduring Understandings: 

   The Constitution is the foundation of American 

government. 

   Amendments to the Constitution allow it to 

meet the needs of a changing world. 

   Cultural differences between the North and the 

South were a result of geographical and 

economic forces. 

    The American Revolution was one of, if not  

the single most important event in the 

history of the nation 

    America was a colony of England before the 

war and an independent nation after the 

war. 

 

Unit Learning Targets 

 

Students will be able to: 

 List the three branches of government and name a responsibility of each. 

 Describe at least three amendments to the Constitution. 

 Identify the major difference between the Articles of Confederation and the Constitution. 

 Recognize that we still use the Constitution today as the foundation of US Government. 

 Identify the massive importance of the written word in the early history of the US: Declaration of 

Independence, Articles of Confederation, Constitution, et al. 

 

Unit Vocabulary:   
American Revolution   Red Coats    Continental Army 

 

militia     Minutemen    government 

 

politics     Articles of Confederation  Bill of Rights 

 

Constitution    Preamble     

 

Amendments    Declaration of Independence 

 

Evidence of Learning 

Suggested Formative Assessment Activities: 

 Q&A 

 White Boards 

 Student Interaction 

 Projects 

 Power Points 

 Teacher Observation 

 Interviews 
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Suggested Teacher Resources: 

Internet, Textbook, Books, DVD’s, Worksheets, PowerPoint Presentations,  

      SMART Board/Notebook (where applicable), ActivBoard, Wall Maps, Microsoft Word,  

      Microsoft Excel, Microsoft Publisher 

 

Suggested Summative Assessment Activities: 

 Unit Pretest 

 Mid-Unit Quizzes 

 End of Unit Test 
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Unit Overview 

Content Area: Social Studies 

Unit Number and Title: IV. Expansion and Reform 

Grade Level: Grade 5 

 

Unit Summary:  

 The Growing Nation 

 Territorial expansion and acquisition 

 Lewis and Clark expedition 

 Movement by settlers 

 War of 1812 

 Early industrialization: Canals, Railroads 

 Andrew Jackson 

 

Primary Interdisciplinary Connections: Language Arts, Math, Economics, Science, Art 

 

21
st
 Century Interdisciplinary Themes:          

 _X_ Global Awareness     _X_ Financial, economic, business, and entrepreneurial literacy 

 _X_ Civic Literacy      _X_ Health Literacy 

 _X_ Environmental Literacy 

 

Learning Targets 

Standard(s):  

6.1 – U.S. History: America in the World. 

 

Era (where appropriate):  
Expansion and Reform (1801-1861) 

 

Strand(s):  
A. Civics, Government, and Human Rights 

B. Geography, People, and the Environment 

C. Economics, Innovation, and Technology 

D. History, Culture, and Perspectives 

 

CPI #  Cumulative Progress Indicator (CPI) 

6.1.8.A.4.a Explain the changes in America’s relationships with other nations by analyzing policies, 

treaties, tariffs, and agreements 

6.1.8.A.4.b Analyze how the concept of Manifest Destiny influenced the acquisition of land through 

annexation, diplomacy, and war. 

6.1.8.A.4.c Assess the extent to which voting rights were expanded during the Jacksonian period. 

6.1.8.B.4.a Assess the impact of the Louisiana Purchase and western exploration on the expansion 

and economic development of the United States. 

6.1.8.B.4.b Map territorial expansion and settlement, as well as the locations of conflicts with and 

removal of Native Americans. 
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6.1.8.C.4.a Analyze the debates involving the National Bank, uniform currency, and tariffs, and 

determine the extent to which each of these economic tools met the economic challenges 

facing the new nation. 

6.1.8.C.4.b Explain how major technological developments revolutionized land and water 

transportation, as well as the economy, in New Jersey and nation. 

6.1.8.C.4.c Analyze how technological innovations affected the status and social class of different 

groups of people, and explain the outcomes that resulted. 

6.1.8.D.4.a Analyze the push-pull factors that led to increases in immigration, and explain why 

ethnic and cultural conflicts resulted. 

6.1.8.D.4.b Explore efforts to reform education, women’s rights, slavery, and other issues during the 

Antebellum period. 

6.1.8.D.4.c Explain the growing resistance to slavery and New Jersey’s role in the Underground 

Railroad. 

 

 

Unit Essential Questions: 

 How does knowledge of the past influence 

us and help us understand the present and 

the future? 

 Can an individual make a difference in 

history? 

 Why do people fight? 

 Is conflict inevitable? desirable? 

avoidable? 

 What is worth fighting for? 

 What is revolution? 

 

 

Unit Enduring Understandings: 

 Jacksonian politics were a powerful and 

questionable force in US history. 

 Manifest Destiny shaped the current US sense of 

entitlement and general ideology. 

  Westward movement resulted in additional 

conflict with the Native Americans. 

  The Lewis & Clark Expedition was a powerful 

force in US westward expansion.  

  The War of 1812 was a powerful force in 

shaping the US cultural landscape.  

 

Unit Learning Targets: 

 

Students will be able to: 

 Identify the main principles of Jacksonian politics. 

 Explain what Manifest Destiny was and how it was in conflict with previous agreements made with 

other ethnic groups. 

 Identify how technological advances made communication faster, resulting in a “smaller world”. 

 

Unit Vocabulary:  
Lewis & Clark   Manifest Destiny  annexation 

 

tariffs    treatises   Jacksonian 

 

diplomacy   National Bank   antebellum 
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Evidence of Learning 

Suggested Formative Assessment Activities: 

 Q&A 

 White Boards 

 Student Interaction 

 Projects 

 Power Points 

 Teacher Observation 

 Interviews 

 

Suggested Teacher Resources: 

Internet, Textbook, Books, DVD’s, Worksheets, PowerPoint Presentations,  

      SMART Board/Notebook (where applicable), ActivBoard, Wall Maps, Microsoft Word,  

      Microsoft Excel, Microsoft Publisher 

 

Suggested Summative Assessment Activities: 

 Unit Pretest 

 Mid-Unit Quizzes 

 End of Unit Test 
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Unit Overview 

Content Area: Social Studies 

Unit Number and Title:  V. Civil War and Reconstruction 

Grade Level: Grade 5 

 

Unit Summary:  

 Causes and effects   

 Slavery 

o    Conflicts 

o   Abolitionists 

o   Underground Railroad 

 Significant leaders   

o    Abraham Lincoln 

o    Jefferson Davis 

o    Robert E. Lee 

o    Ulysses S. Grant 

 Significant events   

o    Fort Sumter 

o    Bull Run 

o    Battle of Gettysburg 

o    Gettysburg Address 

o    Emancipation Proclamation 

o    End of war 

o    Lincoln’s assassination 

o    New Jersey’s Role 

 

Primary Interdisciplinary Connections: Language Arts, Math, Economics, World Languages, 

Science, Art 

 

21
st
 Century Interdisciplinary Themes:          

 _X_ Global Awareness     _X_ Financial, economic, business, and entrepreneurial literacy 

 _X_ Civic Literacy      _X_ Health Literacy 

 _X_ Environmental Literacy 

 

Learning Targets 

Standard(s):  

6.1 – U.S. History: America in the World 

 

Era:  
Civil War and Reconstruction (1850-1877) 

 

Strand(s):  
A. Civics, Government, and Human Rights 

B. Geography, People, and the Environment 

C. Economics, Innovation, and Technology 

D. History, Culture, and Perspectives 
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CPI #  Cumulative Progress Indicator (CPI) 

6.1.8.A.5.a Explain how and why the Emancipation Proclamation and the Gettysburg Address 

continue to impact American life. 

6.1.8.A.5.b Compare and contrast the approaches of Congress and Presidents Lincoln and Johnson 

toward the reconstruction of the South. 

6.1.8.B.5.a Determine the role of geography, natural resources, demographics, transportation, and 

technology in the progress and outcome of the Civil War. 

6.1.8.C.5.a Assess the human and material costs of the Civil War in the North and South. 

6.1.8.C.5.b Analyze the economic impact of Reconstruction on the South from different 

perspectives. 

6.1.8.D.5.a Prioritize the causes and events that led to the Civil War from different perspectives. 

6.1.8.D.5.b Analyze critical events and battles of the Civil War and determine how they contributed 

to the final outcome of the war. 

6.1.8.D.5.c Examine the roles of women, African Americans, and Native Americans in the Civil 

War. 

6.1.8.D.5.d Analyze the effectiveness of the 13th, 14th, and 15th Amendments to the United States 

Constitution from multiple perspectives. 

 

 

Unit Essential Questions: 

 How does knowledge of the past influence 

us and help us understand the present and 

the future? 

 How does an event or historic time period 

influence the life of an individual, and 

how do individuals influence events? (e.g. 

Renaissance, industrial revolution, 

technological advances) 

 Why do people fight? 

 Is conflict inevitable? Desirable? 

Avoidable? 

 

 

Unit Enduring Understandings: 

   Causes and effects of the Civil War. 

   Lincoln’s influence on the war efforts. 

   Roles of different groups in the war effort. 

   Technology’s influence on the devastation in 

battle: minnie-balls, modern cannons, etc. 

   There is still a rift between northern and 

southern states as a result of the War. 

   

 

Unit Learning Targets: 

 

Students will be able to: 

   Identify the main events and decisions that led to the Civil War. 

   Identify why the south was pro-slavery and pro-secession while the north was founded on business 

and economics resulting in an anti-slavery stance. 

   Identify the lasting effects of the Civil War in America. 
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Unit Vocabulary:  
Gettysburg Address   emancipation   proclamation 

 

Lincoln    Johnson   minnie-ball 

 

cannon     grape-shot   amputation 

 

anesthesia    Amendments   “Old Bone Saws” 

 

Rebel     Confederate   Union 

 

Evidence of Learning 

Suggested Formative Assessment Activities: 

 Q&A 

 White Boards 

 Student Interaction 

 Projects 

 Power Points 

 Teacher Observation 

 Interviews 

 

Suggested Teacher Resources: 

Internet, Textbook, Books, DVD’s, Worksheets, PowerPoint Presentations,  

      SMART Board/Notebook (where applicable), ActivBoard, Wall Maps, Microsoft Word,  

      Microsoft Excel, Microsoft Publisher 

 

Suggested Summative Assessment Activities: 

 Unit Pretest 

 Mid-Unit Quizzes 

 End of Unit Test 
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Unit Overview 

Content Area: Social Studies 

Unit Number and Title: I. Early Civilizations    

Grade Level: Grade 6 

 

Unit Summary: From about 70,000 to 12,000 years ago, groups of people hunted and gathered plants, 

adapted to the environment, and used natural resources.  As these people created more sophisticated 

tools, and farming developed, an increase in population and the beginning of societies occurred.  

Archaeology provides historical explanations for how ancient people lived.  

 

Primary Interdisciplinary Connections: Language Arts, Art, Math 

 

21
st
 Century Interdisciplinary Themes:          

 _X_ Global Awareness     __  Financial, economic, business, and entrepreneurial literacy 

 __ _ Civic Literacy      _X Health Literacy 

 _X_ Environmental Literacy 

 

Learning Targets 

Standard(s):  

6.2 – World History / Global Studies 

 

Era:  
Paleolithic and Neolithic Ages 

 

Strand(s): 

    A.  Civics, Government, and Human Rights  

    B.  Geography, People, and the Environment 

    C.  Economics, Innovation, and Technology 

    D.  History, Culture, and Perspectives 

 

CPI #  Cumulative Progress Indicator (CPI) 

6.2.8.A.1.a Compare and contrast the social organization of early hunters/gatherers and those who 

lived in early agrarian societies. 

6.2.8.B.1.a  

 

Explain the various migratory patterns of hunters/gatherers who moved from Africa to 

Eurasia, Australia, and the Americas, and describe the impact of migration on their lives 

and on the shaping of societies. 

6.2.8.B.1.b Compare and contrast how nomadic and agrarian societies used land and natural 

resources 

6.2.8.C.1.a Relate the agricultural revolution (including the impact of food surplus from farming) to 

population growth and the subsequent development of civilizations 

6.2.8.C.1.b Determine the impact of technological advancements on hunter/gatherer and agrarian 

societies 

6.2.8.D.1.a Demonstrate an understanding of pre-agricultural and post-agricultural periods in terms 

of relative length of time 

6.2.8.D.1.b Relate the development of language and forms of writing to the expression of ideas, 

creation of cultural identity, and development of more complex social structures. 
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6.2.8.D.1.c Explain how archaeological discoveries are used to develop and enhance understanding 

of life prior to written records. 

 

 

Unit Essential Questions: 

 What makes a civilization? 

 What was the effect of people developing Stone 

Age technology? 

 How was history recorded in the Stone Age? 

 What changes occurred from the beginning of 

the Stone Age to the end? 

 What activities happen in agriculture? 

 

 

 

Unit Enduring Understandings: 

 Civilization (people living in large organized 

groups) happens when people use tools, 

have specialization and agriculture to 

sustain life, and organize government, 

religion, and learning. 

 New and stronger tools for special purposes 

allowed Stone Age man to grow stronger. 

 The artifacts and cave art of early man tell 

archaeologists about their history. 

 Early stone age man had little chance of 

maintaining life.  With the discovery of 

how to control fire, the quality of life for 

man improved, and specialization 

occurred. 

 Early Stone Age man lived by the land, hunting, 

gathering and using simple tools, but by 

the end of the Stone Age (Neolithic Era) 

mankind had developed civilizations. 

 

Unit Learning Targets: 

 

Students will: 

 Identify Paleolithic Era and Neolithic Era 

 Describe the Stone Age 

 Analyze how the use of tools developed and changed life 

 Describe how fire changed the lives of early humans. 

 Explain how early people discovered and began to use metals 

 Investigate the benefits of agriculture for civilization 

 Record artifacts that have been found by archaeologists, which tell the story of early man 

 

Unit Vocabulary:  
Hunter-gatherers  domesticate   Paleolithic Era   migrate 

 

flaking    surplus    technology   agriculture 

 

Neolithic Era   specialization 
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Evidence of Learning 

Suggested Formative Assessment Activities: 

 Discussions 

 Read text aloud  

 Create an artifact activity 

 Worksheets 

 Quiz 

 Teacher observations 

 

Suggested Teacher Resources: 

Text, online resources, online video, worksheets 

 

Suggested Summative Assessment Activities: 

 Quiz 

 Test 

 Writing task 
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Unit Overview 

Content Area: Social Studies 

Unit Number and Title: II. The Fertile Crescent 

Grade Level: Grade 6 

 

Unit Summary: Early agriculture depended on fertile soil and irrigation, therefore, the first 

civilizations developed along rivers.  Specialization of labor and new forms of social organization led 

to the beginning of societies. The region surrounding the Tigris and Euphrates rivers, called the Fertile 

Crescent, was where the Sumerian, Babylonian, and Assyrian empires developed and Judaism began. 

 

Primary Interdisciplinary Connections: Language Arts, art, math 

 

21
st
 Century Interdisciplinary Themes:          

 _X_ Global Awareness     __   Financial, economic, business, and entrepreneurial literacy 

 __    Civic Literacy      _X  Health Literacy 

 _X_ Environmental Literacy 

 

Learning Targets 

Standard(s):  

6. 2 – World History / Global Studies 

 

Era:   
Early Civilizations 

 

Strand(s):  
A. Civics, Government, and Human Rights 

B. Geography, People, and the Environment 

C. Economics, Innovation, and Technology 

D. History, Culture, and Perspectives 

 

CPI #  Cumulative Progress Indicator (CPI) 

6.2.8.C.1.a Relate the agricultural revolution (including the impact of food surplus from farming) to 

population growth and the subsequent development of civilizations 

6.2.8.C.1.b Determine the impact of technological advancements on hunter/gatherer and agrarian 

societies 

6.2.8.D.1.a Demonstrate an understanding of pre-agricultural and post-agricultural periods in terms 

of relative length of time 

6.2.8.D.1.b Relate the development of language and forms of writing to the expression of ideas, 

creation of cultural identity, and development of more complex social structures. 

6.2.8.D.1.c Explain how archaeological discoveries are used to develop and enhance understanding 

of life prior to written records 

6.2.8.A.2.a Explain why different ancient river valley civilizations developed similar forms of 

government. 

6.2.8.A.2.b Explain how codifying laws met the needs of ancient river valley societies. 

6.2.8.A.2.c Determine the role of slavery in the economic and social structures of ancient river 

valley civilizations. 
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6.2.8.B.2.a Determine the extent to which geography influenced settlement, the development of 

trade networks, technological innovations, and the sustainability of ancient river valley 

civilizations. 

 

 

Unit Essential Questions: 

 Where is Mesopotamia in relation to the Fertile 

Crescent? 

 What are the names of the two important rivers 

that support civilization in this area? 

 What technology improved farming? 

 How does a standard form of writing help 

maintain an empire? 

 How is Sumerian life connected with religion? 

 What are the uses of the wheel and how did it 

improve farming and trade? 

 What was the code of law? 

 What are the origins of Judaism? 

 

 

Unit Enduring Understandings: 

 Mesopotamia is smaller than the Fertile 

Crescent. 

 Mesopotamia is the land between the Tigris and 

Euphrates rivers. 

 Levees control flooding and canals provide 

irrigation. 

 Sargon was able to send messages and new laws 

across his kingdom with cuneiform. 

 Most Sumerian cities had a ziggurat with a 

temple. 

 The wheel enabled people to move larger loads 

and have war chariots 

 Hammurabi created a code of law that dealt with 

everything from divorce, to pay, to 

slavery. 

 Moses, a prophet of God, led the Jewish people 

out of slavery to Egypt. He delivered the 

Ten Commandments. 

 

Unit Learning Targets: 

 

Students will: 

 

 Explain how technology such as levees and canals improved farming in the Mesopotamian region. 

 Analyze the reasons for the growth of civilizations in the Fertile Crescent. 

 Explain how and why cuneiform developed and its importance. 

 Analyze the development of city-states. 

 Explain cultural values of Mesopotamians. 

 Analyze Babylonian life under the Code of Hammurabi. 

 Describe the origins of Judaism. 
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Unit Vocabulary: 

silt    code of law   drought   aqueduct 

 

Hammurabi    levee    irrigation   Judaism 

 

erosion    covenant   cuneiform   prophet 

 

Torah     scribe    city-state   monotheism 

 

Ten Commandments   ziggurat   polytheism   empire 

 

Diaspora  

 

Evidence of Learning 

Suggested Formative Assessment Activities: 

 Discussions, questions and answers 

 Read text aloud  

 Teacher observations 

 worksheets 

 Quiz 

 

Suggested Teacher Resources: 

Text, online resources, online video, worksheets 

 

Suggested Summative Assessment Activities: 

 Quiz 

 Test 

 Writing task 
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Unit Overview 

Content Area: Social Studies 

Unit Number and Title: III. Ancient Egypt 

Grade Level: Grade 6 

 

Unit Summary:  The Ancient River Valley civilization of Egypt developed due to favorable 

geographic conditions. It created centralized systems of government and an advanced society. During a 

time of prosperity, Egyptians built great stone monuments, pyramids, developed a system of writing, 

and traded with neighboring people. While students explore Egypt’s society, they will compare and 

contrast the workplace of the past to today’s 21
st
 Century Life and Careers. 

 

Primary Interdisciplinary Connections: Language Arts, art, math 

 

21
st
 Century Interdisciplinary Themes:          

 _X_ Global Awareness       X_ Financial, economic, business, and entrepreneurial literacy 

 _      Civic Literacy      _X   Health Literacy 

 _X_ Environmental Literacy 

 

Learning Targets 

Standard(s):  

6.2 – World History / Global Studies 

9.3 – Career Awareness, Exploration, and Preparation 

 

Era:   

Early Civilizations and the Emergence of Pastoral Peoples (4000-1000 BC) 

 

Strand(s):  
A. Civics, Government, and Human Rights 

B. Geography, People, and the Environment 

C. Economics, Innovation, and Technology 

D. History, Culture, and Perspectives 

 

CPI # Cumulative Progress Indicator (CPI) 

6.2.8.A.2.a Explain why different ancient river valley civilizations developed 

similar forms of government. 

6.2.8.A.2.b Explain how codifying laws met the needs of ancient river valley 

societies.  

6.2.8.A.2.c Determine the role of slavery in the economic and social structures 

of ancient river valley civilizations. 

6.2.8.B.2.a Determine the extent to which geography influenced settlement, the 

development of trade networks, technological innovations, and the 

sustainability of ancient river valley civilizations. 
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6.2.8.B.2.b 

 

Compare and contrast physical and political maps of ancient river 

valley civilizations and their modern counterparts (i.e., 

Mesopotamia and Iraq; Ancient Egypt and Modern Egypt; Indus 

River Valley and Modern Pakistan/India; Ancient China and 

Modern China), and determine the geopolitical impact of these 

civilizations, then and now.  

6.2.8.C.2.a Explain how technological advancements led to greater economic 

specialization, improved weaponry, trade, and the development of a 

class system in ancient river valley civilizations. 

6.2.8.D.2.a 

 

Analyze the impact of religion on daily life, government, and culture 

in various ancient river valley civilizations.  

6.2.8.D.2.b 

 

Explain how the development of written language transformed all 

aspects of life in ancient river valley civilizations. 

6.2.8.D.2.c 

 

Analyze the factors that led to the rise and fall of various ancient 

river valley civilizations and determine whether there was a 

common pattern of growth and decline. 

6.2.8.D.2.d Justify which of the major achievements of the ancient river valley 

civilizations represent the most enduring legacies. 

9.3.4.A.1 Identify reasons why people work and discuss how to help a person 

achieve personal goals. 

9.3.4.A.4 Identify qualifications needed to pursue traditional and 

nontraditional careers and occupations. 

9.3.8.B.3 Evaluate personal abilities, interests, and motivation to discuss how 

they might influence job and career. 

9.3.8.B.7 Explain what is meant by “jobs” and  “careers” 

9.3.8.B.8 Compare and contrast how traditional and nontraditional roles have 

changed or remained regionally, nationally, and globally. 

9.3.8.B.12 Explain how personal behavior, dress, and attitudes can impact the 

success or failure of a job. 

 

 

Unit Essential Questions: 

 Why did the life for the 

people of Egypt depend on 

the Nile? 

 What technology did 

Egyptian farmers use to get 

water from the Nile to their 

fields? 

 What were the major 

achievements of Egypt 

during the Old Kingdom? 

 What was the role of the 

pharaoh? 

 

 

 

Unit Enduring Understandings: 

 The Nile’s floods were essential to growing crops. 

 A shadoof, a lever with a counterweight and a pivot, was used 

to lift water over the riverbank into irrigation canals. 

 Organizing a powerful government and building spectacular 

stone monuments glorified Egypt. 

 The pharaoh was given authority by the sun god and was 

entrusted with the well being of his people. 

 Egyptians are credited for astronomy, mathematics, pyramid 

engineering, and medicine. 

 At the top of the pyramid were the rulers, next were the priests, 

soldiers, then the merchants, artisans, farmers, and at the bottom 

the enslaved people. 
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 What other major 

achievements are the 

Egyptians known for? 

 What were the ranks of the 

social pyramid of the 

Egyptian society? 

 What jobs did Egyptians 

serve? 

 

 Egyptians were scribes, slaves who did manual labor, educated 

leaders, and religious leaders. 

Unit Learning Targets: 

 

Students will: 

 Describe the Nile River, the geographical area, and the effects of its floods on the ancient farmers 

in the region. 

 Analyze the workings of government, the economy, and the importance of religion in Egypt. 

 Describe the structure and purpose of the pyramids. 

 Explain hieroglyphics, the Egyptian system of writing. 

 Discuss the importance of the Rosetta Stone. 

 Identify how Egypt prospered and became an empire during the New Kingdom. 

 Assess the importance of Egyptian ideas and skills. 

 Complete a job application to apply for an Egyptian job. 

 

Unit Vocabulary:  
delta  mummification hieroglyphics  papyrus social pyramid 

 

pharaoh pyramid  expedition  cataract  

 

Evidence of Learning 

Suggested Formative Assessment Activities: 

 Discussions, questions, and answers 

 Read text aloud  

 Create a mummy and write to explain the process, curse, or other aspects of Egyptian life. 

 Worksheets 

 Teacher observations 

 Quiz 

 

Suggested Teacher Resources: 

Text, online resources, online video, worksheets 

 

Suggested Summative Assessment Activities: 

 Quiz 

 Test 

 Essay 

 Written explanation of a pyramid 
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Unit Overview 

Content Area: Social Studies 

Unit Number and Title: IV. The Indus River Valley 

Grade Level: Grade 6 

 

Unit Summary: A river valley civilization began in the Indian subcontinent about the same time as 

Mesopotamia and ancient Egypt developed. The Indus River Valley civilization along with the 

religious beliefs of the Aryans formed Hinduism and Buddhism.  Much of the heritage of modern India 

began in this ancient culture. 

 

Primary Interdisciplinary Connections: Language Arts, Art, Math 

 

21
st
 Century Interdisciplinary Themes:          

 _X_ Global Awareness     _X_ Financial, economic, business, and entrepreneurial literacy 

 _X_ Civic Literacy      ___  Health Literacy 

 _X_ Environmental Literacy 

 

Learning Targets 

Standard(s):  

6. 2 – World History / Global Studies 

 

Era (where appropriate):   

Early civilizations and the emergence of Pastoral Peoples (4000-1000 BCE) 

 

Strand(s):  
A. Civics, Government, and Human Rights 

B. Geography, People, and the Environment 

C. Economics, Innovation, and Technology 

D. History, Culture, and Perspectives 

 

CPI #  Cumulative Progress Indicator (CPI) 

6.2.8.A.2.a Explain why different ancient river valley civilizations developed similar forms of 

government. 

6.2.8.A.2.b Explain how codifying laws met the needs of ancient river valley societies 

6.2.8.A.2.c Determine the role of slavery in the economic and social structures of ancient river 

valley civilizations. 

6.2.8.B.2.a Determine the extent to which geography influenced settlement, the development of 

trade networks, technological innovations, and the sustainability of ancient river valley 

civilizations. 

6.2.8.B.2.b 

 

Compare and contrast physical and political maps of ancient river valley civilizations 

and their modern counterparts (i.e., Mesopotamia and Iraq; Ancient Egypt and Modern 

Egypt; Indus River Valley and Modern Pakistan/India; Ancient China and Modern 

China), and determine the geopolitical impact of these civilizations, then and now. 

6.2.8.C.2.a Explain how technological advancements led to greater economic specialization, 

improved weaponry, trade, and the development of a class system in ancient river valley 

civilizations. 
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6.2.8.D.2.a Analyze the impact of religion on daily life, government, and culture in various ancient 

river valley civilizations. 

6.2.8.D.2.b Explain how the development of written language transformed all aspects of life in 

ancient river valley civilizations. 

6.2.8.D.2.c Analyze the factors that led to the rise and fall of various ancient river valley 

civilizations and determine whether there was a common pattern of growth and decline. 

6.2.8.D.2.d Justify which of the major achievements of the ancient river valley civilizations 

represent the most enduring legacies. 

 

 

Unit Essential Questions: 

 Why is India called a subcontinent? 

 What was life like in the early Indus Valley 

cities? 

 What Indian customs come from the teachings 

of Hinduism? 

 What is the importance of dharma to Hindus? 

 How might the custom of not eating fish, meat, 

poultry or eggs affect India’s economy? 

 Why did India’s government make the decision 

to end the caste system? 

 Who is Siddhartha and explain his role in 

Buddhism? 

 

 

Unit Enduring Understandings: 

  India is a large landmass that is geographically 

separated from the rest of the continent of 

Asia. 

 People lived comfortably in cities that were 

planned with paved streets and sanitation 

systems; there were apartment buildings, 

citadels for protection, large grain storehouses, 

and pool-sized baths. 

    Indian customs include the caste system, 

festivals, special exercises, and not eating 

certain foods. 

    Dharma contains hundreds of rules that tell 

each caste how to live in society. 

    India’s economy might produce more 

vegetarian products than other economies due 

to eating customs. 

    The caste system was unfair and limited 

opportunities of the citizens of modern India. 

    Siddhartha was a prince, renamed Buddha, 

who left his life to find peace and the end of 

suffering by following the Eightfold Path and 

the Middle Way of living. 

 

Unit Learning Targets: 

 

Students will: 

 Define a subcontinent. 

 Compare Hinduism with Buddhism. 

 List the legacies of the Indian civilization 
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Unit Vocabulary: 

subcontinent   citadel   migrate  caste system 

 

reincarnation   Hinduism  Vedas   monk 

 

Eightfold Path   Four Noble Truths karma   architecture 

 

Evidence of Learning 

Suggested Formative Assessment Activities: 

 Discussions, questions and answers 

 Read text aloud 

 Worksheets 

 Quiz 

 Teacher Observations 

 

Suggested Teacher Resources:   

Text, online resources, online video, worksheets 

  

Suggested Summative Assessment Activities: 

 Quiz 

 Test 

 Essay 
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Unit Overview 

Content Area: Social Studies 

Unit Number and Title: V. Ancient China 

Grade Level: Grade 6 

 

Unit Summary: Chinese civilization began in the Huang He Valley.  Chinese government and society 

developed into powerful dynasties such as the Confucian Han dynasty. 

 

Primary Interdisciplinary Connections: Language Arts, Science, Art, Math 

 

21
st
 Century Interdisciplinary Themes:          

 _X_ Global Awareness     _X_ Financial, economic, business, and entrepreneurial literacy 

 _X_ Civic Literacy      ___  Health Literacy 

 _X_ Environmental Literacy 

 

Learning Targets 

Standard(s):  

6.2 – World History / Global Studies  

 

Era (where appropriate):   

Early Civilizations and Emergence of Pastoral Peoples 

 

Strand(s):  
A. Civics, Government, and Human Rights 

B. Geography, People, and the Environment 

C. Economics, Innovation, and Technology 

D. History, Culture, and Perspectives 

 

CPI #  Cumulative Progress Indicator (CPI) 

6.2.8.A.2.a Explain why different ancient river valley civilizations developed similar forms of 

government. 

6.2.8.A.2.b Explain how codifying laws met the needs of ancient river valley societies.  

6.2.8.A.2.c Determine the role of slavery in the economic and social structures of ancient river 

valley civilizations. 

6.2.8.B.2.a Determine the extent to which geography influenced settlement, the development of 

trade networks, technological innovations, and the sustainability of ancient river valley 

civilizations. 

6.2.8.B.2.b Compare and contrast physical and political maps of ancient river valley civilizations 

and their modern counterparts (i.e., Mesopotamia and Iraq; Ancient Egypt and Modern 

Egypt; Indus River Valley and Modern Pakistan/India; Ancient China and Modern 

China), and determine the geopolitical impact of these civilizations, then and now. 

6.2.8.C.2.a Explain how technological advancements led to greater economic specialization, 

improved weaponry, trade, and the development of a class system in ancient river valley 

civilizations. 

6.2.8.D.2.b Explain how the development of written language transformed all aspects of life in 

ancient river valley civilizations. 
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6.2.8.D.2.c Analyze the factors that led to the rise and fall of various ancient river valley 

civilizations and determine whether there was a common pattern of growth and decline. 

6.2.8.D.2.d Justify which of the major achievements of the ancient river valley civilizations 

represent the most enduring legacies. 

 

 

Unit Essential Questions: 

 How has China benefited from and been harmed 

by its main geographic features? 

 How did dynasties shape the culture of china? 

 Compare legalism and the ideas of Confucius. 

 How would a standard system of money and 

measurement help trade? 

 

 

 

Unit Enduring Understandings: 

 The Huang He can cause floods that destroy 

villages and towns, cause famine, and kill 

many people.  Also loess from the river 

can clog irrigation canals. Loess also 

creates silt rich farmland and the steppes 

are good for raising animals. High 

mountains, huge deserts, and vast plains 

create barriers to transportation. 

 They developed improved writing systems, art, 

literature, and philosophy. 

 Confucius believed that government would be 

good if the ruler was good and ruled justly, 

while legalism taught that actions that 

helped the emperor and the state should be 

encouraged by a strict system of rewards 

and severe punishments. 

 Everyone would understand exactly how much 

something cost and what it measured using 

a standard form of money. 

 

Unit Learning Targets: 

 

Students will: 

 Locate and describe the features of the Huang He. 

 Identify the geographical regions of China. 

 Describe the government and culture of the Shang dynasty. 

 Identify the cultural advances that occurred. 

 Describe events that helped build the first Chinese empire. 

 Analyze the reign of Shihuangdi. 

 Explain the reasons for the success of the Han dynasty. 

 Explain the reasons for the decline and fall of the Han dynasty. 
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Unit Vocabulary: 
loess   famine   levee   gorge 

 

Oracle bones   steppe   dynasty  Mandate of Heaven 

 

Daoism  emperor  province  Warring States Period 

 

Confucianism   legalism  bureaucracy  seismograph 

 

Grand School 

 

Evidence of Learning 

Suggested Formative Assessment Activities: 

 Discussions, questions and answers 

 Read text aloud 

 Worksheets 

 Quiz 

 Teacher observation 

 Individual work 

 Homework 

 Visual art on topic studied 

 

Suggested Teacher Resources: 

Text, online resources, online video, worksheets 

    

Suggested Summative Assessment Activities: 

 Poster or power point presentation 

 Quiz 

 Test 

 Essay 
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Unit Overview 

Content Area: Social Studies 

Unit Number and Title: VI. Ancient Greece 

Grade Level: Grade 6 

 

Unit Summary: The ancient Greeks developed small city-states, such as Athens.  A Golden Age that 

influenced later civilizations occurred. King Philip of Macedonia conquered the Greeks, and his son, 

Alexander, built a large empire.  

 

Primary Interdisciplinary Connections: Language Arts, art, math 

 

21
st
 Century Interdisciplinary Themes:          

 _X_ Global Awareness     _ X _ Financial, economic, business, and entrepreneurial literacy 

 _X   Civic Literacy      _ X _ Health Literacy 

 _X_ Environmental Literacy 

 

Learning Targets 

Standard(s):  

6.2 – World History / Global Studies 

 

Era:  Classical Civilizations of the Mediterranean World 

 

Strand(s):  
A. Civics, Government, and Human Rights 

B. Geography, People, and the Environment 

C. Economics, Innovation, and Technology 

D. History, Culture, and Perspectives 

 

CPI #  Cumulative Progress Indicator (CPI) 

6.2.8.A.3.a Compare and contrast the methods (i.e., autocratic rule, philosophies, and bureaucratic 

structures: communication and transportations systems) used by the rulers of Rome, 

China, and India to control and unify their expanding empires. 

6.2.8.A.3.b Compare and contrast the rights and responsibilities of free men, women, slaves, and 

foreigners in the political, economic, and social structures of classical civilizations  

6.2.8.A.3.c  

 

Determine the foundational concepts and principles of Athenian democracy and the 

Roman Republic that later influenced the development of the United States Constitution 

6.2.8.A.3.d Compare and contrast the roles and responsibilities of citizens in Athens and Sparta to 

those of United States citizens today, and evaluate how citizens perceived the principles 

of liberty and equality then and now.  

6.2.8.A.3.e Compare and contrast the American legal system and the legal systems of classical 

civilizations, and determine the extent to which the early systems influenced the current 

legal system  

6.2.8.B.3.a Determine how geography and the availability of natural resources influenced the 

development of the political, economic, and cultural systems of each of the classical 

civilizations and provided motivation for expansion  
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6.2.8.B.3.b Explain how geography and the availability of natural resources led to both the 

development of Greek city-states and to their demise  

6.2.8.C.3.a Analyze the impact of expanding land and sea trade routes through the Mediterranean 

Basin, India, and China  

6.2.8.C.3.b Explain how the development of a uniform system of exchange facilitated trade in 

classical civilizations  

6.2.8.C.3.c Explain how classical civilizations used technology and innovation to enhance 

agricultural/manufacturing output and commerce, to expand military capabilities, to 

improve life in urban areas, and to allow for greater division of labor  

6.2.8.D.3.a Compare and contrast social hierarchies in classical civilizations as they relate to power, 

wealth, and equality  

6.2.8.D.3.d Compare the golden ages of Greece, Rome, India, and China and justify major 

achievements that represent world legacies. 

6.2.8.D.3.f Determine the extent to which religions, mythologies, and other belief systems shaped the 

values of classical societies 

 

 

Unit Essential Questions: 

 How did Greece’s mountainous terrain and 

long coastline affect ancient Greek life? 

 What were some of the characteristics and 

achievements of the civilization of ancient 

Greece? 

 What is the relevance of Greek pottery? 

 

 

Unit Enduring Understandings: 

 The terrain affected the kinds of crops that 

could be grown and meant that some Greeks 

became herders; the coast helped other Greeks 

use the sea to trade, travel, and fish. 

 The ancient Greek civilization included city-

states, trade, Greek alphabet, literature, 

artwork, sports, philosophy, theater, 

architecture, music, math, democracy, and 

militarism. 

 Greek pottery has necessary functions, but also 

tells us much about the civilization. 

 

Unit Learning Targets: 

 

Students will: 

 Analyze how the rugged terrain challenged the people of ancient Greece. 

 Explain how the environment influenced the Greeks to become seafarers. 

 Describe how sea trade served as a lifeline for Greece. 

 Analyze the structure of Greek city-states. 

 Compare and contrast the culture of Athens and Sparta 

 Identify the great achievements and thinkers of Athens’ Golden Age. 

 Describe the form of government. 

 Analyze how Alexander spread Greek culture. 

 Identify Hellenism and how it developed. 

 Name two Greek gods and identify their specialties. 

 Name a famous Greek and tell how this person affected history. 

 Select appropriate resources. 
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Unit Vocabulary:  
peninsula  harbor   polis   acropolis 

 

agora   commodity  citizen   monarchy 

 

oligarchy  democracy  epic   assembly 

 

jury   orator   philosophy  phalanxes 

 

Peloponnesian War 

 

Evidence of Learning 

Suggested Formative Assessment Activities: 

 Discussions, questions and answers 

 Read text aloud 

 Worksheets 

 Quiz 

 Present oral persuasive speech 

 

Suggested Teacher Resources: 

Text, online resources, online video, worksheets 

    

Suggested Summative Assessment Activities: 

 Quiz 

 Test 
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Unit Overview 

Content Area: Social Studies 

Unit Number and Title: VII. Ancient Rome 

Grade Level: Grade 6 

 

Unit Summary:  Rome grew from a small village in the rocky hills of Italy into the great capital of a 

large and powerful empire. Christianity became Rome’s official religion. The Roman Empire 

controlled most of the land around the Mediterranean Sea during its height. 

 

Primary Interdisciplinary Connections: Language Arts, art, math 

 

21
st
 Century Interdisciplinary Themes:          

 _X_ Global Awareness     _ X _ Financial, economic, business, and entrepreneurial literacy 

 _X   Civic Literacy      _ X_  Health Literacy 

 _X_ Environmental Literacy 

 

Learning Targets 

Standard(s):  

6.2 – World History / Global Studies 

6.3 – Active Citizenship in the 21
st
 Century 

 

Era:   

Classical Civilizations of the Mediterranean World 

 

Strand(s):  
A. Civics, Government, and Human Rights 

B. Geography, People, and the Environment 

C. Economics, Innovation, and Technology 

D. History, Culture, and Perspectives 

 

CPI #  Cumulative Progress Indicator (CPI) 

6.2.8.A.3.a Compare and contrast the methods (i.e., autocratic rule, philosophies, and 

bureaucratic structures: communication and transportations systems) used by the 

rulers of Rome, China, and India to control and unify their expanding empires. 

6.2.8.A.3.b Compare and contrast the rights and responsibilities of free men, women, slaves, and 

foreigners in the political, economic, and social structures of classical civilizations  

6.2.8.A.3.c  

 

Determine the foundational concepts and principles of Athenian democracy and the 

Roman Republic that later influenced the development of the United States 

Constitution 

6.2.8.A.3.e Compare and contrast the American legal system and the legal systems of classical 

civilizations, and determine the extent to which the early systems influenced the 

current legal system  

6.2.8.B.3.a Determine how geography and the availability of natural resources influenced the 

development of the political, economic, and cultural systems of each of the classical 

civilizations and provided motivation for expansion  
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6.2.8.C.3.b Explain how the development of a uniform system of exchange facilitated trade in 

classical civilizations  

6.2.8.C.3.c Explain how classical civilizations used technology and innovation to enhance 

agricultural/manufacturing output and commerce, to expand military capabilities, to 

improve life in urban areas, and to allow for greater division of labor  

6.2.8.D.3.a Compare and contrast social hierarchies in classical civilizations as they relate to 

power, wealth, and equality  

6.2.8.D.3.d Compare the golden ages of Greece, Rome, India, and China and justify major 

achievements that represent world legacies. 

6.2.8.D.3.f Determine the extent to which religions, mythologies, and other belief systems 

shaped the values of classical societies. 

6.3.8.D.1 Engage in simulated democratic processes (e.g. legislative hearings, judicial 

proceedings, elections) to understand how conflicting points of view are addressed in 

a democratic society. 

 

 

Unit Essential Questions: 

 What are the advantages and disadvantages of 

Italy’s geography? 

 According to legend, who founded Rome? 

 How was the Roman Republic formed? 

 Who was Augustus? 

 What events led to the creation of the Roman 

Empire? 

 Why did Christianity spread throughout the 

Roman Empire? 

 What challenges faced the Western Roman 

Empire? 

 

Unit Enduring Understandings: 

 Advantages: mountains walled off Italy from 

attack, rich farmland and a navigable river. 

Disadvantages: mountains made travel across 

the peninsula difficult and the Apennines 

lacked rich soil. 

 Twins Romulus and Remus founded Rome, 

according to legend. 

 The plebeians rebelled against the patricians 

and demanded that Rome accept their demands 

and give them a voice in the government. 

 Augustus was the first Roman emperor and 

Julius Caesar’s grand-nephew and adopted 

son. 

 The civil war after Julius Caesar’s 

assassination ended with the rule of Augustus 

who was named emperor. 

 The apostles of Jesus spread his teachings 

throughout the Roman Empire and established 

churches. Constantine became emperor and he 

made Christianity one of the official religions. 

 Invaders, loss of trade and wealth, crime and 

violence, and inability to collect taxes were 

challenges. 
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Unit Learning Targets: 

 

Students will: 

 Describe the geography of the Italian peninsula. 

 Analyze the advantages and disadvantages of the geography of Italy. 

 Describe the founding of the Roman Republic. 

 Explain how Rome grew into a powerful civilization. 

 Analyze the wars with Carthage and the problems in Italy. 

 Explain how Julius Caesar and the Senate struggled for power over Rome. 

 Discuss how Augustus created the Roman Empire. 

 Analyze daily life by investigating Pompeii. 

 Identify Rome’s architectural achievements. 

 Cite reasons why Christianity was able to spread throughout the Roman Empire. 

 

Unit Vocabulary:  
volcano   consul   patrician   plebeian 

 

Punic Wars   Twelve Tables  tribune    Senate 

 

census    gladiator  civil war   Pax Romana 

 

dictator   apostle   New Testament  Christianity 

 

parable    pope   Messiah   Justinian Code 

 

persecution   Eastern Orthodox Christianity    

 

Evidence of Learning 

Suggested Formative Assessment Activities: 

 Discussions, questions and answers 

 Read text aloud 

 Worksheets 

 Teacher observations 

 Quiz 

 

Suggested Teacher Resources: 

Text, online resources, online video, worksheets 

 

Suggested Summative Assessment Activities: 

 Quiz 

 Test 
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Unit Overview 

Content Area: Social Studies 

Unit Number and Title: VIII. Arab World 

Grade Level: Grade 6 

 

Unit Summary:  The early people of Arabia built a civilization based on trade and farming. A leader 

named Muhammad introduced the religion of Islam to this region. 

 

Primary Interdisciplinary Connections: Language Arts, art, math 

 

21
st
 Century Interdisciplinary Themes:          

 _X_ Global Awareness     _ X _ Financial, economic, business, and entrepreneurial literacy 

 _X   Civic Literacy      _ X _ Health Literacy 

 _X_ Environmental Literacy 

 

Learning Targets 

Standard(s):  

6.2 – World History / Global Studies 

 

Era:   

Expanding Exchanges and Encounters (500-750 CE) 

 

Strand(s):  
A. Civics, Government, and Human Rights 

B. Geography, People, and the Environment 

C. Economics, Innovation, and Technology 

D. History, Culture, and Perspectives 

 

CPI #  Cumulative Progress Indicator (CPI) 

6.2.8.B.4.d  

 

Explain why the Arabian Peninsula’s physical features and location made it the epicenter 

of Afro-Eurasian trade and fostered the spread of Islam into Africa, Europe, and Asia.  

6.2.8.C.4.e  

 

Determine the extent to which interaction between the Islamic world and medieval 

Europe increased trade, enhanced technology innovation, and impacted scientific 

thought and the arts  

6.2.8.D.3.e 

 

Compare and contrast the tenets of various world religions that developed in or around 

this time period (i.e., Buddhism, Christianity, Confucianism, Islam, Judaism, Sikhism, 

and Taoism), their patterns of expansion, and their responses to the current challenges of 

globalization.  

6.2.8.D.3.f Determine the extent to which religions, mythologies, and other belief systems shaped 

the values of classical societies. 

 

 

Unit Essential Questions: 

 Why are camels used in caravans in the 

desert? 

 

 

Unit Enduring Understandings: 

 Camels are able to carry heavy loads and go a long 

time without water. 
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 How has the environment of the Arabian 

Peninsula affected its inhabitants? 

 What are the major beliefs of Islam? 

 What part did the caliphs play in the 

growth of Islam? 

 In the dry hot climate, people have had to 

conserve the little water that is available.  They 

have built irrigation systems for farming.  Traders 

travel in caravans. 

 The beliefs are listed in the Five Pillars of Islam, 

belief in one God, praying five times a day, giving 

to the poor, observing Ramadan, going to Mecca 

at least once. 

 The caliphs were Islam’s religious, political, and 

military leaders who conquered lands in Asia, 

Africa, and Europe, spreading the religion of 

Islam. 

Unit Learning Targets: 

 

Students will: 

 Describe the physical conditions of the Arabian Peninsula. 

 Analyze desert life. 

 Explain how trading caravans brought wealth and power to the people of the desert. 

 Identify the events that led to the founding of Islam 

 Analyze the basic Muslim beliefs and practices. 

 

Unit Vocabulary:  
Islam   Muslim   caravan  oasis   minaret 

 

Kaaba   hijra   mosque  astrolabe  arabesque 

 

Five Pillars  pilgrimage  caliph   caliphate  algebra 

 

Quran   calligraphy 

 

Evidence of Learning 

Suggested Formative Assessment Activities: 

 Discussions 

 Read text aloud 

 Worksheets 

 Teacher observations 

 Quiz 

 

Suggested Teacher Resources: 

Text, online resources, online video, worksheets 

    

Suggested Summative Assessment Activities: 

 Quiz 

 Test 

 Writing Tasks 
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Unit Overview 

Content Area: Social Studies 

Unit Number and Title: IX. Middle Ages 

Grade Level: Grade 6 

 

Unit Summary:  
The emergence of empires such as those in Europe resulted from the promotion of interregional trade, 

cultural exchanges, new technologies, and political organization.  A great rebirth in arts, and changes 

in the church, the Renaissance and Reformation, occurred. 

 

Primary Interdisciplinary Connections: Language Arts, art, math 

 

21
st
 Century Interdisciplinary Themes:          

 _X_ Global Awareness     _X_ Financial, economic, business, and entrepreneurial literacy 

 _X_ Civic Literacy      _X_ Health Literacy 

 _X_ Environmental Literacy 

 

Learning Targets 

Standard(s):  

6.2 – World History / Global Studies 

 

Era (where appropriate):  
Expanding Exchanges and Encounters (500CE-1450 CE) 

 

Strand(s):  
A. Civics, Government, and Human Rights 

B. Geography, People, and the Environment 

C. Economics, Innovation, and Technology 

D. History, Culture, and Perspectives 

 

CPI #  Cumulative Progress Indicator (CPI) 

6.2.8.A.4.a Analyze the role of religion and other means rulers used to unify and centrally govern 

expanding territories with diverse populations. 

6.2.8.A.4.c  

 

Determine the influence of medieval English legal and constitutional practices (i.e., the 

Magna Carta, parliament, and the development of habeas corpus and an independent 

judiciary) on modern democratic thought and institutions.  

6.2.8.B.4.a  

 

Explain how geography influenced the development of the political, economic, and 

cultural centers of each empire and well as the empires’ relationships with other parts of 

the world.  

6.2.8.C.4.a  

 

Explain the interrelationships among improved agricultural production, population 

growth, urbanization, and commercialization  

6.2.8.C.4.c Explain how the development of new business practices and banking systems impacted 

global trade and the development of a merchant class. 

6.2.8.D.4.a Explain how contact between nomadic peoples and sedentary populations had both 

positive and negative political, economic, and cultural consequences. 

6.2.8.D.4.b Analyze how religion both unified and divided people. 
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6.2.8.D.4.c Analyze the role of religion and economics in shaping each empire’s social hierarchy, 

and evaluate the impact these hierarchical structures had on the lives of various groups 

of people. 

6.2.8.D.4.d Analyze the causes and outcomes of the Crusades from different perspectives, including 

the perspectives of European political and religious leaders, the crusaders, Jews, 

Muslims, and traders. 

6.2.8.D.4.e Assess the demographic, economic, and religious impact of the plague on Europe. 

6.2.8.D.4.f Determine which events led to the rise and eventual decline of European feudalism. 

6.2.8.D.4.h 

 

Determine the extent to which the Byzantine Empire influenced the Islamic world and  

western Europe. 

6.2.8.D.4.i Explain how and why Islam spread in Africa, the significance of Timbuktu to the 

development and spread of learning, and the impact Islam continues to have on African 

society. 

6.2.8.D.4.j Compare the major technological innovations and cultural contributions of the 

civilizations of this period and justify which represent enduring legacies. 

 

 

Unit Essential Questions: 

 Why are plains and waterways important 

features of the geography of Europe? 

 What was European life like during the Middle 

Ages? 

 How did monasteries protect learning? 

 For Pope Urban II, what was the main purpose 

of the Crusades? 

 What changes did the Renaissance bring to 

Europe? 

 What developments in technology and science 

took place? 

 Who was Ignatius Loyola? 

 What political effect did the Reformation have 

on Europe? 

 What caused the change in the way books were 

produced? 

 What promise did lords and vassals make to 

each other? 

 

 

Unit Enduring Understandings: 

 Plains provide fertile land for farming; 

waterways allow transportation of goods 

and people and provide power. 

 Life was hard, agriculture was poor, and war and 

disease were common. There were many 

separate kingdoms. 

 Monasteries had a scriptorium where monks 

copied books by hand and kept learning 

alive. 

 Pope Urban II wanted to recapture Jerusalem 

and the nearby lands where Jesus had 

lived. The Crusades brought increased 

trade and learning to Europe but led to 

religious persecution. 

 The Renaissance led to the rebirth in trade, art, 

literature, science, and technology as well 

as the development of new industries such 

as banking. 

 Developments included the microscope, 

telescope, eyeglasses, portable clock, and 

metal working techniques. 

 Ignatius Loyola was a Catholic leader from 

Spain who founded a religious order called 

the Jesuits. 

 The Reformation split Europe into Protestant 

and Catholic countries. 
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 The Gutenberg printing press changed the way 

books were produced and helped spread 

ideas all over Europe in a much faster, 

cheaper manner. 

 A lord gave land (fiefs) and serfs in return for 

the vassal’s promise to support him in time 

of war and also to keep peace. 

 

Unit Learning Targets: 

 

Students will: 

 Identify Europe’s main geographic features. 

 Explain how Europe’s geographic features have affected the development of civilization. 

 Describe Charlemagne’s empire. 

 Explain the Norman invasion of England. 

 Describe characteristics of life under feudalism. 

 Analyze the importance of the Magna Carta. 

 Describe the role of Christianity during the Middle Ages. 

 Analyze the effect of the Crusades on Europe. 

 Evaluate the effects of the Black Death on Europe. 

 Describe the Renaissance. 

 Identify important writers and painters of the Renaissance. 

 Analyze the impact of the Renaissance on European life and the culture. 

 Identify problems that led to the Reformation. 

 Describe how Martin Luther and other Protestant leaders protested against the Church in Rome. 

 Analyze the impact of the Counter-Reformation on Europe. 

 Cite and explain why the invention of moveable type was so important to world history. 

 

Unit Vocabulary:  
temperate  fjord   navigable  deforestation 

 

feudalism  fief   vassal       serf 

 

manor   chivalry  nun   Magna Carta 

 

saint   Crusades  Gothic   monastery 

 

plague   Reconquista  cathedral  Renaissance 

 

humanism  patron   perspective  indulgence  

 

Reformation  Anglican Church 95 Theses  tournament 
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Evidence of Learning 

Suggested Formative Assessment Activities: 

 Text reading 

 Writing tasks 

 Teacher observations 

 Creative art work of the era 

 Quiz 

 

Suggested Teacher Resources: 

text, online resources, resource books for teachers, art history books 

 

Suggested Summative Assessment Activities: 

 Quiz 

 Test 

 Writing tasks 
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Unit Overview 

Content Area: Social Studies 

Unit Number and Title: X. Geography & Social Studies Skills 

Grade Level: Grade 6 

 

Unit Summary: Earth is made of many regions, areas that have distinctive features, climates, or 

cultures of people. Using maps, globes, charts, graphs, time lines help us to explain the historical 

migration of people, expansion and disintegration of empires, and growth of economic and political 

systems.  The use of effective strategies for accessing various sources of information and historical 

evidence, determining their validity, and using them to solve a problem or find a solution to a public 

policy question are the skills addressed in the lessons of this unit. 

 

Primary Interdisciplinary Connections: Language Arts, Art, Math, Science 

 

21
st
 Century Interdisciplinary Themes:          

 _X_ Global Awareness     _X_ Financial, economic, business, and entrepreneurial literacy 

 _X_ Civic Literacy      __    Health Literacy 

 _X_ Environmental Literacy 

 

Learning Targets 

Standard(s): 
6.1 – U.S. History: America in the World 

6.2 – World History / Global Studies 

 

Era (where appropriate):  
 

Strand(s):  
A. Civics, Government, and Human Rights 

B. Geography, People, and the Environment 

C. Economics, Innovation, and Technology 

D. History, Culture, and Perspectives 

 

CPI #  Cumulative Progress Indicator (CPI) 

6.1.8.B.1.b Analyze the world in spatial terms, using historical maps to determine what led to the 

exploration of new water and land routes. 

6.2.8.B.2.a Determine the extent to which geography influenced settlement, the development of 

trade networks, technological innovations and the sustainability of ancient river valley 

civilizations. 

6.2.8.B.2.b Compare and contrast physical and political maps of ancient river valley civilizations 

and their modern counterparts (i.e. Mesopotamia and Iraq; Ancient China and Modern 

Egypt, Indus River Valley and Modern Pakistan/India; Ancient China and Modern 

China), and determine the geopolitical impact of these civilizations then and now. 

6.2.8.B.3.a Determine how geography and the availability of natural resources influenced the 

development of the political, economic, and cultural systems of each of the classical 

civilizations and provided motivation for expansion. 
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6.2.8.B.3.b Explain how geography and the availability of natural resources led to both the 

development of Greek city-states and to their demise. 

6.2.8.B.4.a Explain how geography influenced the development of the political, economic, and 

cultural centers of each empire and as well as the empires’ relationships with other parts 

of the world. 

6.2.8.B.4.b Assess how maritime and overland trade routes (African caravan and Silk Road) 

impacted urbanization, transportation, communication, and the development of 

international trade centers. 

6.2.8.B.4.c Determine how Africa’s physical geography and natural resources posed challenges and 

opportunities for trade and development. 

6.2.8.B.4.d Explain why the Arabian Peninsula’s physical features and location made it the epicenter 

of Afro-Eurasian trade and fostered the spread of Islam into Africa, Europe, and Asia. 

6.2.8.B.4.e Analyze the motivations for civilizations to modify the environment, determine the 

positive and negative consequences of environmental changes made during this time 

period, and relate these changes to current environmental challenges. 

6.2.8.B.4.f Explain how the geographies of China influenced its development. 

6.2.8.B.4.g Explain why the strategic location and economic importance of Constantinople and the 

Mediterranean Sea were a source of conflict between civilizations. 

 

 

Unit Essential Questions: 

 What is the meaning and the importance of 

geography? 

 What is climate? 

 What are latitude and longitude? 

 What is a time line and how is it helpful? 

 What information can you get from graphs, 

charts, flow charts? 

 What is a primary source and what is a 

secondary source? 

 

 

 

Unit Enduring Understandings: 

 Geography is the study of Earth’s environment 

and how it shapes people’s lives. It is important 

to study because Earth is shaped in turn by 

people’s activities. 

  Climate is weather over time. 

  Latitude lines run east and west, and longitude 

lines run north and south on maps and globes. 

  A time line is a diagram of events arranged in 

the order in which they took place. Historical 

events are arranged in chronological order 

thereby seeing history at a glance. 

  Graphs, charts, and flow charts can give you 

information in an easy to see form. 

 A primary source is an artifact that was created 

at a particular time, such as a photograph or a 

carved rock.  A secondary source was created 

later using information from the past, such as a 

textbook. 
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Unit Learning Targets: 

 

Students will: 

 Construct timelines of the events occurring during major eras. 

 Explain how major events are related to one another in time. 

 Select and use various geographic representations to compare information about people, places, 

regions, and environments. 

 Use maps and other documents to explain the historical migration of people, expansion and 

disintegration of empires, and growth of economic and political systems. 

 Compare and contrast differing interpretations of current and historical events 

 Assess the credibility of sources by identifying bias and prejudice in documents, media, and 

computer-generated information. 

 Select and analyze information from a variety of sources to present a reasoned argument or position 

in a written and/or oral format. 

 

Unit Vocabulary:  
geography  distortion  projection   latitude  

 

longitude   century  decade    Mercator projection 

 

BC   AD   BCE    degrees 

 

parallel  meridian  map scale   intermediate 

 

political map  elevation   cardinal directions  relief  

 

equal-area projection 

 

Evidence of Learning 

Suggested Formative Assessment Activities: 

 Make timelines 

 Locate using latitude and longitude 

 Compare projection maps 

 Interpret charts, graphs, and maps 

 Calculate distance using a map’s scale 

 Summarize and/or generalize interpretations of maps and documents 

 Create charts and graphs 

 

Suggested Teacher Resources:  

text, atlas, globes, online maps, and charts 
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Suggested Summative Assessment Activities: 

 quiz 

 tests 

 map assignments 

 creation of timelines, charts, graphs 
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Unit Overview 

Content Area: Social Studies 

Unit Number and Title: I. Geographic Perspectives 

Grade Level: Grade 7 

 

Unit Summary:  

 Geographer’s Tools 

 Five Themes of Geography 

 Branches of Geography 

 

Primary Interdisciplinary Connections:  Mathematics, Science, Technology 

 

21
st
 Century Interdisciplinary Themes:          

 _X_ Global Awareness     _X_ Financial, economic, business, and entrepreneurial literacy 

 _X_ Civic Literacy      _X_ Health Literacy 

 _X   Environmental Literacy 

 

Learning Targets 

Standard(s):  

6.1 – U.S. History:  America in the World 

6.2 – World History / Global Studies 

9.3 – Career Awareness, Exploration, and Preparation 

 

Era (where appropriate):  

 

Strand(s):  
A. Civics, Government, and Human Rights 

B. Geography, People, and the Environment 

C. Economics, Innovation, and Technology 

D. History, Culture, and Perspectives 

 

CPI #  Cumulative Progress Indicator (CPI) 

6.1.8.B.1.b Analyze the world in spatial terms, using historical maps to determine what led to the 

exploration of new water and land routes. 

6.2.8.B.4.e Analyze the motivations for civilizations to modify the environment, determine the 

positive and negative consequences of environmental changes made during this time 

period, and relate these changes to current environmental challenges. 

9.3.8.B.2 Identify common knowledge, skills, and abilities needed within the federal 16 Career 

Clusters.   

9.3.8.B.3 Evaluate personal abilities, interests, and motivations and discuss how they might 

influence job and career selection. 

 

 

Unit Essential Questions: 

 Why is “where” important? 

 

 

Unit Enduring Understandings: 

 Geography focuses on the question of "where." 
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 How are geographic tools used to understand 

regions of the world? 

 

 Spatial thinking and geographic tools can be 

used to describe and analyze the spatial patterns 

and organization of people, places and 

environments on Earth. 

 Regions form and change as a result of unique 

physical conditions, economies and cultures. 

 

Unit Learning Targets: 

 

Students will: 

 Summarize the five themes of geography 

 Describe the characteristics and usefulness of various geographic representations 

 Use maps to obtain information, make comparisons, develop generalizations, make inferences and 

draw conclusions 

 Read and interpret tables, charts and graphs 

 Select and use various geographic representations to compare information about people, places, 

regions, and environments.   

 Use thematic maps and other geographic representations to obtain, describe, and compare spatial 

patterns and information about people, places, regions, and environments. 

 Construct various forms of geographic representations to show the spatial patterns of physical and 

human phenomena. 

 

Unit Vocabulary:  
Cartography   physical map  political map  absolute location 

  

relative location  latitude  longitude   climate graph 

   

population pyramid  cartogram  region   environment 

 

Evidence of Learning 

Suggested Formative Assessment Activities: 

 Individual Work 

 Group/Partner Work 

 Worksheets 

 Projects 

 Discussion 

 Question and Answer 

 Quiz 

 Teacher Observation 

 Student Homework 

 Student Journals 
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Suggested Teacher Resources: 

Books 

Teacher Manual 

DVD 

Internet 

Worksheets 

    

Suggested Summative Assessment Activities: 

 Teacher Observation 

 Oral Responses 

 Unit Assessments 
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Unit Overview 

Content Area: Social Studies 

Unit Number and Title: II.  Physical Geography 

Grade Level: Grade 7 

 

Unit Summary:  

 Water on Earth 

 The Land 

 Weather and Climate 

 Natural Resources  

 

Primary Interdisciplinary Connections: Mathematics, Science, Language Arts 

 

21
st
 Century Interdisciplinary Themes:          

 _X_ Global Awareness     _X_ Financial, economic, business, and entrepreneurial literacy 

 _X_ Civic Literacy      _X_ Health Literacy 

 _X_ Environmental Literacy 

 

Learning Targets 

Standard(s):  

6.2 – World History/Global Studies 

6.3 – Active Citizenship in the 21
st
 Century 

9.3 – Career Awareness, Exploration, and Preparation 

 

Era (where appropriate):  

 

Strand(s):  
A. Civics, Government, and Human Rights 

B. Geography, People, and the Environment 

C. Economics, Innovation, and Technology 

D. History, Culture, and Perspectives 

 

CPI #  Cumulative Progress Indicator (CPI) 

6.2.8.B.4.e Analyze the motivations for civilizations to modify the environment, determine the 

positive and negative consequences of environmental changes made during this time 

period, and relate these changes to current environmental challenges. 

6.2.12.B.5.e Assess the role of boundary disputes and limited natural resources as sources of 

conflict. 

6.3.8.B.1 Evaluate alternative land use proposals and make recommendations to the appropriate 

governmental agency regarding the best course of action. 

9.3.8.B.2 Identify common knowledge, skills, and abilities needed within the federal 16 Career 

Clusters.   

9.3.8.B.3 Evaluate personal abilities, interests, and motivations and discuss how they might 

influence job and career selection. 
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Unit Essential Questions: 

 What makes places unique and different? 

 How do geography, climate and natural resources 

affect the way people live and work? 

 How do human activities affect the physical 

environment? 

Unit Enduring Understandings: 

 Physical processes affect the environment. 

 People adapt to and modify their 

environment.  

 Geography, climate, and natural resources 

affect the way people live and work.  

 

Unit Learning Targets: 

 

Students will: 

 Predict effects of physical process and changes on Earth 

 List examples of Earth’s landforms and waterways 

 Explain how geographic features affect climate 

 Identify the relationships between climate and vegetation 

 List examples of renewable and nonrenewable resources and describe their global distribution 

 Describe the consequences of use and misuse of resources 

 Predict the effects of human activity on the environment 

 

Unit Vocabulary:  
latitude  tropics   freshwater   glaciers 

 

surface water  precipitation  groundwater   water vapor 

 

water cycle  landforms  plate tectonics   weathering 

 

erosion   weather  climate    ocean currents 

 

monsoons  savannas  steppe    permafrost 

 

desertification  natural resource renewable resource  nonrenewable resource 

 

deforestation  fossil fuels  hydroelectric power 

 

Evidence of Learning 

Suggested Formative Assessment Activities: 

 Individual Work 

 Group/Partner Work 

 Worksheets 

 Projects 

 Discussion 

 Question and Answer 

 Quiz 

 Teacher Observation 

 Student Homework 

 Student Journals 
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Suggested Teacher Resources: 

Books 

Teacher Manual 

DVD 

Internet 

Worksheets 

     

Suggested Summative Assessment Activities: 

 Teacher Observation 

 Oral Responses 

 Unit Assessments 
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Unit Overview 

Content Area: Social Studies 

Unit Number and Title: III. Human Geography 

Grade Level: Grade 7 

 

Unit Summary:  

 Culture 

 Population 

 Government 

 Economy 

 Global Connections 

 

Primary Interdisciplinary Connections:  Arts, Health, Mathematics, Science, Technology 

 

21
st
 Century Interdisciplinary Themes:          

 _X_ Global Awareness     _X_ Financial, economic, business, and entrepreneurial literacy 

 _X_ Civic Literacy      _X_ Health Literacy 

 _X_ Environmental Literacy 

 

Learning Targets 

Standard(s):  

6.1 – U.S. History:  America in the World 

6.2 – World History/Global Studies 

6.3 – Active Citizenship in the 21
st
 Century 

9.3 – Career Awareness, Exploration, and Preparation 

 

Era (where appropriate):  

 

Strand(s):  
A. Civics, Government, and Human Rights 

B. Geography, People, and the Environment 

C. Economics, Innovation, and Technology 

D. History, Culture, and Perspectives 

 

CPI #  Cumulative Progress Indicator (CPI) 

6.1.8.C.1.b Explain why individuals and societies trade, how trade functions, and the role of 

trade during this period. 

6.1.8.B.4.b Map territorial expansion and settlement, as well as the locations of conflicts with 

and removal of Native Americans. 

6.1.8.C.4.c Analyze how technological innovations affected the status and social class of 

different groups of people, and explain the outcomes that resulted. 

6.1.8.D.4.a Analyze the push-pull factors that led to increases in immigration, and explain why 

ethnic and cultural conflicts resulted.  

6.2.8.B.1.a Explain the various migratory patterns of hunters/gatherers who moved from Africa 

to Eurasia, Australia, and the Americas, and describe the impact of migration on 

their lives and on the shaping of societies. 
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6.2.8.D.1.b Relate the development of language and forms of writing to the expression of ideas, 

creation of cultural identity, and development of more complex social structures.  

6.2.8.B.2.a Determine the extent to which geography influenced settlement, the development of 

trade networks, technological innovations, and the sustainability of ancient river 

valley civilizations.  

6.2.8.B.2.b Compare and contrast physical and political maps of ancient river valley civilizations 

and their modern counterparts (i.e., Mesopotamia and Iraq; Ancient Egypt and 

Modern Egypt; Indus River Valley and Modern Pakistan/India; Ancient China and 

Modern China), and determine the geopolitical impact of these civilizations, then 

and now. 

6.2.8.C.4.a Explain the interrelationships among improved agricultural production, population 

growth, urbanization, and commercialization. 

6.2.12.B.6.a Determine the global impact of increased population growth, migration, and changes 

in urban-rural populations on natural resources and land use. 

6.2.12.C.6.b Compare and contrast demographic trends in industrialized and developing nations, 

and evaluate the potential impact of these trends on the economy, political stability, 

and use of resources.  

6.2.12.C.6.d Determine how the availability of scientific, technological, and medical advances 

impacts the quality of life in different countries. 

6.2.12.D.6.a Assess the role of increased personal and business electronic communications in 

creating a “global” culture, and evaluate the impact on traditional cultures and 

values. 

6.2.12.A.6.a Evaluate the role of international cooperation and multinational organizations in 

attempting to solve global issues.  

6.2.12.A.6.b Analyze the relationships and tensions between national sovereignty and global 

interest in matters such as territory, economic development, use of natural resources, 

and human rights.  

6.2.12.D.4.k Analyze how the arts represent the changing values and ideals of society. 

6.2.12.B.5.c Determine the impact of migration on way of life (e.g., social, economic, and 

political structures) in countries of origin and in adopted countries. 

6.2.12.C.5.b Compare and contrast free market capitalism, Western European democratic 

socialism, and Soviet communism. 

6.2.12.C.5.d Determine the challenges faced by developing nations in their efforts to compete in a 

global economy. 

6.2.12.D.5.c Assess the influence of television, the Internet, and other forms of electronic 

communication on the creation and diffusion of cultural and political information, 

worldwide.  

6.3.8.A.3 Collaborate with international students to deliberate about and address issues of 

gender equality, child mortality, or education. 

9.3.8.B.2 Identify common knowledge, skills, and abilities needed within the federal 16 Career 

Clusters.   

9.3.8.B.3 Evaluate personal abilities, interests, and motivations and discuss how they might 

influence job and career selection. 
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Unit Essential Questions: 

 How do human spatial patterns affect regions? 

 What is culture? 

 Why should we study other cultures and what 

does it teach us? 

 

 

Unit Enduring Understandings: 

 The world’s changing human population is 

unevenly distributed across the landscape.  

 In an interconnected world, increased 

collaboration is needed by nations to solve 

global problems.  

 Patterns of settlement across Earth’s surface 

differ markedly from region to region.   

 Movement of people, their culture, and their 

ideas have affected an interdependent world.   

 Cultures include traditions, popular beliefs, 

and commonly held values, ideas, and 

assumptions that are generally accepted by a 

particular group of people. 

 Technological innovation, economic 

interdependence, changes in population growth, 

migratory patterns, and the development, 

distribution, and use of natural resources offer 

challenges and opportunities that transcend 

regional national borders. 

 

Unit Learning Targets: 

 

Students will: 

 Identify the factors that define a culture 

 Explain the factors that cause cultures to change 

 List the factors that influence population growth and identify the challenges that creates for the 

planet 

 Describe factors that affect population characteristics and settlement patterns 

 Compare patterns and processes of past and present human migration 

 Analyze the patterns of urban development and the challenges urban areas face 

 Describe the major types of governments and economic systems in the world today 

 Explain and identify examples of global interdependence 

 Use maps and other documents to explain the historical migration of people, expansion and 

disintegration of empires, and growth of economic and political systems. 

 

Unit Vocabulary:  
culture   ethnic group   cultural diversity  cultural diffusion 

 

population  population density  migration   democracy 

 

communism  market economy  command economy  globalization 

 

interdependence 
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Evidence of Learning 

Suggested Formative Assessment Activities: 

 Individual Work 

 Group/Partner Work 

 Worksheets 

 Projects 

 Discussion 

 Question and Answer 

 Quiz 

 Teacher Observation 

 Student Homework 

 Student Journals 

 

Suggested Teacher Resources: 

Books 

Teacher Manual 

DVD 

Internet 

Worksheets 

    

Suggested Summative Assessment Activities: 

 Teacher Observation 

 Oral Responses 

 Unit Assessments 
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Unit Overview 

Content Area: Social Studies 

Unit Number and Title:  IV. North America 

Grade Level: Grade 7 

 

Unit Summary:  

 United States 

 Canada 

 Mexico 

 Central America 

 The Caribbean 

 

Primary Interdisciplinary Connections: Arts, Language Arts, Mathematics, Science 

 

21
st
 Century Interdisciplinary Themes:          

 _X_ Global Awareness     _X_ Financial, economic, business, and entrepreneurial literacy 

 _X_ Civic Literacy      _X_ Health Literacy 

 _X_ Environmental Literacy 

 

Learning Targets 

Standard(s):  

6.1 – U.S. History:  America in the World 

6.2 – World History/Global Studies 

9.3 – Career Awareness, Exploration, and Preparation 

 

Era (where appropriate):  

 

Strand(s):  
A. Civics, Government, and Human Rights 

B. Geography, People, and the Environment 

C. Economics, Innovation, and Technology 

D. History, Culture, and Perspectives 

 

CPI #  Cumulative Progress Indicator (CPI) 

6.1.8.D.1.c Evaluate the impact of the Colombian Exchange on ecology, agriculture, and culture 

from different perspectives. 

6.2.8.B.4.a Explain how geography influenced the development of the political, economic, and 

cultural centers of each empire and well as the empires’ relationships with other 

parts of the world. 

6.2.8.B.4.a Explain how geography influenced the development of the political, economic, and 

cultural centers of each empire and well as the empires’ relationships with other 

parts of the world. 

6.2.8.B.4.h Explain how the locations, land forms, and climates of Mexico, Central America, 

and South America affected the development of Mayan, Aztec, and Incan societies, 

cultures, and economies. 
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6.2.12.B.6.a Determine the global impact of increased population growth, migration, and changes 

in urban-rural populations on natural resources and land use. 

6.2.12.C.6.b Compare and contrast demographic trends in industrialized and developing nations, 

and evaluate the potential impact of these trends on the economy, political stability, 

and use of resources.  

6.2.12.C.6.d Determine how the availability of scientific, technological, and medical advances 

impacts the quality of life in different countries. 

9.3.8.B.2 Identify common knowledge, skills, and abilities needed within the federal 16 Career 

Clusters.   

9.3.8.B.3 Evaluate personal abilities, interests, and motivations and discuss how they might 

influence job and career selection. 

 

 

Unit Essential Questions: 

 How do different geographic regions affect the 

way people live and how do people affect 

geography? 

 How do physical geography, human geography 

and the human environment interact to influence or 

determine the development of nations?   

 

 

 

 

Unit Enduring Understandings: 

 The world is comprised of nations that are 

similar to and different from the United 

States.   

 Patterns of settlement across Earth’s surface 

differ markedly from region to region.   

 Both the physical characteristics and human 

inhabitants of regions change over time. 

 Regional geographic differences can result 

in social, economic and political differences. 

 

Unit Learning Targets: 

 

Students will: 

 Identify major geographic features 

 Compare and contrast the physical and human characteristics of world regions 

 Describe how the physical environment affects life in different regions 

 Explain population patterns in the world’s regions 

 Utilize maps, graphs, and charts to obtain information about world regions 

 

Unit Vocabulary:  
tributary  continental divide  megalopolis   province 

 

regionalism  maritime   empire    mestizos 

 

missions  cash crop   isthmus   archipelago 

 

cloud forest  ecotourism   refugee 

 

slash-and-burn agriculture 
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Evidence of Learning 

Suggested Formative Assessment Activities: 

 Individual Work 

 Group/Partner Work 

 Worksheets 

 Projects 

 Discussion 

 Question and Answer 

 Quiz 

 Teacher Observation 

 Student Homework 

 Student Journals 

 

Suggested Teacher Resources: 

Books 

Teacher Manual 

DVD 

Internet 

Worksheets 

   

Suggested Summative Assessment Activities: 

 Teacher Observation 

 Oral Responses 

 Unit Assessments 
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Unit Overview 

Content Area: Social Studies 

Unit Number and Title:  V. South America 

Grade Level: Grade 7 

 

Unit Summary:  

 Caribbean South America 

 Atlantic South America 

 Pacific South America  

 

Primary Interdisciplinary Connections:  Arts, Language Arts, Mathematics, Science 

 

21
st
 Century Interdisciplinary Themes:          

 _X_ Global Awareness     _X_ Financial, economic, business, and entrepreneurial literacy 

 _X_ Civic Literacy      _X_ Health Literacy 

 _X_ Environmental Literacy 

 

Learning Targets 

Standard(s):  

6.1 – U.S. History: America in the World 

6.2 – World History/Global Studies 

9.3 – Career Awareness, Exploration, and Preparation 

 

Era (where appropriate):  

 

Strand(s):  
A. Civics, Government, and Human Rights 

B. Geography, People, and the Environment 

C. Economics, Innovation, and Technology 

D. History, Culture, and Perspectives 

 

CPI #  Cumulative Progress Indicator (CPI) 

6.1.8.B.1.a Describe migration and settlement patterns of Native American groups, and explain 

how these patterns affected interactions in different regions of the Western 

Hemisphere.  

6.1.8.D.2.a Analyze the power struggle among European countries, and determine its impact on 

people living in Europe and the Americas. 

6.2.8.B.4.h Explain how the locations, land forms, and climates of Mexico, Central America, 

and South America affected the development of Mayan, Aztec, and Incan societies, 

cultures, and economies.  

6.2.8.C.4.b Analyze how trade, technology, the availability of natural resources, and contact 

with other civilizations affected the development of empires in Eurasia and the 

Americas. 

6.2.12.C.1.d Determine the effects of increased global trade and the importation of gold and silver 

from the New World on inflation in Europe, Southwest Asia, and Africa. 
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6.2.12.D.1.d Explain how the new social stratification created by voluntary and coerced 

interactions among Native Americans, Africans, and Europeans in Spanish colonies 

laid the foundation for conflict. 

6.2.12.B.3.c Relate the role of geography to the spread of independence movements in Latin 

America. 

6.2.12.B.6.a Determine the global impact of increased population growth, migration, and changes 

in urban-rural populations on natural resources and land use. 

6.2.12.D.5.a Relate the lingering effects of colonialism to the efforts of Latin American, African, 

and Asian nations to build stable economies and national identities. 

6.2.12.C.6.b Compare and contrast demographic trends in industrialized and developing nations, 

and evaluate the potential impact of these trends on the economy, political stability, 

and use of resources.  

6.2.12.C.6.d Determine how the availability of scientific, technological, and medical advances 

impacts the quality of life in different countries. 

9.3.8.B.2 Identify common knowledge, skills, and abilities needed within the federal 16 Career 

Clusters.   

9.3.8.B.3 Evaluate personal abilities, interests, and motivations and discuss how they might 

influence job and career selection. 

 

 

Unit Essential Questions: 

 How do different geographic regions affect the 

way people live, and how do people affect 

geography? 

 How do physical geography, human geography, 

and the human environment interact to influence or 

determine the development of nations?   

 

 

 

Unit Enduring Understandings: 

 The world is comprised of nations that are 

similar to and different from the United 

States.   

 Patterns of settlement across Earth’s surface 

differ markedly from region to region.   

 Both the physical characteristics and human 

inhabitants of regions change over time. 

 Regional geographic differences can result 

in social, economic and political differences. 

 

Unit Learning Targets: 

 

Students will: 

 Identify major geographic features 

 Compare and contrast the physical and human characteristics of world regions 

 Describe how the physical environment affects life in different regions 

 Explain population patterns in the world’s regions 

 Utilize maps, graphs and charts to obtain information about world regions 

 

Unit Vocabulary:  
Cordillera  llaneros  estuary   deforestation 

 

soil exhaustion landlocked  El Niño 
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Evidence of Learning 

Suggested Formative Assessment Activities: 

 Individual Work 

 Group/Partner Work 

 Worksheets 

 Projects 

 Discussion 

 Question and Answer 

 Quiz 

 Teacher Observation 

 Student Homework 

 Student Journals 

 

Suggested Teacher Resources: 

Books 

Teacher Manual 

DVD 

Internet 

Worksheets 

 

Suggested Summative Assessment Activities: 

 Teacher Observation 

 Oral Responses 

 Unit Assessments 
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Unit Overview 

Content Area: Social Studies 

Unit Number and Title:  VI. Europe and Russia 

Grade Level: Grade 7 

 

Unit Summary:  

 Southern Europe 

 West-Central Europe 

 Northern Europe 

 Eastern Europe 

 Russia and the Caucasus 

 

Primary Interdisciplinary Connections: Arts, Language Arts, Mathematics, Science 

 

21
st
 Century Interdisciplinary Themes:          

 _X_ Global Awareness     _X_ Financial, economic, business, and entrepreneurial literacy 

 _X_ Civic Literacy      _X_ Health Literacy 

 _X_ Environmental Literacy 

 

Learning Targets 

Standard(s):  

6.2 – World History/Global Studies 

9.3 – Career Awareness, Exploration, and Preparation 

 

Era (where appropriate):  

 

Strand(s):  
A. Civics, Government, and Human Rights 

B. Geography, People, and the Environment 

C. Economics, Innovation, and Technology 

D. History, Culture, and Perspectives 

 

CPI #  Cumulative Progress Indicator (CPI) 

6.2.8.B.3.a Determine how geography and the availability of natural resources influenced the 

development of the political, economic, and cultural systems of each of the classical 

civilizations and provided motivation for expansion. 

6.2.8.B.3.b Explain how geography and the availability of natural resources led to both the 

development of Greek city-states and to their demise. 

6.2.8.C.3.a Analyze the impact of expanding land and sea trade routes through the 

Mediterranean Basin, India, and China. 

6.2.8.B.4.a Explain how geography influenced the development of the political, economic, and 

cultural centers of each empire and well as the empires’ relationships with other parts 

of the world. 

6.2.12.B.6.a Determine the global impact of increased population growth, migration, and changes 

in urban-rural populations on natural resources and land use. 
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6.2.12.C.6.b Compare and contrast demographic trends in industrialized and developing nations, 

and evaluate the potential impact of these trends on the economy, political stability, 

and use of resources.  

6.2.12.C.6.d Determine how the availability of scientific, technological, and medical advances 

impacts the quality of life in different countries. 

9.3.8.B.2 Identify common knowledge, skills, and abilities needed within the federal 16 Career 

Clusters.   

9.3.8.B.3 Evaluate personal abilities, interests, and motivations and discuss how they might 

influence job and career selection. 

 

 

Unit Essential Questions: 

 How do different geographic regions affect the 

way people live, and how do people affect 

geography? 

 How do physical geography, human geography, 

and the human environment interact to influence or 

determine the development of nations?   

 

 

Unit Enduring Understandings: 

 The world is comprised of nations that are 

similar to and different from the United 

States.   

 Patterns of settlement across Earth’s surface 

differ markedly from region to region.   

 Both the physical characteristics and human 

inhabitants of regions change over time. 

 Regional geographic differences can result 

in social, economic and political differences. 

 

Unit Learning Targets: 

 

Students will: 

 Identify major geographic features 

 Compare and contrast the physical and human characteristics of world regions 

 Describe how the physical environment affects life in different regions 

 Explain population patterns in the world’s regions 

 Utilize maps, graphs and charts to obtain information about world regions 

 

Unit Vocabulary:  
parliamentary monarchy  navigable river  fjord 

 

geothermal energy   North Atlantic Drift  constitutional monarchy 

 

uninhabitable    geysers   neutral 

 

infrastructure    taiga 
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Evidence of Learning 

Suggested Formative Assessment Activities: 

 Individual Work 

 Group/Partner Work 

 Worksheets 

 Projects 

 Discussion 

 Question and Answer 

 Quiz 

 Teacher Observation 

 Student Homework 

 Student Journals 

 

Suggested Teacher Resources: 

Books 

Teacher Manual 

DVD 

Internet 

Worksheets 

    

Suggested Summative Assessment Activities: 

 Teacher Observation 

 Oral Responses 

 Unit Assessments 
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Unit Overview 

Content Area: Social Studies 

Unit Number and Title: VII. Southwest and Central Asia 

Grade Level: Grade 7 

 

Unit Summary:  

 The Eastern Mediterranean 

 The Arabian Peninsula, Iraq, and Iran 

 Central Asia 

 

Primary Interdisciplinary Connections: Arts, Language Arts, Mathematics, Science 

 

21
st
 Century Interdisciplinary Themes:          

 _X_ Global Awareness     _X_ Financial, economic, business, and entrepreneurial literacy 

 _X_ Civic Literacy      _X_ Health Literacy 

 _X_ Environmental Literacy 

 

Learning Targets 

Standard(s):  

6.2 – World History/Global Studies 

9.3 – Career Awareness, Exploration, and Preparation 

 

Era (where appropriate):  

 

Strand(s):  
A. Civics, Government, and Human Rights 

B. Geography, People, and the Environment 

C. Economics, Innovation, and Technology 

D. History, Culture, and Perspectives 

 

CPI #  Cumulative Progress Indicator (CPI) 

6.2.8.B.1.b Compare and contrast how nomadic and agrarian societies used land and natural 

resources. 

6.2.8.B.2.b Compare and contrast physical and political maps of ancient river valley civilizations 

and their modern counterparts (i.e., Mesopotamia and Iraq; Ancient Egypt and 

Modern Egypt; Indus River Valley and Modern Pakistan/India; Ancient China and 

Modern China), and determine the geopolitical impact of these civilizations, then 

and now. 

6.2.8.B.4.d Explain why the Arabian Peninsula’s physical features and location made it the 

epicenter of Afro-Eurasian trade and fostered the spread of Islam into Africa, 

Europe, and Asia. 

6.2.12.C.5.g Evaluate the role of the petroleum industry in world politics, the global economy, 

and the environment. 

6.2.12.B.6.a Determine the global impact of increased population growth, migration, and changes 

in urban-rural populations on natural resources and land use. 
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6.2.12.C.6.b Compare and contrast demographic trends in industrialized and developing nations, 

and evaluate the potential impact of these trends on the economy, political stability, 

and use of resources.  

6.2.12.C.6.d Determine how the availability of scientific, technological, and medical advances 

impacts the quality of life in different countries. 

9.3.8.B.2 Identify common knowledge, skills, and abilities needed within the federal 16 Career 

Clusters.   

9.3.8.B.3 Evaluate personal abilities, interests, and motivations and discuss how they might 

influence job and career selection. 

 

 

Unit Essential Questions: 

 How do different geographic regions affect the 

way people live and how do people affect 

geography? 

 How do physical geography, human geography 

and the human environment interact to influence or 

determine the development of nations?   

 

 

Unit Enduring Understandings: 

 The world is comprised of nations that are 

similar to and different from the United 

States.   

 Patterns of settlement across Earth’s surface 

differ markedly from region to region.   

 Both the physical characteristics and human 

inhabitants of regions change over time. 

 Regional geographic differences can result 

in social, economic and political differences. 

 

Unit Learning Targets: 

 

Students will: 

 Identify major geographic features 

 Compare and contrast the physical and human characteristics of world regions 

 Describe how the physical environment affects life in different regions 

 Explain population patterns in the world’s regions 

 Utilize maps, graphs and charts to obtain information about world regions 

 

Unit Vocabulary:  
secular   kibbutz  Bedouins  oasis 

 

wadi   fossil water  OPEC   embargo 

 

theocracy  landlocked  nomads  dryland farming 

 

arable 
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Evidence of Learning 

Suggested Formative Assessment Activities: 

 Individual Work 

 Group/Partner Work 

 Worksheets 

 Projects 

 Discussion 

 Question and Answer 

 Quiz 

 Teacher Observation 

 Student Homework 

 Student Journals 

 

Suggested Teacher Resources: 

Books 

Teacher Manual 

DVD 

Internet 

Worksheets 

   

Suggested Summative Assessment Activities: 

 Teacher Observation 

 Oral Responses 

 Unit Assessments 
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Unit Overview 

Content Area: Social Studies 

Unit Number and Title: VIII. Africa 

Grade Level: Grade 7 

 

Unit Summary:  

 North Africa 

 West Africa 

 East Africa 

 Central Africa 

 Southern Africa 

 

Primary Interdisciplinary Connections: Arts, Language Arts, Mathematics, Science 

 

21
st
 Century Interdisciplinary Themes:          

 _X_ Global Awareness     _X_ Financial, economic, business, and entrepreneurial literacy 

 _X_ Civic Literacy      _X_ Health Literacy 

 _X_ Environmental Literacy 

 

Learning Targets 

Standard(s):  

6.2 – World History/Global Studies 

9.3 – Career Awareness, Exploration, and Preparation 

 

Era (where appropriate):  

 

Strand(s):  
A. Civics, Government, and Human Rights 

B. Geography, People, and the Environment 

C. Economics, Innovation, and Technology 

D. History, Culture, and Perspectives 

 

CPI #  Cumulative Progress Indicator (CPI) 

6.2.8.B.2.b Compare and contrast physical and political maps of ancient river valley civilizations 

and their modern counterparts (i.e., Mesopotamia and Iraq; Ancient Egypt and 

Modern Egypt; Indus River Valley and Modern Pakistan/India; Ancient China and 

Modern China), and determine the geopolitical impact of these civilizations, then and 

now. 

6.2.8.B.4.a Explain how geography influenced the development of the political, economic, and 

cultural centers of each empire and well as the empires’ relationships with other parts 

of the world. 

6.2.8.B.4.b Assess how maritime and overland trade routes (i.e., the African caravan and Silk 

Road) impacted urbanization, transportation, communication, and the development 

of international trade centers. 

6.2.8.B.4.c Determine how Africa’s physical geography and natural resources posed challenges 

and opportunities for trade and development. 
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6.2.8.C.4.d Analyze the relationship between trade routes and the development of powerful city-

states and kingdoms in Africa. 

6.2.12.B.6.a Determine the global impact of increased population growth, migration, and changes 

in urban-rural populations on natural resources and land use. 

6.2.12.C.6.b Compare and contrast demographic trends in industrialized and developing nations, 

and evaluate the potential impact of these trends on the economy, political stability, 

and use of resources.  

6.2.12.C.6.d Determine how the availability of scientific, technological, and medical advances 

impacts the quality of life in different countries. 

9.3.8.B.2 Identify common knowledge, skills, and abilities needed within the federal 16 Career 

Clusters.   

9.3.8.B.3 Evaluate personal abilities, interests, and motivations and discuss how they might 

influence job and career selection. 

 

 

Unit Essential Questions: 

 How do different geographic regions affect the 

way people live, and how do people affect 

geography? 

 How do physical geography, human geography, 

and the human environment interact to influence or 

determine the development of nations?   

 

 

Unit Enduring Understandings: 

 The world is comprised of nations that are 

similar to and different from the United 

States.   

 Patterns of settlement across Earth’s surface 

differ markedly from region to region.   

 Both the physical characteristics and human 

inhabitants of regions change over time. 

 Regional geographic differences can result 

in social, economic and political differences. 

 

Unit Learning Targets: 

 

Students will: 

 Identify major geographic features 

 Compare and contrast the physical and human characteristics of world regions 

 Describe how the physical environment affects life in different regions 

 Explain population patterns in the world’s regions 

 Utilize maps, graphs and charts to obtain information about world regions 

 

Unit Vocabulary:  
silt   oasis   free port   desertification 

 

savanna  famine   rift valley   drought 

 

dialects  malnutrition  escarpment   veld 

 

pans   apartheid 
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Evidence of Learning 

Suggested Formative Assessment Activities: 

 Individual Work 

 Group/Partner Work 

 Worksheets 

 Projects 

 Discussion 

 Question and Answer 

 Quiz 

 Teacher Observation 

 Student Homework 

 Student Journals 

 

Suggested Teacher Resources: 

Books 

Teacher Manual 

DVD 

Internet 

Worksheets 

    

Suggested Summative Assessment Activities: 

 Teacher Observation 

 Oral Responses 

 Unit Assessments 
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Unit Overview 

Content Area: Social Studies 

Unit Number and Title: IX. South Asia 

Grade Level: Grade 7 

 

Unit Summary:  

 Indian Subcontinent 

 

Primary Interdisciplinary Connections: Arts, Language Arts, Mathematics, Science 

 

21
st
 Century Interdisciplinary Themes:          

 _X_ Global Awareness     _X_ Financial, economic, business, and entrepreneurial literacy 

 _X_ Civic Literacy      _X_ Health Literacy 

 _X_ Environmental Literacy 

 

Learning Targets 

Standard(s):  

6.2 – World History/Global Studies 

9.3 – Career Awareness, Exploration, and Preparation 

 

Era (where appropriate):  
 

Strand(s):  
A. Civics, Government, and Human Rights 

B. Geography, People, and the Environment 

C. Economics, Innovation, and Technology 

D. History, Culture, and Perspectives 

 

CPI #  Cumulative Progress Indicator (CPI) 

6.2.8.B.2.b Compare and contrast physical and political maps of ancient river valley 

civilizations and their modern counterparts (i.e., Mesopotamia and Iraq; Ancient 

Egypt and Modern Egypt; Indus River Valley and Modern Pakistan/India; Ancient 

China and Modern China), and determine the geopolitical impact of these 

civilizations, then and now. 

6.2.8.B.4.a Explain how geography influenced the development of the political, economic, and 

cultural centers of each empire and well as the empires’ relationships with other 

parts of the world. 

6.2.8.D.3.c Determine common factors that contributed to the decline and fall of the Roman 

Empire, Gupta India, and Han China. 

6.2.12.B.5.d Analyze post-independence struggles in South Asia, including the struggle over the 

partitioning of the subcontinent into India and Pakistan, as well as later tensions over 

Kashmir. 

6.2.12.D.5.b Assess the impact of Gandhi’s methods of civil disobedience and passive resistance 

in India, and determine how his methods were later used by people from other 

countries. 
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6.2.12.B.6.a Determine the global impact of increased population growth, migration, and changes 

in urban-rural populations on natural resources and land use. 

6.2.12.C.6.b Compare and contrast demographic trends in industrialized and developing nations, 

and evaluate the potential impact of these trends on the economy, political stability, 

and use of resources.  

6.2.12.C.6.d Determine how the availability of scientific, technological, and medical advances 

impacts the quality of life in different countries. 

9.3.8.B.2 Identify common knowledge, skills, and abilities needed within the federal 16 Career 

Clusters.   

9.3.8.B.3 Evaluate personal abilities, interests, and motivations and discuss how they might 

influence job and career selection. 

 

 

Unit Essential Questions: 

 How do different geographic regions affect the 

way people live, and how do people affect 

geography? 

 How do physical geography, human geography, 

and the human environment interact to influence or 

determine the development of nations?   

 

 

Unit Enduring Understandings: 

 The world is comprised of nations that are 

similar to and different from the United 

States.   

 Patterns of settlement across Earth’s surface 

differ markedly from region to region.   

 Both the physical characteristics and human 

inhabitants of regions change over time. 

 Regional geographic differences can result 

in social, economic and political differences. 

 

Unit Learning Targets: 

 

Students will: 

 Identify major geographic features 

 Compare and contrast the physical and human characteristics of world regions 

 Describe how the physical environment affects life in different regions 

 Explain population patterns in the world’s regions 

 Utilize maps, graphs and charts to obtain information about world regions 

 

Unit Vocabulary:  
subcontinent   delta   monsoons  colony 

 

partition   Hinduism  Buddhism  caste system 

 

urbanization   green revolution sherpas 
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Evidence of Learning 

Suggested Formative Assessment Activities: 

 Individual Work 

 Group/Partner Work 

 Worksheets 

 Projects 

 Discussion 

 Question and Answer 

 Quiz 

 Teacher Observation 

 Student Homework 

 Student Journals 

 

Suggested Teacher Resources: 

Books 

Teacher Manual 

DVD 

Internet 

Worksheets 

 

Suggested Summative Assessment Activities: 

 Teacher Observation 

 Oral Responses 

 Unit Assessments 
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Unit Overview 

Content Area: Social Studies 

Unit Number and Title: X. East and Southeast Asia 

Grade Level: Grade 7 

 

Unit Summary:  

 China 

 Korea 

 Japan 

 Southeast Asia 

 

Primary Interdisciplinary Connections: Arts, Language Arts, Mathematics, Science 

 

21
st
 Century Interdisciplinary Themes:          

 _X_ Global Awareness     _X_ Financial, economic, business, and entrepreneurial literacy 

 _X_ Civic Literacy      _X_ Health Literacy 

 _X_ Environmental Literacy 

 

Learning Targets 

Standard(s):  

6.2 – World History/Global Studies 

9.3 – Career Awareness, Exploration, and Preparation 

 

Era (where appropriate):  

 

Strand(s):  
A. Civics, Government, and Human Rights 

B. Geography, People, and the Environment 

C. Economics, Innovation, and Technology 

D. History, Culture, and Perspectives 

 

CPI #  Cumulative Progress Indicator (CPI) 

6.2.8.A.4.b Compare and contrast the Japanese and European systems of feudalism and the 

effectiveness of each in promoting social, economic, and political order. 

6.2.8.B.2.b Compare and contrast physical and political maps of ancient river valley civilizations 

and their modern counterparts (i.e., Mesopotamia and Iraq; Ancient Egypt and 

Modern Egypt; Indus River Valley and Modern Pakistan/India; Ancient China and 

Modern China), and determine the geopolitical impact of these civilizations, then and 

now. 

6.2.8.B.4.a Explain how geography influenced the development of the political, economic, and 

cultural centers of each empire and well as the empires’ relationships with other parts 

of the world. 

6.2.8.B.4.b Assess how maritime and overland trade routes (i.e., the African caravan and Silk 

Road) impacted urbanization, transportation, communication, and the development 

of international trade centers. 
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6.2.8.B.4.f Explain how the geographies of China and Japan influenced their development and 

their relationship with one another. 

6.2.12.B.6.a Determine the global impact of increased population growth, migration, and changes 

in urban-rural populations on natural resources and land use. 

6.2.12.C.6.b Compare and contrast demographic trends in industrialized and developing nations, 

and evaluate the potential impact of these trends on the economy, political stability, 

and use of resources.  

6.2.12.C.6.d Determine how the availability of scientific, technological, and medical advances 

impacts the quality of life in different countries. 

6.2.8.D.3.b Relate the Chinese dynastic system to the longevity of authoritarian rule in China. 

6.2.8.D.3.c Determine common factors that contributed to the decline and fall of the Roman 

Empire, Gupta India, and Han China. 

9.3.8.B.2 Identify common knowledge, skills, and abilities needed within the federal 16 Career 

Clusters.   

9.3.8.B.3 Evaluate personal abilities, interests, and motivations and discuss how they might 

influence job and career selection. 

 

 

Unit Essential Questions: 

 How do different geographic regions affect the 

way people live, and how do people affect 

geography? 

 How do physical geography, human geography, 

and the human environment interact to influence or 

determine the development of nations?   

 

 

Unit Enduring Understandings: 

 The world is comprised of nations that are 

similar to and different from the United 

States.   

 Patterns of settlement across Earth’s surface 

differ markedly from region to region.   

 Both the physical characteristics and human 

inhabitants of regions change over time. 

 Regional geographic differences can result 

in social, economic and political differences. 

 

Unit Learning Targets: 

 

Students will: 

 Identify major geographic features 

 Compare and contrast the physical and human characteristics of world regions 

 Describe how the physical environment affects life in different regions 

 Explain population patterns in the world’s regions 

 Utilize maps, graphs and charts to obtain information about world regions 

 

Unit Vocabulary:  
loess   dynasty   dialect   Daoism 

 

Confucianism  command economy  tsunami  fishery 

 

samurai  archipelago 
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Evidence of Learning 

Suggested Formative Assessment Activities: 

 Individual Work 

 Group/Partner Work 

 Worksheets 

 Projects 

 Discussion 

 Question and Answer 

 Quiz 

 Teacher Observation 

 Student Homework 

 Student Journals 

 

Suggested Teacher Resources: 

Books 

Teacher Manual 

DVD 

Internet 

Worksheets 

   

Suggested Summative Assessment Activities: 

 Teacher Observation 

 Oral Responses 

 Unit Assessments 
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Unit Overview 

Content Area: Social Studies 

Unit Number and Title: XI. Pacific World 

Grade Level: Grade 7 

 

Unit Summary:  

 Australia 

 New Zealand 

 Oceania 

 Antarctica 

 

Primary Interdisciplinary Connections: Arts, Language Arts, Mathematics, Science 

 

21
st
 Century Interdisciplinary Themes:          

 _X_ Global Awareness     _X_ Financial, economic, business, and entrepreneurial literacy 

 _X_ Civic Literacy      _X_ Health Literacy 

 _X_ Environmental Literacy 

 

Learning Targets 

Standard(s):  

6.2 – World History/Global Studies 

9.3 – Career Awareness, Exploration, and Preparation 

 

Era (where appropriate):  

 

Strand(s):  
A. Civics, Government, and Human Rights 

B. Geography, People, and the Environment 

C. Economics, Innovation, and Technology 

D. History, Culture, and Perspectives 

 

CPI #  Cumulative Progress Indicator (CPI) 

6.2.8.B.1.a Explain the various migratory patterns of hunters/gatherers who moved from Africa 

to Eurasia, Australia, and the Americas, and describe the impact of migration on their 

lives and on the shaping of societies. 

6.2.12.B.5.c Determine the impact of migration on way of life (e.g., social, economic, and 

political structures) in countries of origin and in adopted countries. 

6.2.12.B.6.a Determine the global impact of increased population growth, migration, and changes 

in urban-rural populations on natural resources and land use. 

6.2.12.C.6.b Compare and contrast demographic trends in industrialized and developing nations, 

and evaluate the potential impact of these trends on the economy, political stability, 

and use of resources.  

6.2.12.C.6.d Determine how the availability of scientific, technological, and medical advances 

impacts the quality of life in different countries. 

9.3.8.B.2 Identify common knowledge, skills, and abilities needed within the federal 16 Career 

Clusters. 
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9.3.8.B.3 Evaluate personal abilities, interests, and motivations and discuss how they might 

influence job and career selection. 

 

 

Unit Essential Questions: 

 How do different geographic regions affect the 

way people live, and how do people affect 

geography? 

 How do physical geography, human geography, 

and the human environment interact to influence or 

determine the development of nations?   

 

 

Unit Enduring Understandings: 

 The world is comprised of nations that are 

similar to and different from the United 

States.   

 Patterns of settlement across Earth’s surface 

differ markedly from region to region.   

 Both the physical characteristics and human 

inhabitants of regions change over time. 

 Regional geographic differences can result 

in social, economic and political differences. 

 

Unit Learning Targets: 

 

Students will: 

 Identify major geographic features 

 Compare and contrast the physical and human characteristics of world regions 

 Describe how the physical environment affects life in different regions 

 Explain population patterns in the world’s regions 

 Utilize maps, graphs and charts to obtain information about world regions 

 

Unit Vocabulary:  
coral reef  Aborigines  Maori   atoll 

 

territory  ice shelf  polar desert  ozone layer 

 

Evidence of Learning 

Suggested Formative Assessment Activities: 

 Individual Work 

 Group/Partner Work 

 Worksheets 

 Projects 

 Discussion 

 Question and Answer 

 Quiz 

 Teacher Observation 

 Student Homework 

 Student Journals 
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Suggested Teacher Resources: 

Books 

Teacher Manual 

DVD 

Internet 

Worksheets 

     

Suggested Summative Assessment Activities: 

 Teacher Observation 

 Oral Responses 

 Unit Assessments 
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Unit Overview 

Content Area: Social Studies 

Unit Number and Title: I. Three Worlds Meet (Beginnings to 1620) 

Grade Level: Grade 8 

 

Unit Summary:  

 Native Americans 

 Explorers  

 Exploration 

 Three Worlds Collide 

 Roanoke Settlement 

 Jamestown Settlement 

 Indentured servitude 

 

Primary Interdisciplinary Connections: Language Arts, Mathematics, Art, Economics 

 

21
st
 Century Interdisciplinary Themes:          

 _X_ Global Awareness     _X_ Financial, economic, business, and entrepreneurial literacy 

 _X_ Civic Literacy      ___ Health Literacy 

 ___ Environmental Literacy 

 

Learning Targets 

Standard(s):  

6.1 – U.S. History: America in the World. 

9.3 – Career Awareness, Exploration, and Preparation. All students will apply knowledge about and     

          engage in the process of career awareness, exploration, and preparation in order to navigate the  

          globally competitive work environment of the information age. 

 

Era (where appropriate):  
Three Worlds Meet (Beginnings to 1620) 

 

Strand(s):  
A. Civics, Government, and Human Rights 

B. Geography, People, and the Environment 

C. Economics, Innovation, and Technology 

D. History, Culture, and Perspectives 

 

CPI #  Cumulative Progress Indicator (CPI) 

6.1.8.A.1.a  Compare and contrast forms of governance, belief systems, and family structures among 

African, European, and Native American groups.  

6.1.8.B.1.a  

 

Describe migration and settlement patterns of Native American groups, and explain how 

these patterns affected interactions in different regions of the Western Hemisphere.  

6.1.8.B.1.b  

 

Analyze the world in spatial terms, using historical maps to determine what led to the 

exploration of new water and land routes.  
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6.1.8.C.1.a  

 

Evaluate the impact of science, religion, and technology innovations on European 

exploration. 

6.1.8.D.1.a  

 

Compare and contrast gender roles, religion, values, cultural practices, and political 

systems of Native American groups.  

6.1.8.D.1.b  

 

Explain how interactions among African, European, and Native American groups began 

a cultural transformation.  

9.3.8.B.7 Explain what is meant by “jobs” and “careers,” and examine how each tends to be 

distributed regionally, nationally, and globally. 

9.3.8.B.8 Compare and contrast how traditional and nontraditional occupational roles have 

changed or remained the same regionally, nationally, and globally. 

 

 

Unit Essential Questions: 

 How does geography influence lifestyle and 

point of view? 

 How do geography, climate, and natural 

resources affect the way people live and work? 

 What effect do people have on their 

environment? 

 How do the beliefs and values of a diverse 

culture affect individuals and society? 

 What does it mean to be civilized? 

 What happens when cultures collide? 

 Why do people live together and form societies? 

 

 

Unit Enduring Understandings: 

 Geography influences needs, culture, 

opportunities, choices, interests, and skills. 

 Culture is a way of life of a group of people who 

share similar beliefs and customs. 

 Culture is both a unifying and divisive force in 

human relations. 

 The study of the continuum of human 

civilization reveals the ideas, beliefs, values, and 

institutions of its people. 

 

 

Unit Learning Targets: 

 

Students will: 

 Recognize and identify major European explorers by their country of origin, their accomplishments,  

            and their impact on the world. 

 Locate specific settlements by European explorers through maps. 

 Discuss, identify, and locate the five major categories of Native Americans. 

 Evaluate the first English, permanent settlements in America. 

 Evaluate the cultural clash that occurred between the Europeans and Native Americans. 

 Compare and contrast the settlements of Roanoke and Jamestown. 

 Read and interpret primary sources pertaining to Roanoke, Jamestown, John Smith, indentured 

servitude and explorers. 

 Compare and contrast the mythical and real Pocahontas and John Smith. 
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Unit Vocabulary:  
Technology  Compass  Astrolabe  Circumnavigate   

 

Monarch  Enslave  Colonies  Self-governing Colony  

 

Pueblo   Charter  Royal Colony  Proprietary Colony   

 

Log   Debtors  Joint Stock Company 

 

Evidence of Learning 

Suggested Formative Assessment Activities: 

 Role-plays 

 Group/Partner work 

 Individual work 

 Worksheets 

 Projects 

 Discussion 

 Questions and Answers 

 Quiz 

 Teacher Observation 

 Student Homework 

 Student Journals 

 Power Points 

 Smart Board interactive activities 

 

Suggested Teacher Resources: 

Books 

Teacher Manual 

DVD 

Internet 

Worksheets 

  

Suggested Summative Assessment Activities: 

 Teacher Observation 

 Oral Responses 

 Unit Assessments  
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Unit Overview 

Content Area: Social Studies 

Unit Number and Title: II. Colonization and Settlement (1585-1763) 

Grade Level: Grade 8 

 

Unit Summary:  

 New England, Middle, and Southern Colonies 

 Economy, education, religion, and agriculture of all three sections of colonies 

 Great Awakening 

 Pilgrims/Puritans 

 Mayflower Compact 

 Salem Witch Trials 

 

Primary Interdisciplinary Connections: Language Arts, Mathematics, Art, Economics 

 

21
st
 Century Interdisciplinary Themes:          

 _X_ Global Awareness     _X_ Financial, economic, business, and entrepreneurial literacy 

 _X_ Civic Literacy      _X_ Health Literacy 

 _X_ Environmental Literacy 

 

Learning Targets 

Standard(s):  

6.1 – U.S History: America in the World 

9.3 – Career Awareness, Exploration, and Preparation 

 

Era (where appropriate):  
Colonization and Settlement (1585-1763) 

 

Strand(s):  
A. Civics, Government, and Human Rights 

B. Geography, People, and the Environment 

C. Economics, Innovation, and Technology 

D. History, Culture, and Perspectives 

 

CPI #  Cumulative Progress Indicator (CPI) 

6.1.8.A.2.a  Determine the roles of religious freedom and participatory government in various North 

American colonies.  

6.1.8.A.2.b  

 

Explain how and why early government structures developed, and determine the impact 

of these early structures on the evolution of American politics and institutions.  

6.1.8.A.2.c  

 

Explain how race, gender, and status affected social, economic, and political 

opportunities during Colonial times.  

6.1.8.B.2.b  

 

Compare and contrast how the search for natural resources resulted in conflict and 

cooperation among European colonists and Native American groups in the New World.  

6.1.8.C.2.a  Relate slavery and indentured servitude to Colonial labor systems.  

6.1.8.C.2.b  

 

Explain the system of mercantilism and its impact on the economies of the colonies and 

European countries  
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6.1.8.C.2.c  Analyze the impact of triangular trade on multiple nations and groups.  

6.1.8.D.2.a  

 

Analyze the power struggle among European countries, and determine its impact on 

people living in Europe and the Americas.  

9.3.8.B.3 Evaluate personal abilities, interests, and motivations and discuss how they might 

influence job and career selection. 

9.3.8.B.6 Evaluate communication, collaboration, and leadership skills and how they might be 

further developed in preparation for a future career through involvement in school, 

home, work, and extracurricular activities. 

 

 

Unit Essential Questions: 

 Can an individual make a difference in history? 

 Is conflict inevitable? 

 How does geography affect lifestyle and point 

of view? 

 What effect do people have on their 

environment? 

 

 

Unit Enduring Understandings: 

 Geography influences needs, culture, 

opportunities, choices, interests, and skills. 

 Knowledge of the past helps one understand the 

present and make decisions about the 

future. 

 

 

Unit Learning Targets: 

 

Students will: 

 Compare and contrast the economy, education, religion, and agriculture of the New England, Middle, 

and Southern colonies. 

 Locate the thirteen colonies on a map. 

 Understand the impact slavery had on the economy of the colonies. 

 Debate the moral issue of slavery. 

 Discuss the impact of the Great Awakening on colonial religious views. 

 Read multiple primary sources related to the Pilgrims, Puritans, and colonial living, and analyze their 

significance. 

 Analyze the Mayflower Compact. 

 Discuss the Salem Witch Trials and the impact they had on Puritan society and the colonies in 

general. 

 Compare and contrast the Pilgrims and Puritans. 

 

Unit Vocabulary:  
 

Separatists  Middle Passage Bread Basket   Triangular Trade   

 

Navigation Acts 
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Evidence of Learning 

Suggested Formative Assessment Activities: 

 Role-plays 

 Group/Partner work 

 Individual work 

 Worksheets 

 Projects 

 Discussion 

 Questions and Answers 

 Quiz 

 Teacher Observation 

 Student Homework 

 Student Journals 

 Power Points 

 Smart Board interactive activities 

 

Suggested Teacher Resources: 

Books 

Teacher Manual 

DVD 

Internet 

Worksheets 

  

Suggested Summative Assessment Activities: 

 Teacher Observation 

 Oral Response 

 Unit Assessment 
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Unit Overview 

Content Area: Social Studies 

Unit Number and Title: III. Revolution and the New Nation 

Grade Level: Grade 8 

 

Unit Summary:  

 The French and Indian War 

 Pontiac’s Rebellion 

 Factors that led to the Revolutionary War (taxes, Acts, events, people) 

 Revolutionary War (people, battles, outcome, impact) 

 Sons of Liberty 

 The Declaration of Independence 

 Continental Congresses 

 Articles of Confederation 

 Ratification of the Constitution/Bill of Rights 

 Constitutional principles 

 

Primary Interdisciplinary Connections: Language Arts, Mathematics, Art, Economics 

 

21
st
 Century Interdisciplinary Themes:          

 _X_ Global Awareness     _X_ Financial, economic, business, and entrepreneurial literacy 

 _X_ Civic Literacy      _X_ Health Literacy 

 _X_ Environmental Literacy 

 

Learning Targets 

Standard(s):  

6.1 – U.S History: America in the World 

9.3 – Career Awareness, Exploration, and Preparation 

 

Era (where appropriate):  
Revolution and the New Nation (1754-1820s) 

 

Strand(s):  
A. Civics, Government, and Human Rights 

B. Geography, People, and the Environment 

C. Economics, Innovation, and Technology 

D. History, Culture, and Perspectives 

 

CPI #  Cumulative Progress Indicator (CPI) 

6.1.8.A.3.a  

 

Examine the ideals found in the Declaration of Independence, and assess the extent to 

which they were fulfilled for women, African Americans, and Native Americans during 

this time period.  

6.1.8.A.3.b  

 

Evaluate the effectiveness of the fundamental principles of the Constitution (i.e., consent 

of the governed, rule of law, federalism, limited government, separation of powers, 

checks and balances, and individual rights) in establishing a federal government that 

allows for growth and change over time.  
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6.1.8.A.3.c  

 

Determine the role that compromise played in the creation and adoption of the 

Constitution and Bill of Rights.  

6.1.8.A.3.d  

 

Compare and contrast the Articles of Confederation and the UNITED STATES 

Constitution in terms of the decision-making powers of national government.  

6.1.8.A.3.g  Evaluate the impact of the Constitution and Bill of Rights on current day issues.  

6.1.8.B.3.a  

 

Assess how conflicts and alliances among European countries and Native American 

groups impacted the expansion of the American colonies.  

6.1.8.B.3.b  

 

Determine the extent to which the geography of the United States influenced the debate 

on representation in Congress and federalism by examining the New Jersey and Virginia 

plans.  

6.1.8.B.3.c  

 

Use maps and other geographic tools to evaluate the impact of geography on the 

execution and outcome of the American Revolutionary War.  

6.1.8.B.3.d  Explain why New Jersey’s location played an integral role in the American Revolution.  

6.1.8.C.3.a  

 

Explain how taxes and government regulation can affect economic opportunities, and 

assess the impact of these on relations between Britain and its North American colonies.  

6.1.8.D.3.a  

 

Explain how the consequences of the Seven Years War, changes in British policies  

toward American colonies, and responses by various groups and individuals in the North 

American colonies led to the American Revolution.  

6.1.8.D.3.b  

 

Explain why the Declaration of Independence was written and how its key principles 

evolved to become unifying ideas of American democracy.  

6.1.8.D.3.c  

 

Analyze the impact of George Washington as general of the American revolutionary 

forces and as the first president of the United States.  

6.1.8.D.3.d  

 

Analyze how prominent individuals and other nations contributed to the causes, 

execution, and outcomes of the American Revolution.  

6.1.8.D.3.e  

 

Examine the roles and perspectives of various socioeconomic groups (e.g., rural farmers, 

urban craftsmen, northern merchants, and southern planters), African Americans, Native 

Americans, and women during the American Revolution, and determine how these 

groups were impacted by the war.  

6.1.8.D.3.f Analyze from multiple perspectives how the terms of the Treaty of Paris affected U.S. 

relations with Native Americans and with European powers that had territories in North 

America. 

9.3.8.B.8 Compare and contrast how traditional and nontraditional occupational roles have 

changed or remained the same regionally, nationally, and globally. 

 

 

Unit Essential Questions: 

 Why do people fight? 

 What is revolution? 

 Is conflict inevitable? 

 What is worth fighting for? 

 Can an individual make a difference in history? 

 What effect does a democratic government have 

on society? 

 

 

 

 

Unit Enduring Understandings: 

 People respond to and resolve conflicts in a 

variety of ways. 

 Democratic societies must balance the rights and 

responsibilities of individuals with the 

common good. 
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Unit Learning Targets: 

 

Students will: 

 Trace the events and lasting effects of the French and Indian War. 

 Analyze the reasons for American independence, including mercantilism and taxation. 

 Identify and describe key battles in the American Revolution. 

 Discuss the roles of the First and Second Continental Congresses in the movement towards 

independence. 

 Identify key principles of the Declaration of Independence. 

 Discuss the strengths and weaknesses of the Articles of Confederation. 

 Identify and discuss the key participants and compromises at the Constitutional Convention. 

 Describe the ratification process of the Constitution through the viewpoints of the Federalists and 

Anti-Federalists. 

 

Unit Vocabulary:  
boycott  Sons of Liberty  Neutral   traitor  

              

delegate  Patriot    Loyalist   Federalists 

  

Anti-Federalists 

 

Evidence of Learning 

Suggested Formative Assessment Activities: 

 Role-plays 

 Group/Partner work 

 Individual work 

 Worksheets 

 Projects 

 Discussion 

 Questions and Answers 

 Quiz 

 Teacher Observation 

 Student Homework 

 Student Journals 

 Power Points 

 Smart Board interactive activities 

 

Suggested Teacher Resources: 

Books 

Teacher Manual 

DVD 

Internet 

Worksheets 
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Suggested Summative Assessment Activities: 

 Teacher Observations 

 Oral Response 

 Unit Assessment 
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Unit Overview 

Content Area: Social Studies 

Unit Number and Title: IV. The New Nation 

Grade Level: Grade 8 

 

Unit Summary:  

 Bill of Rights 

 Additional Amendments 

 Civil Rights Movement 

 

Primary Interdisciplinary Connections: Language Arts, Mathematics, Arts, Economics 

 

21
st
 Century Interdisciplinary Themes:          

 _X_ Global Awareness     _X_ Financial, economic, business, and entrepreneurial literacy 

 _X_ Civic Literacy      _X_ Health Literacy 

 _X_ Environmental Literacy 

 

Learning Targets 

Standard(s):  

6.1 – U.S. History: America in the World 

9.3 – Career Awareness, Exploration, and Preparation 

 

Era (where appropriate):  

 

Strand(s):  
    A.  Civics, Government, and Human Rights 

    D.  History, Culture, and Perspectives 

 

CPI #  Cumulative Progress Indicator (CPI) 

6.1.8.A.3.c  

 

Determine the role that compromise played in the creation and adoption of the 

Constitution and Bill of Rights.  

6.1.8.D.5.d  

 

Analyze the effectiveness of the 13th, 14th, and 15th Amendments to the United States 

Constitution from multiple perspectives.  

6.1.12.A.13.b  

 

Analyze the effectiveness of national legislation, policies, and Supreme Court 

decisions (i.e., the Civil Rights Act, the Voting Rights Act, the Equal Rights 

Amendment, Title VII, Title IX, Affirmative Action, Brown v. Board of Education, 

and Roe v. Wade) in promoting civil liberties and equal opportunities.  

9.3.8.B.3 Evaluate personal abilities, interests, and motivations and discuss how they might 

influence job and career selection. 

9.3.8.B.6 Evaluate communication, collaboration, and leadership skills and how they might be 

further developed in preparation for a future career through involvement in school, 

home, work, and extracurricular activities. 

9.3.8.B.8 Compare and contrast how traditional and nontraditional occupational roles have 

changed or remained the same regionally, nationally, and globally. 

9.3.8.B.16 Relate academic achievement, as represented by high school diplomas, college 

degrees, and industry credentials, to employability and to potential level of income. 
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Unit Essential Questions: 

 How are governments created, structured, 

maintained, and changed? 

 What happens when cultures collide? 

 How do the beliefs and values of a diverse 

culture affect individuals and society? 

 

Unit Enduring Understandings: 

 Culture is both a unifying and divisive force in 

human relations. 

 Conflict resolution can involve aggression, 

compromise, cooperation, and change. 

 

 

Unit Learning Targets: 

 

Students will: 

 Write in detail how their life as a citizen is protected by the Bill of Rights. 

 Explain the meaning of the amendments to the Constitution. 

 List the rights that the First Amendment protects. 

 Explain how the Second, Third, and Fourth amendments are instrumental in protecting against 

abuses of power by the government. 

 Describe the role of the Fifth through Eighth Amendments in protecting the accused. 

 Identify and discuss other Constitutional amendments. 

 Interpret primary sources and speeches during the Civil Rights Movement. 

 Watch “Children’s March” and analyze the significance of young people during the Civil Rights 

Movement. 

 

Unit Vocabulary:  
Indict   Double Jeopardy  Eminent Domain Bail   

 

slander   libel    Petition  Warrant   

 

segregation  treason    Suffrage  Affirmative Action 

 

Racial Profiling 

 

Evidence of Learning 

Suggested Formative Assessment Activities: 

 Role-plays 

 Group/Partner work 

 Individual work 

 Worksheets 

 Projects 

 Discussion 

 Questions and Answers 

 Quiz 

 Teacher Observation 

 Student Homework 

 Student Journals 

 Power Points 

 Smart Board interactive activities 
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Suggested Teacher Resources: 

Books 

Teacher Manual 

DVD 

Internet 

Worksheets 

  

Suggested Summative Assessment Activities: 

 Teacher Observation 

 Oral Response 

 Unit Assessment 
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Unit Overview 

Content Area: Social Studies 

Unit Number and Title: V. Three Branches of Government 

Grade Level: Grade 8 

 

Unit Summary:  

 Legislative Branch (Congressional organization, powers, how a bill becomes a law). 

 Executive Branch (Presidential qualifications, roles and powers, cabinet and executive 

departments, and Electoral College). 

 Judicial Branch (Federal Court, Supreme Court, and Judicial Review). 

 Political Parties 

 

Primary Interdisciplinary Connections: Language Arts, Mathematics, Art, Economics 

 

21
st
 Century Interdisciplinary Themes:          

 _X_ Global Awareness     _X_ Financial, economic, business, and entrepreneurial literacy 

 _X_ Civic Literacy      _X_ Health Literacy 

 _X_ Environmental Literacy 

 

Learning Targets 

Standard(s):  

6.1 – U.S. History: American in the World 

6.3 – Active Citizenship in the 21
st
 Century 

9.3 – Career Awareness, Exploration, and Preparation 

 

Era (where appropriate):  

 

Strand(s):  
    A.  Civics, Government, and Human Rights 

    D.  History, Culture, and Perspectives 

 

CPI #  Cumulative Progress Indicator (CPI) 

6.1.8.A.3.b  

 

Evaluate the effectiveness of the fundamental principles of the Constitution (i.e., consent 

of the governed, rule of law, federalism, limited government, separation of powers, 

checks and balances, and individual rights) in establishing a federal government that 

allows for growth and change over time.  

6.1.8.A.3.f  

 

Explain how political parties were formed and continue to be shaped by differing 

perspectives regarding the role and power of federal government.  

6.1.12.A.2.e  

 

Explain how judicial review made the Supreme Court an influential branch of 

government, and assess the continuing impact of the Supreme Court today.  

6.3.8.A.2 Participate in a real or simulated hearing to develop a legislative proposal that addresses 

a public issue, and share it with an appropriate legislative body (e.g. school board, 

municipal or county government, state legislature). 

6.3.8.C.1 Contact local officials and community members to obtain information about the local 

school district or municipal budget and assess budget priorities. 
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6.3.8.D.1 Engage in simulated democratic processes (e.g. legislative hearings, judicial 

proceedings, elections) to understand how conflicting points of view are addressed in a 

democratic society). 

9.3.8.B.3 Evaluate personal abilities, interests, and motivations and discuss how they might 

influence job and career selection. 

9.3.8.B.6 Evaluate communication, collaboration, and leadership skills and how they might be 

further developed in preparation for a future career through involvement in school, 

home, work, and extracurricular activities. 

9.3.8.B.8 Compare and contrast how traditional and nontraditional occupational roles have 

changed or remained the same regionally, nationally, and globally. 

9.3.8.B.16 Relate academic achievement, as represented by high school diplomas, college degrees, 

and industry credentials, to employability and to potential level of income. 

 

Unit Learning Targets: 

 

Students will: 

 Explain the Legislative Branch, including the qualifications and terms of office for members of 

Congress. 

 Summarize the expressed, implied, non-legislative, and special powers of Congress. 

 Trace the steps of how a bill becomes a law. 

 Describe the qualifications and terms of office for the President and Vice President. 

 Explain presidential succession. 

 Act out the president’s many roles. 

 Analyze the cabinet and the role of the different departments. 

 Identify the historical appearance and significance of political parties. 

 Describe the Judicial Branch, including Federal and Supreme Court. 

 

Unit Vocabulary:  
Bicameral   implied powers  expressed powers   

 

legislation   party whip   Floor leader    

 

District   Ambassador   Embargo   

 

Treaty    Diplomat   Amnesty 

 

Pardon    Foreign Policy   Jurisdiction    

 

Majority Opinion  Docket    Concurring Opinion 

  

Dissenting Opinion  Appeal    Seniority System  

 

President Pro Tempore 
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Evidence of Learning 

Suggested Formative Assessment Activities: 

 Role-plays 

 Group/Partner work 

 Individual work 

 Worksheets 

 Projects 

 Discussion 

 Questions and Answers 

 Quiz 

 Teacher Observation 

 Student Homework 

 Student Journals 

 Power Points 

 Smart Board interactive activities 

 

Suggested Teacher Resources: 

Books 

Teacher Manual 

DVDs 

Internet 

Worksheets     

 

Suggested Summative Assessment Activities: 

 Teacher Observations 

 Oral Response 

 Unit Assessment 
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Section IV 

 

 

Appendices 
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Appendix A 
 

Cross-Reference 

Between 

the NJCCSS 

and the  

Social Studies 

Curriculum 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

      *** The Cross Reference Charts and NJ Standards are available upon request ***     

 


